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ABSTRACT

Collected in t is volume are the paper pr sentea at
1978 Chief state School Officers Summer institute. The program
was devoted to political issues'iM education and focused on a number
of current educational problems. ,Pclitical issues were/disc
ed in
relation to a number of areas, including federal educiitiou.
priorities, federal-state relations, the education- state government
relationship, .local control of education, school finance reform,
competency testing,-vocational and- career educatioa, bilingual tnd
bicultural education, teacher educator and certitcation4'past and
future trend's, and curriculum reform. Each issue was examined in the
light of fourterrelated questions: What actors are involved is the
decisions? Rh. ends do they seek and hew? Rhat zoaIlocationn of
power, financial 'support, or other-resources will have to be bade to
satisfy varied interests? and What action-alternatives are open to
-state school.officers? Presentations were.bade by noted scholars and
practitioners.
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Foreword
Every year since its inception in 1970. The Chief State School Officers.
Summer Institute has focused its attention on ,sonic pert asive and significant educational issue. Over the years, as discussion centered on a cur-

rent topic, one persistent question kept arising: "What are the political
considerations of this issue?"
1This year, therefore; the Council officers clio5e to devote the
stitute program to an examination of some of the political Bs,
..ysis
cation, selecting a number of current educational problems fu
of their political implications. Each issue was egarnined in the light of
four interrelated questions:
I. What actors are involved in the decisions that must be made?
2. What ends do they seek, and how do they propose to. teach these ends?

3. What reallocations of 'sourer. financial support, or ot, ier. resources
will have to be made to satisfy the varied interests?
4. What action-alternatives are open to chief state school officers?
To bring expert knowledge and fresh insight to bear on these issues, an
outstanding group of scholars and practitioners was assembled to serve

as Institute faculty. Their presentations, contained in the following
pages, provide the body of this Institute report.

As in previous Institute sessions, the major presentations were buttressed and illuminated by the lively participation of. the Chiefs them-

selves. The panels, the qaestion-and-answer sessions, and the informal'
discussions with the speakers constituted, a significant part of the meetings, too voluminous arti complex to be reported in print,

The papers presented below, though not a complete report of the
Institute, will give the reader a sense of the liveliness and timeliness of the
issues addressed, and provide an overview of current political issues in
education.

Kenneth H. Hansen

Institute Director
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Chapter 1
Pol deal Issues In

Estab 'lung Nallional Education Prior
Federal PttliLymakingin Education:
19 Propositions and 5 Proposals)
by
Samuel Halperin
Director, Institute for Educational Leaders
George Washington University

Americans

p

always had a love-hate relationship with Washington.

George Wallace-ism. Nixon's "New Federalism." Jimmy Carter. the
These
anti-establishment candidate. Shock waves from Propositipn
are Only a few of the manifestations of America's uneasy encounter with
the realities of Big Government and hs sloganeered accompaniments:

Deficit spending. Galloping Legislative and Judicial Interventionism.
Creeping nurcaucracy, and the,like.
Or instead of slogans, we tell jokes;

Like the definition of Washington as "a imulaung and beautiful eily,
surrounded on all fciuisides by reality.'"
Like the puzzlement of two ladies from the Middle West who were observing for the first time the IMO of our U.S. Muse of Representatives.
When the voting bells went off, and Members and pages scurried in every

direction, one visiting lady ruined to the other with alarm in her voice

and queried: "What's happening?" Her friend replied, with equal
alarm. "I don't know but I think one of them must have gotten loser'
Like the chief state school officer who died and went to Hell. Om day
he was commtmicating with another chief still among the living. The survivor asked his departed friend what Hell was -catty like and received this
answer: "well, first of all, down here we've got two U.S. Offices of Education.
Lem list some propositIons about fzwral policymaking in education
and offer some modest prIeseriptiorts fiir improving our current poticymaking apparatus.
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The Educational Arena
To understand educational policy
ington-0
states. tor that ma:terwe need to ,tart sstth a trank recognition of some
of the salient features of the contemporary American edUCatibital

1. -Nutnefous PartlipuntsThetdomain of education is occupied by
N01),0

and 1,iews must be takettinfo account. The sneer number of ins olved,par-

tcipants makes n escecdingly difficult to carry on rational dialogue, to
select effective memo) of mobilizing public support, to anticipate demands and to eMitilate, even approsimately, the consetnicnCes of public
ics, decisions, and programs.

2. th-certirstlized DevisiandukingThe long-standing decentralization
inhority and,re\ponstbilst) that characierizcs the educational system

in the LI-Srfrom many points of view, one of its most cherished featoresinereasingly aggravatsl,two linoof competition and ciuflict: (t)
among lay persons and professionals Wit trip the tradition of local control

through elected boards; and (b) among levels of governmentstate. lo
cal, and national. Both lines are sobjeck to sjiifting balanc'es of power
and influence among the two sets of potential opponents and are crucially interrelated around such questions as; Who should take what responsibilities? For what -quality of educational, service? Rendered to
whom; Tension is further exacerbated by new: claims to legitimacy_ , for
example, for et:Immunity control" and "parentakinvIvement.

3. Factionalism. Fragmentation. Conflicting Goals When- the,increasing number of active partiCipapts and the snuggle for control are emit
bined with the effects of societal complexity,,pluralism, and highly specialized roles and functions, destabilizing historical trends are greatly intensified. Among the most notable of these trends are the presen:c of
strong factionalism in educational policy and policymaking; the difficulty of coordinating educational purposes and resources iri a highly
fragmented deliverysystem; and the unexpected and unintended impact
of major events and unrelated decisions on educational goals and
achievements'. These "uncaused" and accidental events and resulting
conditions severely complicate the difficult tasks of ensuring accountability and forecasting the results of policies and programs.

4. Difficult to Improve,Partisan conflict, distrust among leaders and
groups,. poor or nonexisterircommunication among key participants, opposition among apparently equally qualified experts, and jurisdictional
competition each test, shape and` complicate policymaking processes and
procedures. Essentially the same factors that make effective policymaking difficult also stand in the way of efforts to achieve improvements.
'Rizliard C. Swidcl. f --4y,{
thc
C.
:oundeil
Siarc
wpart of a policy formulation prom.s for thS tnitituic for Educational Lod.

these

5. No ationgl Education Polley and No \gene). Responsible, for PerI :;,... net result of the foregimng
formance of Education Pollc)m
considerations is that 't f i Oleic is rt.h thllerciat, si dels shared. or cicarl:4
understood national policy for supporting tnsl trengthening the oh.
siraction catle:1 "the' natto,ii's edtic tt ttn:il system
and %.1) no institu`bilc.k for of
tion. agency or e.roup of organizations Ih,t ticeptecl
.

tog process or ;or impro% mg
problerii--,oft in structures and pin cesst.

national polio
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rability of citY,cd ideir at scrigie, overarching plan. 'Nliat is missing, however. is .1 it 1,
'n.
(tonal I rategy for strengthening poiio making rir .
Brie

does rrre Intply= the

Propositions about Federal Policy Making
ding on who dots (tic counting.:lhere are at le.ist ytlft distinct
federal education and education related progr nis, idfliiiiiqercd by at
least 711"diffcrent executive departments tend agencies. These programs
together account for over $23 billion in the current federal budget.

1. The federal government numerous Involvements with educutioh ate,
.seldom justified as aid to improve education. per se. Rather. the ''Fed-s"
educalioned institutions as instruments to pursue mare specific
,goals. Sortie of the chief of these. as nu:act:red in dollars; to help Mai"tart' veterans icadjusi to civilian life, to advance scientific research and
development (most often in specified, applied areas), to combat poverty
ancr unemployment, to train skilled %writers for a technological society

and thereby, to strengthen national defense, w improve the nation's
health through training of health professionals, etc.
In other words. -education may-bi&the mode of delivery but it is not

the major organizing concept for or the primary :ntended beneficiary
of federal programs. Only %then we realize this central fact can 41: un
derstand why soinuch dam=age is done, mo.zily inadvertently, to edui a.
banal institutions and practices Las so many educationrelatea programs
of the federal government.
tmpacts on education resi
2. Many of the federal go yernmen
frtmi polichn- enacted ht non.educatio n 1 .frngrecciotral t onrrnittile.s
'recutive Branch.
their implementing hureauczacies in t
-The best current example of this activity is tax credits for paymen
educational expenses. whose implications for education are vast and uncharted: 'I his legislation is considered by most Members of Congress as

a tax measure, or more specifically, as tax felicf for the hard-pressed
The bill k handled by the Senate Committee on Finance
middle
4
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with the House and
and Mi.
and the House Committee
.
Senate education 'Committees' having only marginal.input.
"Pits instance is hardly the first lime that Congressional t;7, committees
dealt with major education - related issues, We already have tax
for preschool and child care evenses charitable deduction.; for
contributions to education-, restrictions on--folindation giving. parental
kkjutMbiliky

VAellip\ioris

and training costs, various ways to treat income f`rOnt fellowships andchetlars tips, and a host of other tat /education polio
Similarly, the recent it prohibiting mandatory retircrrtent prior tolage
far-reaching consequences for educational itistioitions.4
70, can
their tenure` systems. But
this at was considered as a labor and anti.
discrimination measure 'without a full range of input from educators.
administr;i.torz,

fact,Oly.

Additional "non education" policy area.s could also he cited, each
with a profiound influence on educational costs and/or educational practices: encily, social security Loxes.- regulation of pension plans, equal
employme opportunity, ,accupational safety and health, and so on
Even th 'current bill to create a cabinet-level Department of Educa-,
fion are ng considered by Congressional committees on organization
and operas ons with only peripheral Commentary by those Members with
genuine ex nice in education.

3. Most f deral programs arise from external social forces, rather than
from the primary efforts of educators, Thus. World War I created a re
irPonsle th the Smith-Hughes vocational education act; massive demobili
zation after World War II led to-the-GI-bills; Sputnik sparked the National Defense EducationACt; the War on 'Poverty and the civil rights
ESEA; persisrevoliniori fueledliead Start and, a year later, Title
tent unemployment contributed to the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act' and tie Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects
Act, and Soon.
Here and there, edu'eators mat aged to catch hold of one of these
waves of :massive social- change -and_were able to graft on programs of
more generalized educational significance. For example. ESEA Title I
and the six'al and political farces that brought it into being also carried
along ESEA's old Title V, to strengthen state departments of education,
Title Ill, for innovative Supplementary centers and services, Title II, for
improvipg school libraries ind instructional materials. Similarly-, the
War on F'overty'S Economic Opportunity Act of 10)4 pretvidd the locomeitive. poster for enacting such longstxtnied edifcaticirial programs as
Adult Bas, ,iducation and College Work-Study.
4. Far from having been the principal architects and expediters of major
to anfederal education programs, America's educatOrs genetally
at.

g5451% "Age Diwriminaiion in Employment Act Asa z-

trat.

/ten, 6.

it the probteim_undt.
g the inuf
upheal
goy. the eiv-ii rtghts revolution of Blacks, other rnne ritj sand women, the far .reaelong P. 1 `n. I1'.
and Section 5O1 statute; relating to handicapped petsom, the nov !ru.
glass over age discriminationand many otherssaw most educators in
a reactive, rather than proactive, role, Even weir v.e. their Iat k of involve-.
111::111 dr
.
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11111)

IMO

141Illy

of tife plaintiff groups to identify in educators and education "the en
emy- they were c-coking to defeat.; a resiiil, iti too many areas of klar
L.>ciety today, educatorsespecially. educational administratorsaxe
smn as eulpableby minorities of all types, by the disabled and handl
capped, by feminists. by civil rights activists. by the poor and unemployed, b child oevelopment and dry care advocates,' and b) a signifie,int portion of students of all ages. parents, and tawayerr,x large:

a. One important .corollary of this proposition is that educators in
Washington often stand alone when we desperately need allies, Except

for the supeit lobbying skills and political brawn of the AFI...C10,
which has long been education's single most effective advocate.
lion lacks dependable external support.
6. Federal inyolvement in education, as stated earlier, ha.s been jitstified
in a number of instrumental ways, hardly ever as an end in itself, Similarly, the roles taken by the "Feds" in their involvement with education
vary greaVy over time. Consider the distinct possibilities:

The &imitative Role, whereby federal categorical aid is used as an
incentive to get people todo something that the "Feds:' consider desirable. This VAC includes "framing the issues," that i5, presenting_problems in a particular way (with or without accompanying dollars) so that
other policyrnakers and the. public`: t large gradually come to view them
through that frame or lens. As examples, Head Start catalyzed a basic
change in the way we have come to think about early childhood developinent, while Title I and related programs popularized and then instituionalized, in extremely short order, the newly emergent concept of coin:
pens-ate ry education.

* Research and Derelopm
new knowledge or improvediprac

discovery and dissemination of
e.

Service and Technical ASSIMCMC using federal staff to help state and
ioeal educational Units. This also ncludes the training of edu ional
perionnel and leadership.
Moral Leade/ship.-Jtiempting to alter or establish priorities and c
municating ideas through Washington's "Bully Pulpit.- (For example,
exhortations for. Vocational Education and Right to Read.)
ale J re-
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tationv to enacrtment of general federal :nil to education
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!vanted to haprcn. but

41.; ii()1 -;t1ppod to hap rr.:n. which few
hich, notivittisranding.hai happened,

From time to tirre, Washington climigcs it signals_ instead of playing
the role of great innovator and vtirnufaior, 'l was the ease in the mid.
196%. Washiagion L. increa5ingly.%cen itcell .1 1 c.elective fonder of
progiams to aid the-poor and the disadvantaged. Title I of Fib's. need .
traced student financial assistance in higher education and ri.:-cently. aid
Ytir the handicapped have become the three multi-billion dollar -Equ-al.
1-orAccos" pill;irs on which most of the education AV4entla has hren
built,
ncreasingly, hoss-eser with accompanying dollars to ease the pain-or si.'ithout such ernolient aidWashing.on has a_ssurned an increasingly
regulator
y. standard -setting role. Beciiti've bureaucrats and Cohgre8s
...,
hat. combined to produce laws and regulations.that arc en
more demanding and prescriptise.
This shifting cmphash=v4ikil ido not regard ac in any way complet,
et is claNtated by several other propositions;
Legislators are heavil) jtiraCted bI, the I:ha/lenge Of iCgitAatirig,
pet;sonal stamp on the lives of 220 million Ar.nericans, of
'putting on
"making it" in one of the greatest macho games of our timeauthoring
one's "own bill. In simple giords mostlegislators today ixlieve their job
is to legislate, But as recently as 10ii.O. a very large. percentage of the
.!siernbers saw.4heir legislative rofe,as primarily a conservative one stop.
r* and pr,nie.eriny dominant in
pror,rds from
p
;Iv.;
'lereStlfrorn bcinEtindermined by the engetmentof new legislation fa .
voraiiii to challenger groups ..Legislative restraint and the negative pro.
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tection afforbed by lazy legislators have vanished along with the Eisenhower-era image of sleepy town Washingam slumbering along the banks
of the Potomac.
8. Legislative activism can also be scribed to the rapid 'pace of )ttaicial
aaivism. Brown. Liu.. Pennsylvani,aAssOciation for Retarded Children;
-and a-host of lesser -known court cases haye each callea forth one or
. more responses, thus adding volume tonormaLlegislaijvc.appetitys.

9. And 717eti- there is the activism spawned by the Executive Branch's
seemingly insatiable need to "have a program," to "do something new,
Unlike some other departments of government in which the leadership
sees its role largely in managerial terms, HEW 's leaders have, predorninantly, been cut from an activist mold. Would-be appointees have not
been selected primarily for thOr ability to make sense out of the 130 or
so -disparate programs in HEW's Education Division and to assure the
Congress and the taxpayers that these programs are working reasonably
well Rather, the name of the game seems to be what dramatic action
can-the new appointee take to get in.fliential people talking about his
new initiatives, to use his transient average.ofless than two years in ofTice in order. to ','snake wave," to get noticed for selection to the next
rung of national achievement.
10: Finally, there is the activism spurred on by a myriad of some- 00
education interest groups. These associations, proliferating at the ra-.

one or more per week seek-to get "closer to the action" that affects
them and to show.thzir constituents back-home that they arc 'doing
something." The quickest way to do this is to design an amendment,
mandate a certain action, tinker with an old formula, or even introduce
an entirely new concept for legislative intervention. Since Members of
Congress are eager'to please, few Members today would risk constituent
ire by telling aiupplicant "that's a damn fool notion and we don't need
any more Taws" Lobbyists soon learn that there-is a sportior for 'any
idea and a reasonably good chahcito secure enactment ithat idea isn't
too- costly, doesn:Cdo much damage to other interests. and provides its
potential sponk&-,'.wittvspeaking honoraria, favorable publicity and the
other apPurtenanees of.democratic, elective gOvernment.,,-

11. Not only is "policy" fractionated iii.thecongress and'inthe'various

dw mission-oriented executivdakncies, bUt (hell. is no one in the federarcity:
Mho looks out for the totality of education. Worsiyet. few policymakers
of consequence worry about.edlicati9n very much at all

Commissioner of -Education: responsible for some S13:
The
bilhon InSederai programs (about.half the total appropriated for educa7
and for programs which, in the 'Ianguagebrrhe U-.S. Budget are
''beneficial -to the interests of education, but which are-;.not. primarily
educational in purpose"), is at. the fowest grade of the federal executiVe
cale:- As such, be has no, clout with assistant seeretaries,- under sect
es or secretaries in other executive agencies. many of whom are re

POLITICAL ISSUES IN EDUCATION
+nsibtc for rnillions and .even billions of dollars of federal progd.ms
with highly ,significant consequences for American education. Whatever
his personal characteristic may be, the Commissioner is today a thinor;
league figure in Washingtqn policymaking.
Secretaries of HEW are enorthously busy and harried creatures, dashfrig from welfare scandals to the dangers of food additives, from containment of hospital Cons to the desegregation-of colleges, from Head Start
and day care to feeding xenttis for senior citizens, from cigarettes and
cancer to fraud and abuse in the social security system. %Vhile some secre-

taries have substantial interest in education, others do not While some
secretaries try 'to rhaster the-complexity of educational programs, most
leave their power in the hands of little-known, relatively unaccountable
special assistance whose influence generally far exceeds that of the Assistant Secrelary for Education and the Commissioner of Education.

Inter-executive branch coordination is marked by its absence. The
Federal Interagency Committee on Education, established by executive
order in 1965, does useful technical work but-has no authority and little

credibility.
.
-z.. Fractionalization also characterizes the Offiee of Management and
Budget, whose charter is certainly clear enough to support interagency':
coordination .but whose relatively small staff is Organized along traditional and parochial linese.g: health, education, manpoirer, defense,
veterans, etc. _A particularly gross example of this parochialism: the
OMB examiner for vocational and adult education is riot even in the
same organizitional unit as the OMB examiner for CETI\ and man
per and training programs: even cons ersation. lei alone eoordination;
.

is accidental,-not planned.
Not since 1968 has any single individual or gioup of indivio.als served

as.White House advisor or focal point for education. Individuals-on the
Nixon Dominic Council or Carter Domestic Policy Staff who concern,
themselves with education "do so only intermittently, have little clout, and
turn over with unsettling frequencler,9ften their very identity is one of
.washingtort's-few well-kept secrets.

.

And, finally, presidents devOte exeeedjrigly little time to education.One of Mr Nixon's education aides estimates that the eresident spent no
more than 20 hours on education issues during his entire tenure, and at
least halt of that dealt with crises in desegregation and with carnpus unrest. Currently, by Mr. Carter's owe adrnissioa, education "is a subject
. in. Washington. The only
hat rarely arises at,a Cabinet meeting
one it does arise is when there is a legal question involving civil rights or
the alloeation of funds.. . . (Education) doesu'a have the -risibility and
importance that it warrants in our democratic and free society."

,12. Not only is education policy shaped in a host of fractionated- settings, but the principal polleymakers tend to rotate with increasing fre:
gamey. Aso result, "institutional memory" variestrom'the weak to the
front. John F. Kennedy's inauguration
nonexistent. During the I I yti

15

".'

to taday,.lhere have been 9 Secretaries of HEW and 15 Commissioners
(and long-terth acting Commissioneri) of EduCationi

For the bitter part of this same period, 'continuitYcharacterized the
Congress. Incumbent Members who desired to, do so could easily return
to Congress. and eontinue to build up seniority,and expertise in education. But all-of that has changed as well Of the 535 Members of Con:
gross, -377 (fully -70 percent)-were not in office when the Elementary and
Secondary Education Act became law in 1965. relext year, at least 60-80
Members will notriturn, most through voluntary retirements. More imt
portant; of the 37 current Members of the House Cortimiiteeon Educa,

tio*and Labor, only ten were serving in 1965and two of these have
announced their retiremen at the end of this year.

.

-13: The corollary of this picture or extreme discontinuity is the simple
proposition that power and irifhq,
nee gravitate to the survivors. No one
in Was hington exercises greater e tit over federal education policy than
Carl D. Perkins, Chairman of the H9use of ReCresentatives Committee
on Education and Labor: who, over 10 yearsfour years more than the
total life of HEWhas accumulated substantive and parliamentary
rrtise, political 1.0.1.1.s. and-Immense credibility as if man who both
cares deeply about education and who hardlyever loses an educational
struggle. Much the same can be said for several'of his Housecolleagues,

particularly Democrats John Brademas,*-William Ford and Frank
Thompson and retiring Republican Albert Quie: TO these may be added

a bipartisan handful of Senators on the authorizing corn mitteeeipecially Claiborne Pell and Jacob Javitsand another handful on the two
appropriations committeesWarren Magnuson; DIPiel Hood, Dave
Obey, Roben-Michei-=-deserve special mention.

_

'

.

Then there are the 'key Congressional staffersno more thariqen
whose praises may be unsung in Boise and Boston, but whose. effeciive-

ness his won them a mixture of-respect admiration and evert fear ,in various parts.of -Washington's educational establishmenL
.
Similarly, in the bureaucracy. veterans and survivors wield impressive
influence, if senerally on a narrower canvas than their Capitol Hillstaff
counterparts.

Education polides now lend (0 be hammered oui in relative& pop
lar and nonpartisan fashion, as contrasted with only a decade ago when
oeratic-Republican-splits were commonplace; Today, major educational authorization bills register, votes similar to the 87-7 (Senate) and
404-7-(House) tallies that were accorded P.L.. 94-142, the Education for
all Handicapped Children Act. One current example: the unpreeedentedlY large. 551 billitin-plus. reatnhorizatioo of the:Elementary-and Secondary,EducatiOn Act (H.R. 15) which RASO, the House of RepresentatiVes on July 13, 1978, by the vote of 350120. Evert the GOP substitute
bill offered -by Rep. John Ashbrook, which called for the traditional Republican educational prescription of block grants. was defeated-by a vote

"-
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of 290-79. with 61 Republicans voting against the proposal and 61 voting

for it.
One offshoot, of this relative decline in partisanship is that legislators
and interest groups are encouraged to a more activist stance. When they
know that legislative accomplishment is relatively easy in education, as
contrasted with the enormous difficiaity of enacting, say, energy legislation. they tend to legislate all the more,,

While party designation may .not be a wholly reliable predictor of
Congressional behavior on educational issues, several related propositions may:help to differentiate Democratic from RepublicarcexecutiVe
administrations. In general, GOP ascendancyas noted in _die Eiseahower, Nixon and Ford termssignals a low level of educational. activ-

itY, ranging from "benign neglect" to an active hostility to federal involvement in eduCation. NLxott's New Federalism" -*vas -marked by
numerous acrimonious encounters among the White _Pions°. the Congress and the educational community as the first 'sought =14 hold down
the leyel of educational spending, to terminate numerous Cosigtessionally-mandated programs and, through general and special revenue sharing,
to reduce Washington's "Bully Pulpit" role in-educational affairs.

Further. Republican Administratipa policy can be characterized as
"Top Down,.' flowing from strongly'helfi ideological views about the
quite limiced nature of federal responsibility -. rKeyindiViduals ltke.Assis-

rant to the President John Ehrlictunan arid OMB Directov,(later HE
-retarv)
Caspar ("The Knife") Weinberger Oiere the keY shapers of
=
policy toward education in the Nixon years.
In democratic White Houses, on he other hand, rampant ,activism
and much fuzzier ideological preferences dominate ,the educationalagenda. Prisident Kenn_edy accorded educational legislation'. an ex.
'randy high priority, but died with almost his entire 24-part program either defeated or in limbo. LW' s legislative activism i5, by now, almost
legendary:. President Carter, in his second year, has presented a_ budget'.

and a legislative program exceeding in scale Anything Washington has
seen sirlce the mid-Sixties.

In contrast to the Republican "Top-Down" policy eniphasis, Demo-'
crats seem to operate more nearly from a "Middle Up" policy base. Under JFK and LBJ, edkadoniebmrnissioners Francis Koppel and. Harold
Howe, AsSistant Secretary f6r Legislation Wilbur Cohen, and their
mediate staffs in HEW were the most influential shapers of policy.
ther the White House nor the bureaucracy were particularly seminal in
formulating the Democrats' abundant pro&rams.
Today, the locus of influence-in the "Middle Up" policystrata arc the

3MsMike O'Keefe, Mite Smith, Mike -TimPane. O'Keefe, HEW's
Deputy Assiitant Secretary for Planning pad Evaluation/Education;
Smith, USOE's Assistant Commissioner .for Policy Studies; an to a
,

'A [anneal pereenr increase o r dit previous year and sine S2 billion hi,
Year 192(1!S.H.)
dent. Ford's lass budget,.tBq wii until

than Presi-

.
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leser extent, Tirnparie. NIE's Deputy Dir-ector, are widely regarded as
the Major shapers of Executive Branch...educational strategy. There are,'On occasion, other key actors,---efpecially BenjaMin Heineman, Jr., Eec.
wive Assistant to Secretary- Califano, and HEW'Under Secretary Hale
Champion Close observers of the 1977-78 legislativeSormulation cycle
report that eir inyolvement was critical.
15. Thikey propositions, however, are that Democratic Administrction
palic_vniaking tends to cluster ct lower levels of the Executive Branch
(kin under the Republicans.
.

,16. And regardless oflocation, this policymaking in ducotion tends to
be far more vigorousfactivist under the !Democrats.

17; The role of research and evaluation in the shaping of legislative and
other public policy is extremely
Not that all decisions are "Strict-.

ly politiCal" or "irrational ,"

as

the Mail on the street apparently be-

lieveS. But we clO t nowfrom the work of journalists, political scientists

_and- other. trained observersthat policymakers' personal views and
c,se -of their respected and trusted filends, impact of the media and as-

sumptions about-the economy, count for much more than systematic
processes- of inquiry. Indeed-one highly regarded student of the Con.

gress; in a weighted list of-eleven variables affecting national legislation:1'
listed information from Congressional.hearings as seventh down the list:.
qiiieral Accounting Office repo.rts and other independent assessments as-

; number eight: policy research studies and reports as number nine; prograntevaluatiOn studies as nurnbereleven:18. Policymaking is incremental and essentially conservative. Elected

policymakers are loathe to harM existingarrangements or to reduce ex;
fisting benefits. Executb.A bUreaucrits,..too, are - seldom willing to:con- ..
template A world. le novo.: in which everything Marts from-cratch."
DesPite PPB.S,.N1130, ZBB and other idols for more -orderly decisionmajting; the best single predictor of tomorrow's poliCY.is- likely to' be
found in what 1.-; happening today. Executive branch budget= recornmen-

dations tend to be approved bypte Congress in some 90 percent of the'
cases

are more likelgito be-on the upside in_the case of exist-

ing programs and on the downside ire the case of Administration Pit
projects and assorted "new initiatives.
19. When ans said and done, eilucationalpolicymaking in Washington
is mastlytoncerned

not -with pedagogical and philosophicia
concepts centered on teaching and learning. While much of the decision-

making process' is enveloped
in arguments over what is'effective 'educa.
7Rabat C. Andrings.

-Factors Influencing Federal education Legislation. "_ See.
abb. 1170=3 R. Wotanin. "Congress. Information and-PolicyrnakIng for Festsecon
Education; 'Don't Trouble Me with the Facts -; both 'in the Institute for Educational

Iiiadership's,Federlion at Me Crowed& Improving.Educntional Policymaking (Washington, 106). Mlles.-79-98J

.
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tion,"Washington'sprimary educational activity is to allocite resourres
to somebeneficiariei*hile, by indirection. denying them to others,
This is nor in:ended to dismiss the Washington policymaking process
as merely a thinly.disguised struggle over whirl pays and who bel
although tha' is not an Inaccurate so much as an incomplete description.
There are deeply held_ values which help to eviain much of Congressional and Executive Branch behavio7. Equity arid access, for example,
are genuine concerns of numerous policymakers in the Federal City. And
their concerns go to the very heart of the process by which, dollars (and'
related benefits) are ultimately distributed. Equity in employment,. equity
in access to-public information, fair procedures for notification, rule-'
making, accountability, and the like, are all dimensions of that proces.
master the
in short, if dollars are the name of the gime, one must
highly complex rules and the variety of arenas in which that game is
played.

Prescriptions for Improventen
What evaluation does one place an all of the foregoing description and

analysisassuming that you accept it as a fairly accurate representation
of reality in Washiuton? Undoubtedly, many will be appalled by this
"gigantic mess." Some.will see in it horrible examples- of ignoranCe, incompetence and even eVil.. Perhaps most frightening of all, as David S.
Broder suggested in a retent'column (Washington Post. July 19, 1978),
is the picture of policymaking out of control.: . people ate prepared
to deal with malevolency; they're not prepared,to deal with the idea that
ti
no one is in charge."
Extreme fears are unwarranted. What Etas tteernicieribq is riot
sadly "bad" if one belieVei that mIssiness accompanies diversity and ul.

.

-thnately protects democratic freedom. If one does, not want an overarching federal presence in education or a truly "efficient delivery.system" in
Washington; perhaps there is virtue in What I haire'deseribed as'a 'kind of
permanent disarray in our policyrriaking apparatus.
Yci, we can, and ought to, try to tidy up as Much of thirness.as passible withOut sacrificing the benefits of diversity that survive and thrive
in the intersdces of the federal policyrnaking'complex. Herewith; then, a
few modest prescriftions for improvement:

tic'gtion,- is .legislation could
well become law in 1978. While most,of the rhetoric advocatingsuch a
department is overbloWn, and expectations in many quarters are ;nnrea-sonably.high, I befieve (bar a department could accomplish the follow.
. ,
ing:
-elevate thestatus of.education within the federal bureinteratic ab-

.1. A -Cabinet-Level riepartrietg, of

Iiihment and improve ialleatiorr's bargaining power wjth 'OMB and
other federal agencies;
.
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provide a full-time,. high-level staff in the leadership of the department, who will be Concerned exclusively with educational issues instead
of a hundred o
iverSions;

lead to a-gradual realignment -of education decisionmaking centers,

particularly throuth reshuffling of Congressional committee jurisdictions, Offn:eof Management and Budget examining units, and the like:
reduce the number of separate policymaking centers for education and
lead to a reduction in the number of key participants who shape education dnisiant in the Executive Branch;

assist in the coordination of a federal educational policy within the Executive Branch by establishing a focal point and an advocate for education's primary interests.
Z. A Unified Site Front Only recently, Washington has become aware

that the concept of "state" is not synonomous with chief state school
officer. Indeed, intergovernmental relations is the Federal City's new
"in" concept. Each EXCCUtiM Branch agency is now required to desigate a significant officer to act as liaison with governors,-counties, cities,

egislaturesi and other governmental units. Increasingly. Washington
are inquiring whether recommendations presented to than
are supported by all - pars of the state policyrnaking community. More
,

pointedly, they are asking not to be placed in. a conflict situation with education asking for one policy while governors or legislatures pursue quite
another.

The recent attempts of the organizations such as the Council of Chief
'State &hoot Officers to forge common policy and to coordinaterepre_

sentation to the Congresi and to the Executive Brailch should be encouraged. As limited resources cone under increasing prissure,_policymakers
will be more inclined.to support policies which are -promoted by
cal - educational combines, rather than by what they regard as the "s
cial pleadings" of educators alone.

3. Coalitions -with Non-Educational GroupsIt follows from what 1
have argued earlier that we in education need to end our relative isolation
frOm many or the major social forces-and interest grrinps in the nation.

While opinions will differ as to whom education ought to align with,

_

educators cannot go it alone without the mutually reinforcing support of
other professionals in hurrian resources, in the civil rights movement,:and
among the various portions of society which see in education a key to
their 3tru le for socialbetterment. It-will not be sufficient for the Conncil of Chie State Schoolbfficers and the 500 other nation
national
association) and offices simply to improve the quality oft eir lobbying
For.in Atoday's educational proliferation, there is'aq inher nt cancelling-
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out process which must further isolate and weaken the claims of education-on other segments of the society.
As several keen obiervers of our society have noted, consensus Las
broken down in our, eountry at mint' pointY.' But if America is to survive
as a viable and decent society, a new 'social consensus mast be forged.
Such a consensus, however, is not possible, without morally conscious
and politically astuteducational leaslership at its very core.

4. Making the Hard Choicesin the severe resources crunch which is

now so widely predicted, educators, will need to make tough choices
about what kinds of federal assistance areessential, and they will also
need to do something new vigorously oppose other educational expenditures to which they accord lowier priority_ .

Too often, educators avert their eyes ffom other people's demands for
resources, evert when they do not agree with such demands. A moment's
serious reflection would tell them that each new emmitment to spend
reduces the amount of funds which can be made available to their QW11
priority needs. Yet, the fact is that educators seldom oppose the spending
schemes of Other educators. Federal policymakers, consequently, complain that they have to make the unpopular choices becausetheydo-not
have a_prestigious organization lending credence to their view that some
programs must obviously deserve higher priorities than others. If, com
ing education buds are likely to present difficult choices at the federal
level, would it not be better for you to work vigorously to help concentrate limited resources in a relatively few federal programs Whose objecfives you support, rather than to see them spread over 150iir more sepado it to
rate line iternsVQbviously, you ought not to wait until
ask
for
resources,
in
the
areas
that
yowbelieve
yet:': Rather,.)int should

are most warranted, While you resist the 'gift'

`lover ptiority

spending,

_

S. Self-Regulation and Prc.Emptiont,X11 of this analysis leads to old
and rather unitarding adviCe, yet counsel vihich is4alid when you are
dealing:with the Feds.. To the extent that you are able to solve your own
probleMs and to meet the demands of those groups in.societY which feel
disinherited and under-ripreiented, to the extent that you can elinfenate.
abuse in. the administration of - federal programs, to the extent that you
are abletto sense-emerging issuel and to deal with them forcefully and elfectivelys on your own. it should apparent that you will be forestalling
and pre-inipting federal initiatives, and accompanying onerous federal
regulations.
Virtually all students of political science and economics whp haire'obServerkWashington!s behavior since the turn of the century agree that the
9

yid Broder. op.eit.; and Kevin. Phillips. "The Balkanisation or America." Hetraf1978.
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Federal Government do:3.nm lightly enter upon new areas for regulation
and codrol: Education, itselr, is the classic example of federal involvement long deferred. Thus, Thum is both hope and precedent for believing

that 0.4 federal role can be transformed-into a limited and health? and
suppiirtive role to the extent that each or you rid your other colleagues
in the Hates meets your own responsibilides, . WI timeliness, with foiesight, and with courage.
.
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chapter II
Politic id Issue in Federal-St

Refill°

by
Michael W. Kirst
Stanford University President
Californita State Board of Education
Although many countries have established nationally regulated public
school systems, the United States has always emphasized State-and local
control of eduCationleaving most. -iquestions of what and how children
are tau_ght to the diScretion of fifty states and 16,000 local school -disu-icts.

During-,the last two decades, however, policy-setting power irrAmerican public education has become increasingly centralizedthe rtstilt of a
new emphasis on civil liberties, including integration and reforms- of
school financing, and Orocidurei-of, actountabilim au of which have

brought about an explosion in the number of regulations affecting
schools- This shift of aulhorrO-from the local level to centralized levels
often stems from legitiniate putrioses, but the overall erosion of local
control is rarely recognized.
In the past,-state and federal courts had little to do with shaping school
programs, but ,today they set detailed priorities for education in such is-sties ranging from student rights to bilingual education. Moreover, each
year state legislatures are-passing more bills affecting local publiceducadon that further enlarge the state codes of education. Rarely do states cut
batk on.these dodo. Meanwhile, on the federal level, Congress provides
funds for everything from schools in low income areas to metric educa%
.
Lion -but inevitably with strings' attached.
Big losers in all of this haVe been local district boards as well as staffs
of individual schools and the parents -of studenks attending ihem. Since
jsckniany -policies are now formed at higher.than the local level; district,
-staffs require extra administratoes, technical help. ajid money; simply
to present their rieeds zp the courts or to the appropriate officials in state
capitols and Washington. For parents, the situation is particularly frus:
tratingl. They are, of course, tkeply concerned about conditions in their
children't neighborhood school. yet in most cases are unable to infltience
policy at the district office, let alone, in the -state capitol or Washington,
D.C.

.
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In my judgment, the pendulu has swung loo far' towards centralizalion of control with our activist urts and federal and state authorities.
It is within this overall. trend o .ntralizatijil of school policy that 1
wish to address the topic today: p litical issues in federal-state relations.
Indeed, the federal governmentis snly one of the fprces centralizing local education. This trendshquld be ept.in mind as we exarhine the need
for more flesibility,irr the siate/loca miriistratinn of federal programs.

Federal-State RelationSin Pers etive

,
.
For the last 15 or so years, as all' of you.know, we had a period under
- the lohnson,administration called "creative federalisim" with a largesCale growift in fedeinTeategorical aid: One of the concepts involved in
"creative fedeialisrn" was that there could be a simultaneous expansionof fedetal and, stale and local influence over education. but particularly
stressing expansion of federal and state power prior to creative

alism, theorists saw federal aid js a zero sum same. In effect, any expan4on of fedgral aid subiTacted from the policy control and jrilluence
of states. In creative federalism the federal goVernment tried to expand
its power over education bicategorical programs, but at the same !ize.
tried to expand state control of education through the expansion of
administrators and the ability of states to approve locallipplications and
formulate state plans. In many ways, this simultaneous expansion of federal and,state power was successful. There Is no question that Ethere hak
been a large-scale chap e in the staff and impact of state depar1ments of
e the inevitable problems of.eategoyical aid.
education, but with it
As Wilbur Cohen put it

What you have to-do the-American political system is construct a
category that appeals , o people. Education is` too broad a thing to

-

appeal, Or healthev rybody is for education and heat/L14w, if
you say that we're going to reduce heart disease or-find a cure. ,for
cancer, now that has real political appeal. Categorical prograrniAlso
are useful in expressing a federal attitude that something is irnpor--tans.
The criticisms of cate- orical aid are legion, and I do not need to repeat
them here.
The Nixon administration' under the doctrine of "New Federalism,"
attempted to_ do something about some of the,:welr-Inown problerhs of
categorical aid. Although the proposal for special' revenue-sharing in
education, endorsect'by Presidents Nixon and Ford, encouraged.some
limited grant consolidation.. no major changeS were made in the present
delivery system. The Nixon proposals were stalemated in a Democratic

Congress; President Ford's proposals for radical grant consolidation
were never seriously considered. We had some consolidation around the'

.
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edges, particularly with regard to such 'programs as Title IV of the Elementary. and Secondary:Education Act. Despite the talk in rieW federalism of increased state and local flexibility, the Nixon-Ford era saw a
large increase in unfunded state mandate%-;such as Public Law 94-142.
There were enormous numbers of new regulations, promulgated and,.of
course, the courts.were_very active: Osierall, the Nixon-Ford policies attempted to move toWard:more state flexibility What we ended up with
. were tight federal budgets and increased federal.mandates to state and local education. Is,

What is the shape Cartir-Califand fediralism? We have no theme Id
marize it and, indeed . tie trends seen somewhat contradictory.,Un!lice the previous three national administrations, the first year of the Carter administration did not reveal a clear preference or shift toward either

decentralization or centralization. Instead, Mixed signals were giien.
The President's memorandum urging departments and agencies to conult regularly with state and local governments concerning policy, management, and financial deeisionmaking, suggested that the deceatralizadon thrust of the Nixon and Ford administrations would continue. Statements by jack Watson, the head of the White House intergovernmental
affairs office, underseored this apparent commitment on the part df the
administration to genuine.communieation, consultation. and coordinatlion with state and local representativei. The fact that the President was
a former governor lent additional credence to this position.

On the other hand, actions taken by the Administration during the
year raised some doubts about these developments. Soon alter President
Caner took office, an assessment of the federal regional councils was
lapnched, and the regional presence was quickly reduced. We arc all
aware of the decimation of the Officeof Education's regional presence.
While' chief state school officers may not bemoan the end of the regional
it' clearly is a sign of recentralitation in Washington of the de.cisionmaking style under. Carter and,Califano. The decisions to central!
ize weremade for themost part without consultation with the state or local officials, again suggesting a reemergence of authority at the national
level.

The Carter administration has expanded "direct federalisrC by.inCfeaSeS in such programs as CETA that bypass state governments. The
demand for bypassing states has been escalatedrecently by such groups
as-the National Education Association, National School Boards Associ-

ation. and Childr'n's Defense Fund; It is ironic that this bypasiing
movement has accelerated at precisely the time, that-most states have
modernized.their executive and legislative branches along the lines-advo-

cated by reformers over the years. One major outcome of this reform
movement is a state government that is presumably, more able to assist
local governments, particularly cities, in solving their problems. It is
noteworthy that many-of our largest cities are becoming virtual wards of
the federal government. The federal government provides 471/2070 of the

.
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general rcy anic of 15 _large cities. luding education). For example,
the federal government provides 760-"e of the revenue of Buffalo,
of the revenue of Newark. and 56Fo of the revenue of St. Louis. These
kinds of trends raise questions about the-long-term stale leverage oiler

the biggest cities. The state bypass trend was accentuated by the 51-.5
billion Youth Enifiloymqt Act of 1977 (an expansion of CETA). Coop'eration between the-education'and manpower establishments is thandateel on the local level, but no mechanism exists for coordination or in; '
volvement-of state policy Makers. All contracts are between: LEAs and .
local CETA pritrie sponsors, while the state is felt v.ith.the responsibility
to formulate a five-year Slate vocational education plan!
In sum. Carter-Califano federalism does not stern to-involve any
brpad rethinking of federal-state political relations. -There is some esi
deice of hardening .of the .categbries,!' tougher federal enforcement.
and a step-OP-in federal oversight of-State civil, rights activitiec.40n.the ,
other hand, to show that theses no clear consistent policy one ay or the
we. seeirriprovements such as a,propoSed federal.state compensa-

ucation marehing-progrand Proposals by the administration to
h Title i .regulations with state CCIMpensatorr programs. As
yet. the Carter-C_alitano era does riol appear w contain a distinctive style
eli-cderal-state relations. We'obserw Marginal changes, some tending to
in-crmere state flexibility

power :. and sortie tending to decrease

Curren Views of State and Load Officials
ie Rand Corporation conducted a literature review and interviews of
eral-level specialists, as well as 104 educ-ation officials in eight
Their respondents -represented
states and 12 school districts in
large industrial states and big cities, plus suburban and rural arras..
interviews found that most respondents agreed that federal aims were
legitimate aid .consistant with state- aims in new policy arenas such as
compensatoryvlueation and bilingual education.. Indeed,' federal programs had stimulate_d new state programs. On the other bane...state:respondents opposed the imposition or federal regulationi for programs

where states had large-scale prior experience (e,g., ecluation of the..

handicarvid. vocational education). State and local- resperldents partic-.
ularly opposed imposition of fediral regulations where there was a very
Modest federal financial role.
lt,is interesting. hilwever, that state respondents saw federal aims as
broadly consistent with their' own; and, expressed. impatience only over
disagreements about the nature of the implementation, Respondents In
large school districts saw federal, state and local aims as iargely
Their objections centered on adequacy of aid and specific regula ions.
were
Small districts, particularly rural ones, felt that the federal a"
inappropriate for their needs;and shifted too often. Inother, its of the

Rand sursey
rural areas.

gait+ ant split itt the perception of urban

by Joel Berke--;
teeter,
there is a I
major
adminiqrait
n
sonic
stales.
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131 slaw-local control
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rive and budgeting po
funiK occasionally'
for tra1,41111fing
lvenov 1.;

The Rand
and myself in the ear

I to cu firttt re stilts fr

relying on friendly persttasion. Second. the various clients of the fed rte
programs were nut as well represented instate politics a one would ekgroup
pct. For example, compensatory education and btlingual
re just beginning to flex their muscles. Third. legislatures and
offices general's,: knew very little about federal aid to 'education,
%;ept in a few cases, aliout aggregate fiscal impact. his situation ai
chan-Ong Mit still had not changed much from the early
Rand-study fOUnd.that state directors of federal programs, in
played, the role of federal allies with their employer. the SEA,
the federal gosernment has created its own internal slips in st,
departments of-education by the proceV'S of funding categorical aid a(
ministrators. This,often creates additional demands at toc,ti and state
levels for state categarjcal fundimt to reinforce the federa
ri

Stale and Local Problems with
Federal Program Administration
The main complaint or states and school districts in the Rand study
was the latk of a comprehensive and consistent federal education policy.
Despite thiS federal focus on target groups. the federal government behaves as it its strategics were part of an integrated program. Poi example. mandating specific learning strategies like the least restrictive environment" for handicapped children accentuates the difficulties of serving overlapping groups of students. thereby Making it harder to carry our
policyAlmost all of the Rand respOndents decried federal kasensitivity. let
sarianons in sratc and local conditions: sp4.--cifically, inflexibility and detailed regulations. Rural states and districts vsere particularly frustrated
by what- they termed federal insensitivity' to their special problems.
Large districts had political lies at the state houses and in Washington,
so they %sere able to circumvent or -reinterpret the state-department-of
education and federal regulations to some degree. All states and districts
felt= the federargovernment was too far from local realities to understand
the effects of its actirans. In partieular..they felt that the federal goserntent seas ignorant of LEA conditions.
The objection me" of! en i-oiced concerned exetivvive ederal paper
k requirements. States objec' led to strict fiscal accountability based
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Alternative Federal Aid Strategies
I here are at least tour propiIied Jityrnat o.ci to the ptcsettt
rn that would JUels it the probletlh des-crihed abose, The firsl. the

1)ornenict.liartion bill. gives SEA,. and IliAs more Ilextbiliti!.

-it

mailitaining federal priori-tic,. Howe,. er, there tr.: serious
flay.s In tits admioist r.iiive structure it proposes, and it does not succeed -

the -3t-thr

II' integrating federal programs into the o..erall curriculum of local

Phi ii 11, Jz ,k J
,,upport. The professional groups nu-,

tt.--;..auy: of !aA ol ttfoad.tr.ccd
likely to support such 'changes

, are too concerned with reauthorization of Ink I to expend their political
reourcei on basic restructuring of the federA role, Client grottp4 are rkl,
lirctant, to endorse any changes that might diminish their status or vistOility in federal programs serving their particular needs,
.

The-Domenici.fiellmon bill allows each state to decide whether it
-,inti to t:OOSOlidale .:ruin federal aid. prograrns, On the whole state
education ageni:ies moderately favor the idea in the Rand survey. One
Weaknos cited bythe_slates was a lack of the necessary reorganitation of
LiS0E to ac,...onmodate such change-s. Probably in!=:17C5i in this hII !lac
also waned because of the ettrrent -proposal for a department eq, :dui:M;(311.

A Second alternative federal aid strategy would be comprehensive
state planning. Presumably, this acqvity, would be linked wilhcompre7
hensise local planning. Th.,-.--se comprehensive plans would dirk,' *'rorti the

numerous compliance docuthern 110W required for Many -ieut.tal pxo
grams. Each gate and local agency, particularly states, would be required to draw up a comprehensive plan indicating how all fundslocal,
state and federalwould be spent andkoeshed into federal priorities.
Es cry plan would presumably coniain both an outline.for a comprehen .

srvi, educational program for students and a specification °Ellie addl.
nonal services .to be delivered to students with special 'needs. State plans

..satdd be Ls specific than LEA plant 'They would indicate in a general
Way a ,,t.ate's top program priority shared by most pr all of the local cdii
cation agencies. The federal government could use ate-se plabs:by matfT.,'
dpting a comprehensive state plan and specifying how federal funds. 40
be spent and how they v.-ill be linked with the state and local priorities.
These plans would not be ex post facto documentsand would have to be
de-eloped in consultation With various levels of :government. Each tilan
would probably be a comprorwsc acceptable to both levels.
Th Itivntraqe nf cortirrehmgive plannmnQ 5 that the fedtiro!

ment could still "cut its own-funding pie" and maintain the integ3ity of

,

PT ER
get populait

and ls:,.c,1 educational p 0.
s have
This aript0;16 113s many problems, ineltlditlg svhetiter
ry .
-r the capacity or the incentive to wigage eel tifiCtl plannink, A

of previous failures or such nialfagement schenies indicates that dive is

lack of ineentiveand a lack of eoncetual underpinning for such el.
, Secorrd, the process as,zumei thy be! P'.5ml
or categorical program start. at all three lewls of
ralists
changed, and that these people can begin to think as
and (irk across programs., 11/4Thaps a new slCparlitiC+11 01
could spur such reorganir ition alt the federal level,
Wherrone considers pas- .perience, the conclusion that con
planning is yin. idea that should be tried on a trial basis over the next
f tent years, A number of states have shown interest in the process.

tch ()mitt imentation could help provide alternatives ((Wine federai
ment to consider. Again., a fieW department of education could
provide states and local districts ssith a -new orgartitation' scheme that
would provide a better mesh with comprehensive planning, Federal,of Fpcials could provide states and schdol-skistr icts with an incentive by agree.
ing to exeriipt those states and locals thaNngage in comprehensive planning from certain federal program regulationsSuch experiments. however. are likely to be conducted by the best ot1garnied states and locals: therefore, it may be difficult to base national
polky on results of a demonstration which is not representative. More
over. comprehensive planning in some states has degenerated into tilind.
less paper work.-- But comprehensive planning dotes imetit many or the
Rand respondents' objections to the present federal aid system treater
sensitivity to state and local differences, possible reductions in -federal

i

administrative: requirements, and greatet state and loeal ffeedom to
choose their rssn approaches to implementing shared goals.
...A third alternative would be marginal changes per-milting greater ad.

rt inistrative flexibility in the management oldie present federal grant
systent. _Some possibilities tire: the use of a consolidated application,.
longer federal funding cycles, and a tnevlianism tt1 link .federal programs

with similar stale categorical programs, For example. the administra.
non has already proposed ttiethc.ls for state compensatory education
programs to,be better meshed t:eirli comparable federal prOgrams, The
tithrtinistration would reward states that have,made a commitment to dis.
adv;mtaged _students and provides an incentive to other statestodevelop
similar progr:irns. The federal government has also been moving in some

weards -longer funding cycles hi-permit better state: planning,
--ern7atives obviously are (Kt dramatic changes in the existing
federal role.

The final alternative that has been 'widely dr.-0.0.scd is differential
s::Ticnt ofSta:cs,
qutlie, !`7 tate'adminisintive ::ipacity and In.
Intent indicate a very wide range of state effectiveness and ,inclina.
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Lion to enforce federal objectives. In the Rand survey-a bare majority
supported the concept of treating some states differently, particularly
based on state performance standards. This idea has been around a
while, but has never been implemented because of our inability to conic
p with objective criteria to sot out sAhich states should get differential
treaiment. Pre -sumably. the differential treatment would include exemp
;ion from federal requirements and the ability to pool federal eategoric41
,c,;7) ac,:zptable to SEA!, and LUA, me(wick. The Dili} criter;a
t ) slaw fiscal ability: 2) student need, such as the proportion of students
in The towel( quartile on tests of basic achievement: and 3) consliteney of
federal and state aims as indicated by the presence of one or more state
compensalpry education programs or other similar federal-stair:linked
efforts. Given the lack of agreement on criteria. the differential treatment argument seems to be a variant on alternative 3: whereby states
h programs simiLir to Wh:tal proganii1113!.' be granted flexibility.
The passage of California's Proposition 13 and the spreading tax re-

volt may add a new dimension to differential federal policy. California
Congressmen have proposed counting the increased federal receipts
caused by Proposition 13 properly tax reductiOns as part of maintenance
of effort in education programs, Wren states cut the property tax, homeowner deductions on the federal income tax are also reduced. The federal government will collect between SI billion and S2 billion in addi-

tional revenue from Proposition 13. At the same time, California's
LEA; may hive difficulty maintaining prior year expenditures in a

variety of federal programs. including handicapped and vocational education programs. Senator Cranston's (DCal.) bill would provide California with about SI billion in "credit" toward maintenance of state/
local effort as a way for the federal government to rebate its increased
income tax collections caused by Proposition 13. Proposition 13 also
raises difficult questions for CETA workers who must be fired if their
superiors arc laid off because of property tax cuts. Schools employ many
CETA workers.
It is unlikely that California can cause, on its own, differential federal
policies. If the tax revolt spreads, however, enough states may be involved to form a coalition for passage.
The probability of a new department of education seems to be increasirig. But part of the price of pdlitical acceptance has been the elimination

of major programs other than those in .HEW's Office of Education.

This scaled-down department of education may not be enough of an organizational innovation to encourage rethinking 'the basic assumptions
of federal /state relaqons. The 1979 federal budget outlook does not
augur well for a dramatic change in the traditional federal financial role.
Iner&mentalism looks to be the likely outcome) There are no indicators
that the Carter Administration. is rethinking federal/state relations in

general or for education in particular. Consequently, the options out-
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lined above withrsome minor variations) atJpear td be the policy agenda

for federal: state relations. Perhaps iris time for larious intersta
ganizations to come up Nvith new approaches-
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Chapter III
Political Issues in the Relatiou
een Education and State Government
by

Ja& m Campbell
Former Covernor of New NItxic
member of a rare and dying speciestruly retired politicians.
In the spectrum. of endangered species we fall Somewhere betWeeo the

snail darter and the whooping crane. But perhaps that role gives me a
perspective which can pffer you some constructive ideas concerning political matters in relations between education and state government.
I am truly delighted with the direction you have given.this Summer Institule. Only a few years ago educators and educational administrators
were joining PTA's in an endeavor to keep schools "out of politics."
Soon after I registered for this Institute and put on ms badge, I entered

the hotel elevator with a fathily dripping from the swimming pool. The
father looked at my "Chief State Schools Officers Institute" badge and
asked me the point blank question!- "What is a chief state school officer?" As the family debarked on the fifth floor. I responded: "A chief
state school officer is a person responsible in each state for public education. usually from kindergarten through high school." Whether or not
that is an appropriate definition, I have given it more thought since the
question was asked.

I have wondered who and what. arc these chief state school officerS?
What do 1 expect them to do? What do t expect them to have to dp with

,state politics? What can I suggest about that relationship that Will. be
-,constructive and .helpful?--

You are 56 individuals from.,50 states and .6 territories of the United
States. You arc Democrats and Republicans Eightien of you arc elected,
38 are appointed,'I I by your governor and 27 by your state board of education. Only 5 of you have served for 10 or more'years. Seventy percent
too_ k office since 1973, five years ago. Fifty percent ha-ire served 3 years
or less. You arc superintendents; 'commissioners; directors and secre-

taries representing 56 very different groups of constituents organized
in 56 different way_s to supervise the operation of something called a state
or a territory.
For some reason or other. you chief stale school officers, have banded
together and established an organizationwhich has been in existence
.

.

long; enough to become art institution;:"-And that's :what 1116 arc,"
Wheal& the oriein of thgp Cot.ncil Was for social exchange; hard -holdIts; real mutual support; identification of-common vals; identification
-1,corrinton interests, development or politOk:tiout;-act...ess kci:the power
centers in Washin'eton (which feel* silfel, with groupS- than Witti individuals); dr, Nshatever, you have titgahized.

_

-

L. Then rn'third auction. What do I c3cct them to do individually and
.

tis e 1 s.?

.

_

As I answered my Hind on'the elevatorI expect a chief state school
fiver to assume the responsibility and accountability for the delivery:
iniQrsal public education from pre-school through high school (or
further) in a state or territory." To me, that is clearly an honorable but
role.
ourse, you know better than I what that role requires in an executi-e and administrative sense. it means tile major role ia development of
educational goal's and the implementation of educational programs ap-propriate for the state or territory involved. It means, in many places,
being the chief executive officer of an elected or appointed board of cdo

nation. It means responsibility for implementing state laws and 'ruegratin fedeial laws and regulations.

Political Leadership
But to me, your role in education goes beyond these activities. You
have an awesome political role. If education is to have.political leaderleadership, homeyship. as it must,'you, like it or not, must provide
you gained your office. And the name of the game in politics is "eonpency. If a state and national educational constituency is to be if a
state educational constituency is to emerge: as an efiective advocate in
your,state or territory, you, hopefully in cooperation with your governor, must identify and marshal it Who else will do it You know, where
that constituency is It is the local boards-, the_teachers' organizations,
and the parents.

And if education is to develop political clout at the national level, you
must head the may. You willmeed help. The 'Education Commission' or
thieStates'iVaS intended.by)ifige of us who launched it to provide a velifele for that help. My general observation of ECS is that while it has
managed:reasonable linkages with governors and legislatures, it has in
the process, perbaps: not adequately,° appreciated the role of chief state
in state educational politics,
schocil officers
of
Not only must the educational constituency, be identified and mar-

shalled, but alliances must be formed with other groupsnot just the
poor and the minorities and organized labor which are often; but not
alssays

allies; but the more subtle power centers in the communi4

tics of the statesuch as the local business, financial and industrial in-,
wrests who simply must suppoit- quality education for their own economic needs.

r-

--

POlitical Relationships
The political challenge which confronts
is your political relationship with your governor (and ether executive deptments) and gilt' your
legislature.. Ilayjny kilved as a state legislator anu as a governor, perhaps
I have come-to
understand something of these institutions and the [mini.-.
.cal Interplay between them.
-Firct-; the Governor sou each deal with oae at a timc is a different peronality; each has a different notion of what. a governor should be arid
o; pachbas different priorities and generally speaking, each %rill no± be
.

there very long. But. good or bad, sweet or sour, short or long term.
while he or she is there, your governor is the prime political miner in
your state or territory. If you are to be truly effective, your relationship
with your governor must be constructive and productive-0Th if it is
not personally cordial. Such a relationship will almost invariably develop
if you bocci a-significant constituency assembled in the educational root,
ing sect on. If quality education Was a major promise in your governor's
campaign. you are in luckit only needs to beconverted to firm commitment and necessary program development. If quality education was not
a major promise (and if it wasn't, you may bear some blame), then-your
work is cut out for yoti. In my, judgment. you have a clear political obligation to move aggressively toward a procws which will set public educa-

tion in its proper place on your governor's agenda, beginning With the
first legislative message.

If it is clear that the Governor will not become your educational ally,
then you must assume the full leadership role in developing, and proposing to the legislature educational policy. That me ns using that 'donstituency you have marshalled and using it wisely. Ea part of that constituency of yours has its own axe to grind: the teach rs' salaries and bene-

fits; ttie PTA's' local control: the administratorscapital outlays and
operating funds; and so on and on Somebody has to pull it together
identify and prioritize issuesdevelop conseisus.-and move on. To paraphrase a once popular songthat somebody is nobody but you.
Assuming you have the political skill to put a program before the legislature, suffice it to say that it is an untidy and frustrating_game, but it
is the orilygarne in town.

Effective Legislative Programs
There are a number of steps which you and your-staff can take to improve fhb effectiveness of their legislative programs:

Identify and know the real legislative leadership and be -Prepared to
respond to it quickly.
.
Coordinate requests and the responses to these requests. The person
who handles these requests should be respected by the legislature, be
comfortable with the legislative process. and knowledgeable about the
laws relating to education.
Analyze legislative proposals regardin education and prepare reports
to interested groups.

Keep in tough. systematically, witn legislatiVe advisory groups in state
and lbcal educational organisations. parents, and ci ti ens groups. and
marshal the ,const it uency.

Select carefully those Staff tttembers
hearings.

Test and report the c

should atte

posed changes in the

committee
school

system.
pups,
Distribute prop._ ed hills to edacatronal orgalltZatIOnS are
interested
in
new
legislation.
.4, Provide speakers for clubs and groups

Summarize and call attention to special points raised at legislative
hearings.

Disseminate highlights of testimony and progress of bills as quickly as
'ugh periodicals, and through Monday
possible by special notices,
morning summary meetings,
Notify legislators of grants to schQol districts or to other recipients
located in each legislative district.. Maintain legislative contacts year'
round.
During all of this activity. you should be a visible and active leade

ance
When education issues are debated by and between the legislature and
he governor, the bottom line is usually money, If legislators and the gornor seem obsessed with a fiscal balance, it is because_ they know their

ability to tax and govern has practical limitations. And public education
consumes more of the state budget than any other service; so education
budgets are competing for state funds with all other departments, including many that have strong political leadership. The education depart: ment, becomes especially vulnerable when it must carry much of therte---Ispansibility for sue h controversial actions as financial aid to local educational agencies; reorganization or consolidation of local districts, de1 segregation, busing: and salary negotiations; with teacher organizations.
Legislative appropriation and Mance committees are from your point
of view the most significant legislative committees. They generally a
tract lawmakers who expect to cut appropriation requests. Good rely
tionships with these COMMittee5= is essential if you are to be a successful
advoeate for education. The chairperson a.ai members of the eduOtion
committees may be helpful in this activity. but the clout is where the
money is.

Lobbying
Were all lobbyists. Political partiestave become ineffective in shap-

ing legiSlative action in most states.' Political demands are communicated and translated into policies by interest groups. The skilled, lobbyist,

which you are-or must becomeis an agent communicating the poi-

lion of a group on a given issue to someone he believes can influence the
lobbyist's job to communicate the notion of group
outcome. It also
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power. He must weak. or appear to speak, for a large. powerful. and
worthy constituencythe business community, the children, the people.
Government has become oiimarily the arbiter in this conflict of speciai
interests.

Most of the ongoing efforts to gain and exercise, influence ocr Mate
educational policy are made by orairized groups..flteiiness, labor, and
fafin organizations often get involved in a wide ranee of maim issoc.,,
i-or the most part. they become active because the issue 01 the qate's
role in ethication is usually a question of revenuedividing the fin:moat
:i how is
pie. How. much tax Money is to be made available to schools
it to be raised? Labor groups may oppose increased sales taxes or cigarette taxes, while bminess interests may throw their weight against programs which depend on the income tax for support. Farm associa' ions
are often spokespersons for various kinds of conservative interests. They
arc likely to oppose anything which will increase the tax burden on real

property. They often are deeply concerned about school consolidation
and the cloSing of small rural schools.
None of these groups would oppose schools per se. They see their disagreements.as differences of opinion over the means to achieve desirable
ends. You must seek to stress consensus about clic value of education,

but you cannot escape the inevitable give-and-take in trying to reach a
compromise with all the relevant interests in that states polio ai system.
State education groups derive a substantial portion of their effectiveness from the basic source.of influence in a democratic socienr. strate
gically placed numberb There are thousands of teachers and other school
people in each state lotated in every- fown.in every county in every legislative district. The school people are relatively well-eduatcd: they have,
considerable .prestige, especially when school-board members are involved. They are part of an organizational structure which alerts them to
legislative concerns and can do so more 'effectively than ;nos' interest
groups.
However, schools and the school leaders must look to the public as a
whole for apprOval of their values and programs. Local power and decision-making.often resides in a few seldom-publicized leaderslargely
in the industrial. commercial and financial network of interests. kis up
to the educational leadership to know who these people are and how to
reach them to explain long-range programs and their economic meaning
for the comrhunity and the state.
These unofficial leaders usually establish their alliances over a period
of years through friendship, family, business and political ties. The favorable support of such an informal, influential group can mean a great
deal to the political success of any educational program. Most of these
leaders are open-minded about well-substantiated facts presented in support of quality educational programs.
Public and private groups and specitd interests can influence decisions
regarding education, but in the'final analyss it IS you who will act as the

bargaining agent"the broker" of education's-power, and its future.

-
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.Tho
Shannon
in- or, National School Boards Association

Poli tical issues enco pa s virtually any topic of interest to tote
When sae add the concept. of local control of education." we-are talking
about anything the people sce influencing the governance add operation
.01 the public schools in the local community.
In our rough-and-tumble form of cheek-and;balance gosernment, artfully designed to present any one person or group of persons from obtaining too much power. forces. impact upon the local at all levels of so.
ciety from the neighborhood, its larger community, local city or county
government. and the three branches of our state and federal governments. Many persons point to these many, and divrse forces impinging

upon Public school gosernance and decry that they hrand as chaos
and confusion."
Hui, the governancc of the public - schools in our nation is a fundamental part of government. Thus, it too is subject to the check-and-balance
approach. It is part or the good old American system and must share
part of the disdainful prake of Winston Churchill, who said that democracy- is the least efficient but very best form of government in the history
of the world.

The Politics of Education
Local control of education is influenced greatly-by national issues
the politics of education. Consequently. the University of Virginia reThe Changing Politics of Education:
Prospects for the 1980's." The university gathered together scores of
"scholars.and practitioners from a variety of fields within and without
education" to present papers evaluating present and future trends in the
.politics of education. The symposium's central pucpose derived from
Thomas Jefferson's eloquent and oft-quoted view: If a nation expects
to be ignorant and free, in a state of civilization, it expects what never
was and never wilt be.
From this two7hundred-year-old precept, the conference participants
took a close, critical, and comprehensive look at edueationkindergarcently sponsored a symposium on

3
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it n must be useful;
education dc.,sers es to be adequately funded through gosernmen

education is -a necessary handmaiden to of feet is-e citizenship, and
education is a valid end in itself because "an educated life is a thing is;
indispensable IC/ -Zhc pursui; of
beauty
ediiivoonal governance and
Outmoded practices and i-elanonships
administration must change as we more into the /980's. Thesechanges

will lulu& an increastoin the number of federal laW5 relating to education, an emerging role for the states as,conduits for fedeial funds and
regulations to local districts, continued emphasis on school finance reform and other educational policy initiatives at the state level.
Change is coming to education, but it will be evolutionary
lutionary. Do not look for quantum jumpsinstead, adjust your bifo-

cals for incremental changes.
The training of school administrators must be improved. Their oohing role is perceived as planning. mediation and power brokering. The
administrator will need help to be successful in this role,.

The Local Perspective
on the local comFrom this balcony of global perspective, let
munity.
The political mettle of public-school governance in America today is
representative government. The school board, which is directly or indirectly responsible to the electorate, is modern representative government
in the purest sense. As representatives of the people, school-board mem-

bers are selected by, govern the schools in and thus are answerable to
the people of the local community,- It is as close as representative governmint can be to pure democracy.
in these days of media-induced populism among our political leader,
and governance_by initiative elections, the whole concepcbf representative government needs restatiog. As Edmund Burke told the electorate or
Bristol in 1774; Your representative owes you, not his industry only
but his judgment; and he betrays, instead of serving, you, f he-sacrifices

It to your opiniOn.
The Quality' of courage that Burke identified, in the 18th Century as
indispensable to the political character of a worthy representative also
must be held by the school-board member Of today.
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brine NL-hool-hoard members into dirt confrontation sith other local.
gosernrpent representatieseer:sb9ds tight,- tor the sante Or ;1 !artier
share ot.a smaller take,
Tiiere must ht. what Anrhassadur John K. Galbraith t-all'A a -.social
balance- !r our s r I
Ia zi'l,,00d, civiliied and stable vociell, there'hav
to be a-b,-.3-lance between the supply of public and-of prisate goad and
sersices (became] there. is little merit in haying clean houses and tilth

streets, good, television id bad schools or great personal wealth it
possessors can not venture out without fear into the streets.-

its

revisions ro the tax laws should be comprehensive and 401 piece-

meallest essential public,serric-es he disrupted.

In the political system through which our publiC schools are ,;.oserned.
the forum for advocacy encompasses the lo-.a1 community.and the legis
lative. executise and judieial.,branehes of our slate and federal .goser ti.
merits. And school board meinbersimust be the prime local advoezitCs.
coordinating their efforts_ with PTA leaders and other lay persons who
share their deep concern for local school gosernane. While school ad-

ministrators and teachers can e_ise great credibilit to the athocates
through suNrior professional performance. their position as public MI.:
ployees softens tb_e impact of any of their.rhetorie. It is the sehool-board
member who must carry'the banner and lead the fight.
There is no question but that the Proposition 13 initiative is one ot
premier bolitical battles school-board members must fiat for cduc.itionnot only in California but also in many other states ss 1aere Ibis Is-LW
is taking on prairie-fire di&ensions. Proposition 13which -limit s prop
erty-tax support for California public schoolsis also hapless mis,.tiler
Its 2-to-I win at the polls is a message for lawmakers and educators
But it is not an anti school message It is a mg message. .-s Calitornio
State School Superintendent Wilson Rites told a join?
ence committee attempting to devise a financing plan to bail Out the pub:
lic schools and other local gov2rnmental entities on June 15. 1978 alt 'r
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the passage &Proposition 13.:"A recent poll revealed that ifeuts were to
-.be made in public services, 82% of those polled would prefer-that they
bi made in areas other than 'education."
Any tax system must be structured in light of economic realities. As
the economic situation changes, the tax system also must change. The tax
system must reflect 'changes in the economy that stenffrom a variety of
sources such as inflation, devaluation, escalating labor costs in key industries,-and shortages of-critical- items. In California's case resrdential
housing costs have skyrocketed in the past few years, tripling and quadrupling in some cities. As the market prices of housing increased, so did
'the assessed valuation, required to be pegged at 25 'o of the market price.
The property;tax bill to pay for public school and /NW local governmen-

services is based on assessed valuation.---

In California. the governor and the legislature either did not appre, ciate the importance of keeping the tax system in balance with the mono
arm. or failed to provide effectis'e leadership in making.the necessary ad.
justments to the tax sYstem. When they finally did respond in a hurry-up
fashion, it was the old story of day late'and a dollar short." And it
is the schoql districts and-other local-government units that -Must bear
the bruat of this tragic lack of leadership.

For local sohoohboard members in California; 'the task is twofold,
They Must- (1) assert leadership in influencing the executive and legisla.

-.live branaes to restructure the tax system sb.that the quality of educa.
don can continue to improve, (which indeed it roust to equip California
youth with die 'qualities necessary to survive 'and prosper in the 21st
Century) and (2) protect local representative governance or. the public
schools.
School people must thl4art any proposal to shift ontrol of the public
schools.to the state level -The old saw about control being exercised by
the. gelvernniental level providing the funds is invalid in this context because there are no "state" dollars .only "local" dollars. The source of
the funds (i.e., local) should not besonfused with the distribution pro;
cess (i.e., state). School peoples -will hpre to be alert lest the California
legislature stumble into a school financing plan that would magnify the

state
controlat the expense of local. controlof public-school goy,
ernance and administration.

,

In consIdeking any retrenchment prOpoials, school boards.must ensure

that budget cuts do not make effective toser-nance impossible. They

must avoid budget cuts that would halt money for administrative and
secretarial assistance to school boards; school board or, district policy
development; !Oka! counsel; participation in educational and leadership
programs; or publications on school-board governance and distriet administration. Such cuts would hobble school boards to such an extent
.that competent governance could. be rendered impossible.

Certainly educators have a responsibility to formulate budget cuts
that would minimize the impact upon the classroom's instructional pro -

.

ut school boards. committed to lay control of, and accouruability for. local public education, cannot afford to makebudget cuts in their
Own support services to the point wherelhey are no fonger able properly
to perform their governance functions. If school boards cut their own
governance hat strings through injudicious budget reductions, local lay

control of public education in California will die. And the anomaly is
that the death of local schdol boards would occur at -a time- when My
leadership of theptiblic.schools would be most needed-For here is what
the passage o( Proposition 13 has signaled:

The *ginning of a period of extreme turbulence in public-school operation brought on by sehool-district staff demoralization and controersies over job rights;
a-total reappraisal of how public education should be-financed in Cat .
ornia as the governor and state legislature cast about impolitical agbny
to rescuetlie instructional programs,of the public-Schools from disaster;
and

a renewed effair to increase public support for the public schools,
without which no teal_ progress in leading California out or ti7r- darkness
f Proposition 13 could be made.

While Proposition 13 is at the forefront of the local _control issue.
other concerns are also irnpktant:

We clearly are In a tore of contraction of student pop: pion. This
shrinkage is reflected in the generation of:enormous pressats tOelosc
schools and to reduce necessary prrigrams.. Smaller numbers of students-

can cause a "contraction contradiction,'" in which ihere are fewer
youngsters in school, but richer programs. Organized teachers recognize
this principle in their campaign.for lower class size.twhich incidentally.
also permits continued growth of the profession despite declining enroll?

went. Another result of shrinking enrollmentshis the "contraction phenomenon." where everything gets hotter. Thatis.idecisions about where
to cut in a retrenchment process are more diffieult,arid controversial than
decisions about where to expand in a growth situation.
All of these problems will result in increased accountability for educa.
tional programs because of more.competition for the dollats among the
various local governrriental entities.

n ce crisis at

Lidera', state and local level.

At the federal level: there' is a continuing attempt to expand federal
control .through the Congress, enactiog categorical programs and the
live Branch promulgating 'Insulations, interpretations, and
uidelines"all' for what is perceived by-congress members and bureau.
crats as in the notional interest and in accordante with federal priorities.
At the stale level', a by-product of federalstitegorical programs is the
emphasis on male boards of education and state superintendents at the
expense of local boards of education State superintendents dealing di

reedy with local superintendents short-circuij school.baard effectiven
and do injury to representative government in public education.
The relations between state boards of rditcation and local boards of
education are of real concern to all school -board members. The two lev
els agree on certain issues and disagree on others. For example, both
state and loial -board members represent to governance of education,

and they are united in the perception that -governance of the public
schools is a Matter reserved to the state, not the federal government.
Attempts by state legislatures and federal agencies to get school gov
ernance back to "the grass roots" invariably bypass local school boards
in favor of non-elected citizens whOcsercise authority but have no real
responsibility, and who, in a sense. represent no one.
A public-school finance crisis !hreatens to push towards Mediocrity

under the, guise of "equal protettion," articulated in the Serrano rise.
There is also the threat of public funding for private and parochial
schools. An example of this danger is_the Minnesota case now pending
before the U.S. Supreme Court to test the federal constitutionality of a
statute that provides textbooks and other educational materials and aids
to students attending private and parochial schools, as well as the JarvisGann threat to public.school finance.
Administratim unionism is an issue that has alWays concerned school
boards. New impetus was given to this concern last fall when the National Association of Secondary School Principals and the National Associa..
lion of Elementary School Principals established a "join: commission"
to assist their memberships in organizational matters and collective bar. gaining situations. Of course, school boards have no quaial about organizational .thatters, but -collective bargaining is often another matterentirely. The opposition of school boards to collective bargaining for administrators is anchored in several concerns:

The impact of collective bargaining on management -relationships.
School administration is not, 'a>i many observers believeo "power itrUg-

.gle." if all of the school administrators in the U.S. could beorganized
into local collective bargaining units; that would heit affect the basic
"power" of theschool bioand under state laws to make final decisions to
remove administrators for:cause. or to reoriiinize the administration of
.
a district.
Most assuredly, collective bargaining would alter how school boards'
powers are exereisedbut the amount of power would remain thesame.
But, it would affect the humaerelationships, primarily between the sit
perintendern and the-administrators, and secondly, between the schcipl
lioard and the entire administration This effect-would be characterized

by an adversarY.thruseon compertsation and other matters,.as the admin..

istrative birgaining unit attempted to expand its scope of negotiations.
ruptured
rupted
and this "'advemariness" would, throughlsruised feelings and
.`
egos, carryover to Other aspects of school administration.

School-board members. as representatives of the people, are entitled
to the cooperation of the entire administrative team. Collective bargaining creates a -.we/they" atmosphere that diminishes the school board's
prospects of vigorously implementing its governance policies. In the
private sector, managerial personnel are excluded from collective
gaining for this reason.
e school sae !mid, headed by the school principal, should be the primary locus of implementation of educational policy in to e school district. To exclude the principal from management is utter myopia.
The "administrative team" is a sound alternative to administrator
collective bargaining. However, in forming a "learn," it is important to
define the individual roles played by school-board members, superintendents. and administrator associations..
There has been no real identification of the issves that drive the movement-ron the one hand, for administrator collective bargaining or, on
the other hand, for the administrative team. These important concerns
include job security, grievance procedures, binding arbitration, direct
access to school-board members, adequate compensation, promotional
opportunity in light of enrollment decline, affirmative action, budget retrenchMent. and administrator contracts.
Finally. no real attempt has been made at the national level, by associations that hate an abiding interest- in the issues, to bring all the issues
out on the table, discuss them thoroughly, and develop recommended
policies and approaches. While there has been a considerable leadership
effort on as indis idual association level. there has been no combined
approach.
-

Citizen Involvement
No view of politial issues in local control of schools Can be complete.
without a look at citizen involvementwithin the structure of responsible. representat is e governance of-public education.

It is important to remember that schools are goserned by policy established by the community's accountable representatives: the schoolboard members. To an extent, this policy; is subject to.interpretation at
the individual school level. However, the final interpretation of any poi-icy must be made by people who are directly responsible to the board

school administrators. In this principle or local, lay control ofand
strict accountability forpublic education, clear lines of responsibility
-must extend to the administrator. At the same time it is the very essence
of democratic government to bring to bear on any issue all of the available- expertise and information. I think most school boards strongly support the idea of citizen involvement in school-site decision-making.
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e must recognize, however, three potential challenges:

First, educators have to clean up their terminologyfor example, the
phrase "shared decisionmaking," I am -not sure you can find an overwhelming nunther of administrators who would accept "shared decisionmaking" at face value. Some administrators, for example, would interpret it as a veto policy, not as a process for channeling idea and opinions
toward the person,who ultimately and indivicluallymust make the de.cisions-and accept responsibility for those decisions.
_nd, we must develop-a process for involving citizens, parents and
the entire school community in meaningful and constructive ways. Such
a process would set the framework for and would define citizen involveMad. As I see it.-the major Impediment to citizen` advisory. comthittees_
tas beep the absence of written board policies on just what such comVnit-

-and should -do. -What is needed is a process to help citiv:rs
understand their role as a part of representative government at the local
school level.
Third,. we need. to acknowledge that citizen involvement is an expen-_

sive process. It is a good process, but it is expensive. Whenever you esiablish advisory groups, you build in a lot of informational needs, which,
in turn, take up expensive staff time. Yet, I still would argue that the expense involved in providing information to citizen advisory committees
is justifiable.

:ere is a resurgence of concern on the part of parents and citizens
about the public schools. I believe recent Gallup polls reflect a growing
sense of powerlessness among many citizens.. More and more parents
are saying,, "Involve tts; but involve us in things that havezneaning for.usand in things that affect the lives of our children." At the same time,
more arta more school -board membell and administrators.are reaching

outrecognizing that the job' of public edUcation is too big to handle
alone. These school officialshave become all too aware_ of the need to
nurture community suppoit for the schools-over an-extended period of
timenot just-When the next budget or bond election conies around.

.

This interaction is the essence of local control of educationthe
School board using its authdrity to involve co munity members and administrators in making the schools more res ornsive to-community and
.studentneeds.

.
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Chapter V
Political Issues in School Finance Reform
(The New Politics of Education Finance)
by

James A. Kelly
Program Officer, Ford-Foundatiori

-

It was simpler in the old days. You could count on the ringers of both
hands the people in a state who showed any interest in education finance.
let alone understood it or tried to do anything about it Usually Uwe
were one or two interested people in the state education agency, a lonely
professor of ethication finance at the state university, the executive secfetary of the state teachers' association, a couple of local school leaders,
perhaps three or four legislators.. and maybebat only maybe -a budget sanalyst who worked -for the state budget director.
In those days The local and federal polities-or school finance were alio
relatiyely simple and non-controversial. At the local level, teachers, administrators.' and school boards cooperatively presented schdol budgets

and tax rates to the voters for approval. Most were approved without.
fuss. At therfederal level; the only major aid program.was vocational education,-and the main federal function was to issue statistical reports..

The politics of school finance today bears little resemblance to the
quiet World-of yesterday. Thc sleeping giant that was America's education financing system has not only awakened, but is being visibly transformed, by Swirlirig cross-currents of change and challenge. While.this
transformatibn is not yet complete, its general dimensions and dimedons can be identified. Tracing the changes and challenges-will lead fir$t
to a brief description of six underlying political trends shaping the neW
,politics of school finance. Then r shall discuss the political effects Of the
most important single change in education finance- this decadethe
widespread acceptance of new constitutional standards for fairneis and
ecatity in education finance. I shall close by discussing the implications
for state education officials of new federal interest in the extent to which

state education finance systems are equitable for both students and
taxpayers.

Political Context of Education Finance
The politics of education finance are inextricably linked to the politics
of the total local-state-federal fiscal system. Public education consumes

-
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more than, S70 billion a yearthe largest_ expenditure

.

category= in all
state and local government. Yet-public education is only one function of
government and necessarily competes for funds not only_with other governtriental functions but with other levels of education. And because of
the somewhat separate local tax structure for education, thepoliticsof.
school finance have always been deeply concerned with taxes.
Within this larger framework, the politics of education finance are
charaeterized by conflict and fragmentation much wore intense and fundamental than could have been anticipated even as late as the decade of
the 1950's, when as a local school administrator I learned at the grass
roots level about the old politics of school Titmice. Six sources of conflict
and fragmentation in education=finance are so pervasive that they are national in scope and probably irreversible realities_with which state edit-a-lion officials must live.
First of all. there is far more fiscal conflict than there used to be beween the special governments of edutation (i.e., lixal-school_fiiiitRs)
and the general governments of municipalities. This is rellected-nowhere
more clearly than in the flow of federal aid to local governments:- In the
pist fifteen years there have been steady.increases of federal_ aid to local

school districts, mostly through categorical grant programs. Despite
these increases, federal aid still constitutes onlyseven or eight percent of
school moniestotalling about S5 billion per year Du-ring the same pe-.
riod, however, municipalities continued to _separate themselves' politically front national education groups and successfully Fought for.the 56
billion general. rvenue_stiaring.program and the S4 billion community
development program, neither of which may be used directly to support

local- school- programs. The "new coalition" of cities, counties, and
statekalso lacks membership of local or state education agencies..Educators are stuck with the go-it-alone .political` base they once sedated to
crave-. This separation is more deeply entrenched now. than fifteen years
ago...and it is difficult to argue that education is stronger politically because of it.'"
.
.
A second cause of conflict in_ the.politiis of education finance is the
changing demography of the American population. There is a shrinking
proportion of citizens and taxpayers willing to tax themselves directly
for education services. This growing rellictance is partially- due to the
fact that the proportibn of the. population with children in school is decreasing; in many, communities fewer than half of .the households have
children.in school. The- proportion of taxpayers who have a_ personal
stake in schools is thus declining. The long-term trend in local taxpayer
support of education, reflected in tax elections in; local school districts:
is fast approaching the level of the heralded taxpayers" revolt._ In urban
areas it is virtually impossible to obtain -voter approval for increased
taxes, and in rural areas it is only slightly less difficult. While there are_nci.

good national data nn voter turnout and dissent at schbol diStrict tar
elections, most observers agree that turnouts are higher and dissent is
much stronger than ten or twenty years ago.

:CHAPTER V
A third Ifind of conflict that characterizes the new polities of education

finance is between teachers and their traditional allies in the old politics--rparents and school administrators. The days are long gone when
teachers-;administrators, school boards, and parent groups cooperatil.ely
seek community approval for increases in school budgets and taxes.
Collective bargaining-in education is now a political fact-of life, drastically changing not only professional relations but thentire political and
social fabric of local school districts. .I offer no value: judgments about
this development. But the political implications are clear: educators now
fight among themselves over school budgets and use collective bargaining as the new let bnique for acquiring new resources for schools and for
allocating school resources among the many competing budgetary claims
for them.

- A fourth cause of conflict in politics of school finance involves the
competition and 'cleavages among urban. 'suburban, and rural interests.
In_ large part- the urban-suburban cleavages are racial in character. In
the" 1920's and 1930'5, city school systenis were numbered among the
"lighthouse" districts and were considered so well;off that restricting
further increases in their spending was.the problem discusSed by school
finance experts. Most of.the laws enacted then to restrain cities are still
in effect despite drastic changes in urban conditions and obvious. needs=
_for added educational, services. Now a new set of rural Problems faces
education. including eroding tax bases, out-migration of teachers and

administritors, and reconsideration of the long-assumed merits of
school consolidation..In several states rural and poor suburban districts
have formed coalitions with hard- pres=sed cities to obtain more eqnalized
finance systems, but this relationshimis-not yet normal in most States.
A fifth source of-conflict in the politics of education finance relates to

special categories of education funding. Categorical funding is usually
sought by groups who believe that local schools have not 'met special
needs of their constituencies. CategOrical funding from both state and
federal governments has progressed to the point where the traditional
local-state-federal structure of education finance may 'no ,Iongereemainthe fundamental underpinning of education finance. Taking its place is

a functionally fragmented but vertically integrated political' system
that operates to maintain categorical aid programs-, In the vdiatipnal education gea, for example, close linkages exist between major local recipientsof vocational educatibn funds, state vocational education officials,

and the relevant federal offiCes in both executive and legislative
branchq. -A similar vertical coalition now links various_ constituencies
of aid for the handicapped. Under this approach, special interests pursue
articular aims which may or may not coincide with what is good for
ucation in genera In many states there is now opertcompetition tween supporters of categorical programs and others who want to increase the equalizing portions of general school aid formulas. The :millcations of this trend call for much closer attention than has as yet been
paid to it.
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A sixth dimension of conflict in education financeis the dramatic new
involvement of couns,"legiilatures. and governors. Increasingly, courts
invoke constitutional ,doctrines of due procesi and equal protection in
areas such as desegregation, bilingual education, sex diicrimination, and
edUcation of handicapped children, as well as in education finance itself. During the past fifteen yeart state legislatures have begun to behavi
as if they were indeed a separate branch of government. Legislators feel
that they should no longer be dependent on educators' associations and
state departMents of edueatioir for aiLtheir education_information and
policy analysis capability. Similarly, each year ten or fifteen governors,
whose predecesSors used-to sit back and let the education 'caition present a negotiated compromise school aid bill, now-develop -their own proand lobby Vigorouslyfor them throughout the legislative session:
n -eases in federal aid, plus innovations in education services (e-11-, Programi- for the handicapped) create new problems of State policy coordi7
nation between separate areas within education and between education
and other social services. Local-state relations over education policy evidence higher levels of stress and uncertainty partly because of rapid
changes in the politics and financing of education. -

The Courts and Equity in Eddcation Finance

.

The first significant court -decision in education finance was the 1971
-opinion of the California-State Supreme Court in Serrano V. Priest. fin
Member, -1976, the California-Supreme Court reaffirmed its 1971- decision.) The court held education to be. a fundamental interest of both'
state and federal constitutions:
e Californialfunding scheme invidiously discriminates against
- the poor because it makes the quality of a child's education a func,
-tion of the wealth of his parents and neighbors."
The Serrano ease became the key legal precedent in school finance. It
stnick down existing practices but deliberately and scrupuldusly avoided

-any-judicial prescription of a specific tax or expenditure policy. The
call fornia legislature responded to Serralo in .1973 with an 5800 Million,
school eqUatzation measure, and again in 1977 with a mammoth` 54.3
billion, five-year equalization and education reform act.
e idea of court intervention in education finance may properly be
said to have beguri in the late_1960's with the publication of two books,
Rich Schools.- Poor &hoots' and Private Wealth and PublicEducation.?.
Me books challenged traditional school finance coneepts and praniees
by invoking new constitutional standmds and devising view judicial
Arthur Wise, then a doctoral student in education at theUniversity
Of Chicago, suggested in Rich Schools that the Fourteenth Amtndnient
'Arthur Wise. Rich Schools. Poor Schools. Chicago : The University of Chicago Pre%
1967:
Who Cocos, Willi= -aunt. and Stepistin Suaan-n.u. Pilvare Wealth and Public Erforaam. Cantbridge4Mass.: Harvard University PAM-. 1970.

to the United States Constitution could be used to persuade federal
courts to declare unconstitutional any school finance arrangement that
systematically provided a lower level of educational services to the poor
than to the rich.
John Coons, then a law professor at Northwe .iern University', with
two students, Stephen Sugarman and William Clune, analyzed inPrivare
Wealth the inequities which were ir!berent in existingschool finance arrangements at the state and local level. Coons-and his coauthors suggestconstitutional standsuds of "fiscal neutrality" to guide courts in eval-uating school finance programs-That formulation, today widely accepted as a deliberately flexible standard of equity, states simply that the
quality of education must not be a function of the wealth of ltical school
districts.
Neither Rich Schools, Poor -Schools nor Private Wealth and Public
Education was a best seller by any means,, but together they sparked a
fundaniental reexamination of school finance and thereby permanently
changed the way in which the issue is regarded,. Private Wealth and Pub-;

lic Education, in lam became' the bible of school finance reformers in
the early 1970's and was the basis for the Serrurno case in California and
its progeny elsewhere.
Since 1971, couns in Connecticut, Michigan, Minnesota, New Jorsey,
New York, Ohio, Texas gnd Washington have adopted the essential ar-

gument of Serrano and declared the school finance systems in those
states unconstitutional. [nail, suits have been.brought in forty states.
Prior to 1973, most of them were based on the equal protection clause of
the federal Constitution, but some of the legal challenges were also based
on stateconstitutional equal protection provisions-requiring "uniform"or "equal" schooling. A large number of national organiiations were
active in various aspects of this litigation effort% among- them the AFLClOi-the American Federation of Teachers, the National Education As-

sociation, the League of Women Voters, the NAACP, the Lawyers'
Committee for ,Civil Rights Under Laiw, the National Urban Coalition,
the American Jewish Congress, the American-Civil Liberties Union, and
organizations representingtlack and Mexican-American interests.
Changes in the composition of the U.S. Supreme Court inthe early

1970's did. rat encourage pope that tests on the - constitutionality Of
school funding schemes -would be favorable. The definitive Supreme
Court decilion came in March, 1973 in Rodriguez, V. San Antonio Board

of gducation. The-decision dealt a.heavy blow to the hopes of school
_finance reformers: the Court ruled in a five-to-four decision thatceducation was not a fundamental rightguaranteed by the-federal constitution,

that the Texai systemthoigh blatantly inequitabledid not_ unconstitutionally-discriminate on the basis of wealth,-and that the structure of
the Texas system wasin constitutional, termsa "reasonable" one for
fostering local control. The historic decision cut off any hope of federal
constitutional pressure for school finance-reform for, for that matter,

,
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any other reform of state-focal delivery_ of.public services): during the

tenure of thesiiting justic6.
,But all was not lost. Both, eXpliCit and implicit loopholes in the deci
sion left a number of federal grounds open for future legal.challengeg:
canistill be:brought jn federal court challenging those-state school,
educational
finance syStems which resulted in absolule deprivation of
opportunity, as, for example, when handicapped students are denied
.schooling. Cases- tan also be brought when ihere is a denial-of education
necessary tci,eXercise First AMandinent rights; when there is a coristitu-tionally °suspect: cl4s of individuals (e.g., low income that coincides
with schOol district poverty); and when there is race disc?imination and
-; intent to disoirpinatecan be proven.
Most importantly, the Rodrigo= decision specifically- suggested that
legal action againstiniquitable School finance plans was possible on the
basis Of state constitutions and Statutes. As if in responseto this suggestion, -just_ two weeks after Rodriguez, the New Jersey State Supreme
Court lin Ro4in.sqn v. Cahill) unanimously found the state's structure -of
tfOot finance to- be- unconstitutional on the basis of a clause in the New
Jersey state constitution requirineothe establish-in-ern of a "thorough and efficient" synch of schools. The Robinson decision= differed from the

Serrano min that in the latter, the'court avoided the pronouncement
of any.mandate regarding the effectivenes of schooling while in Robinstepped squarely into a hornetii.nest' of ambiguity about
son: the
education quality as well as financial equity,
e court decisioni'setin motion three interrelated chains of, events
in Most states, First, the decisions mean that poor schbol districts,eventhally-receive
much more state aid. Second, they mean that. the legisla.

sure has to cone-up with a new finance plan to meet the new constitutional.standards-of equity, which in most states requires'maior changes
in the entire local-state fiscal system. And third, they lead to political in-,
fighting and struggles for control among the interested parties.

The NewiVortCase
The most recent of the school finance court decisions is known as
Levittown v. .Nyquist. The case was brought by the Levittown schbol
district, joined by twenty-six other districts on Long Island and throughout the state,. New York City and four other cities intervened to bring
thek special educational and fiscal problems to the court's'attention.
Kingsley Smit
On. June 23, 197.8, State Supreme' Court Justice
ruled that New York's present methods of finaneing education violate
both state and federal constitutions because-the wealth of local school
--districts deterniines the quality of local schools and hecause- state aid,
'fails to xorrect for the special educational needs and fiscal piobierns of
cities. The effect of Judge Smith's complex decision, most of which' is
eApected to be upheld on appeal, would be to require the legislature to
come up with a new statewide system for financing education.

Y
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The potentially sweeping impact of Levittown is brought even more
sharply into focus lay two parallel decisions itlready handed down by
the state's, highest court: One of these decisions, known as fiellersrein;
requires that property be assessed at the full market -value. It has been
customary iii New York State for homeowners to receive-lower assessmerits-. than commercial and industrial properties. Although legislation
..was recently enacted to delay for dime yea's-the enforcement of this ruling, it nonetheless ticks away like a time bomb, threatening major

changes in the distribUtion of property tax burdens among the state's
taxpayers.
.
The other court decision reinforcing Levittown is the Hurd decision,
which struck dowtv host of fiscal gimmicks the legislature had approved

to levy higher urban property tax rates than permitted under the state
constitution. Several large-cities face serious' revenue shortfalls during
the next several years as the effects of Hurd are felt. .
The basic problem with New York State's school 'finance system is
that it is unfair to large numbers of school hildren and taxpayers. Explaining the system tries the patience of experts and puts even interested
citizens to sleep.
(One of the trial attorneys representing Levittown de,
scribed his excitement at testimony by school finance experts by saying it
reminded him of how he felt watching grass growl) The essence of New
York's -school finance inequities is found where local -school districts

with very high property valuations have been able to spend large
amounts 'On their schools with lower-than average tax efforts. Many lodistricts with low valuations, on the other hand, have had to exert
very large tat efforts only to realize below ayerage.expenditures. The
outcome has been high taxes and underfinanced.schools for residents of.
poor districts, and lower taxes and well financed schools for the rnbre
fortunati. The accident of where a child happens to live has been the major determinant of the level and quality of his education.

_ cal

This nexus between affluence and spending is what the'Levillown
_

decision-w_ould forbid, but that is virtually all it would do. It would not
proscribe the use of a real property tax, nor would it require .the legisla-

ture to impose uniform statewide spending. It would require that the
-.state make more adequate provision for educating urban school children,
but it.leaves to the legislature-the task, of deciding how it is to be done. It

poseS'no mortal threat to the future existence of local school boards,
although a new school finance Aysterin would iurely impose on lo_o
boards different taxing and-spending ground rules than at present. Although the courts retain jurisdiction in the Levittown case and would
review legislative action to assure compliance with constitutional standards, Judge Smith carefully refrained froth specifying for state officials
what a new system. would be like or how soon ttwy must enact One
The process by which a state like New York grapples with the design-of
a new school finance, system is, by the nature of the -problem, a complex
'one.; To_some extent. school finance reform is a conversation among ex-

...
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MIS -)o delight in exchanging obscure teehnieal memotanda.-- Hot
shoot finance is too big and too important to be left to the finatiec'exe=eres, :Ind education is to) important to he left solely to the educators.
ii politics
The entire apparatus 01educaticut goeettlanCe and 'of tic
will be drawn into the process or designirie and enacting reforms in te,
sponse to ow Lt-,.;!own decision. After all. the annual collection and (Its.
tribution of ov.7 S7 billion In taxes is at stake in NO,. York, and the edu .
cation of the state's millions of sehool children hangs-in the btilance.

dopoe
i The,' rItilh!,..'rti and the ereone oral' abilit
ii
that the iysteni viii t)oil have to bc it:tot/fled, New 0 tacks at poesent
either. a eompreliensive reform plan or a e(torOinated stateincebanism
the main aetot 111 the Stcsie' ttincation
lOf devcii)pipg
the regents,- the governor, the leoslatore, and sehool groupshave adveinced new policie;-. in recent yeats, Some merely perpeneate the mindles,A

irratiOnality of the old systemin one recent year, all hot seven of
the state' 700 school districts received state aid based on "save.harm
less ra co. iiori catci4 111;111 thc 10f 1141.114.4 JLjflL te$- equalize ;a\ bur,

dens and school opportunity. Other recent proposMs represent small
step s. toward an eventoal solution.

Residents and taxpayers of New York. facie new uncertainties during
this reform process. Ultimately. there will be ,shifts in levels of school
spending and in property tax rates in many school districts, but it is difficult to predict just Who AvIII be helped and who will be Itutte it will no
doubt, he the wish .of the governor and the legislature to minimize the
pain and maximize the pleasure, but some pain there surely will be. Some

coot di,,;:icts in New 'f ork ffer from low ptoperty tax valoations'and
levy high ,tax faICSSOITIC help may be forthcoming for thent. Other disITICIS have long, .en joyed--0.- ell financed, oeven extravagantly financed
schosils. at relatively'low tax rates.higher tax rates and same spending
limits may eventually he imposed in such district,
The Levittown decision was handed down during the heat orstatewide
politica? campaigns. No doubt there wall b. partisan snipping back and
forth about what to do. Seasoned veterans of whoal finance and proprai reform' banks .predict s:everal years of intense conflict before
the shouting subsides.

Rut the first step netded in Nov York is to organize a noti-parikan
etoup of distinguished-citizensrepresenting all regions of the state and
uoints of view abotil the problemprovide the group with access to the
natinn's most knowledgeable and expert guidance, and ask it to develop
one or more, proposals for a new, constitutionally acceptable school finance and property tat plan. The frequently bitter factional divisions in
New York's education politics suggest that -only a new group, balanced
in perspective and proteeted from -political interference, can come up
with an approach chat could attract support from a broad coalition of
overburdened taxpayers and under funded school districts.
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State Reforms in FAucaiion Finance
The seven scars since the first Serrano decision lia%e brought unprece-

dented activity in state courts and legislatures with respect to school finance reform and related tax changes. Many of the changes ate not just
incremental; they arc major overhauls of the system, reflecting one of
those rare moments when basic structural revisions are possible.. And

many of the hangcs h

occntrcd in cr.qatcs whet~ there was V';COUit
preSSUrC frir reform, a
me sign of broad political support fu f the
-hew finance programs
ed by reform-oriented scholars and
organizations,
The new:finance plans that
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poor than to the middle class and the rich are more equitable than tradio
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buy, Liter district power equalizing. It pit aria rates are precisely the
same in all districts, that choose to si.a;nd the sinus number of dollars per
snit-lent. Vary rich districts do no: .kecp all the money they raise locally
for schools; part of the yield goes to the state for resii,aribution to poorer
distriets,
Reformed school finance systems are generally some combination .of
ese two approaches. reflecting what is desired and what is politically

d economically feasible in the individual state. Both plans meo new,.
sti ndards, both draw inere;Lsed general state rei,enues into cdttca.

and both involve property tax reform or relief. But they differ in
permits differences in local spending. while ESE does not.

to Dole
Regardless of potential effects of eilticatictit titlancc tctirnt on state
local public finance. significant and fundamental changes ilaVe OVeflait
en the previously tranquil field of school finance. Almost half of the nation's school children and taxpayers have been affected by the reforms
so far. These changes hire transfornted a narrow and obscure aspect of
education, concerned mainly with routine state aid appropriations. into
a complex-intellectuaLand political domain. Involved now are federal
d state constitutional standards of fairness and equity. major overhauls of creaky state local tax and school funding systems, and infusions
of new scholarly and organizational perspectives from outside the tradi
tional realm of professional educators. Many of the causes of this upheaval can be traced to basic political trends such as civil rights struggles
in the 1960's and the collapse of the parent-teacher coalition that supported school finance prior to the advent of widespread collective bargaining. But much of the credit or blame needs to be accepted by the pri-
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far,
n e (Or reform exist in key star such as Ohio. Con
.nington and Colorado, where favorable court decisions
promise cVentual adoption of more equitable plans; in New= -Jersey,
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where some progress has lien made but much more remains to be done;
in New ie r , %1/4 here :Titirt decisions have ruled unconstitutional the na-

ittn 's biggest, and perhaps its most irrational, school fiance system;
and in about ten other states where a solid basis for reform has been
painstakingly laid,
Of the three dozen states which,had sa0Ous school finance inequities
in 1970,,slightly more' than half (or about twenty states) tave adopted
major reforms; orthese twenty, ten have enacted reforms that are incomplete and can be improved during the next three.to,five years. In the
other ten, continuing. rear guard actiom is needed to secure the comprehensive gains already made. In the balance of the stateS which need twin-

stitute school finance reform, the picture is mixed. In a few cases, the
struggle appears almost hopeless and no viable reform group or movement i5 visible. But in most continued efforts by the network currently
engaged in school finance. offer a good chance of achieving significant
reform during the next few years.

Old and New Networks
Within the field of school finance Iwo some.parale groups, or
networks. exist: the "traditional" group and the Jormers." The traditional- school finance community is composed of school administrators. state education officials, and school finance professors in state universities. This group was nurtured through the 1950's and 1960's by the
National Education Association and later by the United States Office of

ITIC. L ISSUUS
Education. lts intellectual roots arc in schools of ed ucation, and its constituency is primarily educators.
The -reform" community. on the other hand. has a more diverse
composition. Sums have -traditional" public school teaching and administrative experience and arc affiliated with colleges of education, but
are law professors, economists. political scientists. state legislators,
public interest attorneys, members of racial minority groups, or others
disenchanted with fifty years of .stiructoral status quo in state.local fiscal
ss stems for education. Major orbnizations whose leadership and staff
tia%ebeen active in the reform network include the Education Con um
of the States, the National Conference of State Legislatures,, tithee
Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, the League of likromen
Voters, the National Urban Coalition., the Advisory Commission on
intergovernmental Relations, the Childhood and Government Project
at the University of California at Berkeley, and research and training
projects at Teachers College, Columbia University -and Stanford Uniaersity. Reformers have tended to help plaintiffs sue state officials long allied with traditional school finance networks:It would be fair to say that
most of the groups and individuals supported by _the Ford Foundation
are allied with the reform" network.
The reformers started believing in taie late 1960 s that there was no way
to achieve a truly equalizing finance system through the strategies used
by the traditional school finance practitioners. Existing state finance
plans were too firmly entrenched to yield quickly or easily to change.
Therefore, reformers devised an "end-run" strategy which relied primarily on litigation, and capitalized on both its tangible and intangible

effects. Reformers worked directly with governors, 'legislators, and

ed citizens who shared their Willingness to tolerate the agoni's of
years of litigation.

Disagreements between "reform" and Iraditional" school finance
people arise as often from differences of style, as from 'goals. Both are
fundamentally committed to ideals of quality education and equal educational opportunity; but there is a gap in communication and understanding between them. This lack of communication must be acknowledged
before it can be corrected. Traditional finance experts who scoffed at the
reformers' legal strategies must be willing to suspend their belief that it is
all a perverse conspiracy of lawyers and foundations; reformers, too,
are
must avoid the too easy notion that educational adminiso
chin
natural enemy of school finance ref4atrn. The present
toderstanclieg and suspicion can be overcome only if both
gether.

There arc ways that all of us can foster this cooperation. Some steps
have already been taken, Leaders of the reform network ar ' leaders of
the Suburban School Superintendents, an association of hied-spending
suburban school districts, jointly planned and conducted a meeting in
November, 1977,. to discuss fiscal problems of wealthy suburban school
districts. In a few states (e.g., Illinois), finance reform plans have includ-
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ed restrictions on spending by wealthy districts. While this prohibition is
the exception rather than the rule (most reforms involve "leveling up"
towards the wealthy districts), it awakened old fears that finance reforms
could directly cause a deterioration in the quality of education in wealthy
districts. Reform experts are now working with the suburban superintendents and with federal officials to design a study of factors which are
of special interest for suburban schools, such as declining enrollments,

taxpayer revolts, and finance reforms. The Ame-rican Association of
shoot Administrators recently started a finance project in eight states.
The American Education Finance Association, a membership organization, provides an excellent forum for exchanges and communication between the two network-s.

Many traditionalrschool finance leaders have now come to welcome
collaboration with the reform movement, whereas in the early 1970's
overtures for similar collaboration were rejected, And virtually all leaders of the school finance reform movement are happy to work with leaders of school establishment groups who share their willingness to work
hard politically for more equitable-education finance systems.

Monitoring Equity in Education Finance
During the past ten years, the issue of equity in school financing has
gained new visibility, but it has also grown in complexity. The traditional

way of thinking about equity was to focus solely on the structureand
sometimes even more narrowly, on the semanticsof State aid systems.
Systems Were called equitable" if poor districts received more aid per
student than rich districts. Little attention was paid to the system as a
whole and to whether state aid, even if equalizing, was sufficient to counter the huge disparities in local wealth per student that are found in most
states. This conceptually Short-sighted fdea was exacerbated by the fact
that data are now reported to the Federal,Government in ways that `do
not permit analysis by individual states. The basic federal survey instru-

rnent (ELSEGIS)' does not obtain finance data from the universe of
school districts. Thus, the most important policy question in school Ftnancels a state school finance systein, over time becoming more eqqitable?cannot be addressed with existing federal data.
Steps are being taken to correct this situation. Years of patient work
have finally led to a federal decision to start collecting school finance
data from every school district through the Common Core Data (CCD)
Project, thus permitting analyses over time on a state-by-state basis.
Anticipating this event, leaders of the school finance field have launched
a School Finance Cooperative to design, test, and encourage the widespread use of a standardized and understandable way of rmeasnring
changes, over time; in the equity of state school finance systems. A variety of concepts and measures of equity are-being examined. Some will
"Elementary and Secondary General Information Survey, administered by the National
Center for Education Statistics.
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involve measures of equality of expenditures and some will involve measures of fiscal neutrality: some will be tested on a district basis and some
on a per-student basis. Attention is also being given to such factors as
the cost of education, pupil weighting, race, and sex. The intent is for "a
well designed and properly tested system that will make it possible to express in simple and unambiguous terms which states have progressed
and 110,w muchtoward fairness in the rtnancing of educational services.
The Education Amendments of 1978 (already adopted by the House

and pending in the Senate) contain a provision requiring that NCES
(National Center for Education Statistics) establish a system for measur,

ing inequalities in education, both among and within states. The language will require NCES to measure expenditure equality and fiscal neutrality, the two mosrimportant standards of education finance equity, as
well as to measure variations in the cost of education and in educational
need. The data would be essential to the conduct of a three-year national

ctudy of educational finance that will also be mandated in the 1978
Amendnients, The House version calls for a study to be conducted by the
National Institute of Education, while the Senate version calls fora presidentially appointed advisory body to superyise a study. Both House and
Senate versions call for a new round of federal payments to reimburse
states for the cost of studying educational finance'equalization problems.
And both.House-and Sena versions contain language that indicates federal aid will be available
assist states in prep_ aring the needed finance
data
The significance of tfiese financial data must be understood in the context ,of recent political developments in Washington, D.C. At the insistence of the National Education Association and other groups of educators, the President has proposed and is strongly advocating enactment of
legislation establishing a Cabinet-level department of education.' While

it is not clear whether the Congress will approve such legislation this
session, it is almost certain to do so next session. The chairman of the
House Education and Labor Committee introduced last year a new general aid to education bill and held hearings to explore how such.aid could
be allocated. His preferred approach is to use federal funds to equalize
educational expenditures among and within states. He and his staff were
surprised to learn that there is no standard measurement of inequities in
education. His staff was even more surprised to learn at a recent meeting
of the School .Finance Cooperative that -the National Center for Education Statistics is apparently unable at present to obtain uniform finance
data for the universe of school districts. A couple years of -preparationare still required before all states arc able to provide strictly comparable
data, according to the National Center for Education Statistics.

What is needed is not very complicated dataessentially expenditures
local property valuation data These clata, after all are the
mother's milk of school finance. In my opinion the executive committee
of the Chief State. School Officers should reexamine this issue and make
per - pupil, and
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clear that implApre 'constructive and forward-looking regarding the
national inte;6-ijil ra' -tpring inequities in educatiop finance. If a twoyear period i.t4 :ki.:-zderl'Ilefore-the neW CCD data are available, studies

of inequitires-esestiii be.done by using existing slate data which are
gen-et-ally 1coniparable and which are unquestionably adequate for intro,
state, longisudinal analyses. ThiS approach is being tis2d by the School
Finance Cooperative, under the able leadership of Allan Oddep, Director

of the Education Finance Center at the Education Commission of the
States. A first report is expected late in 1978.
The new politics of education finance are very different, from the old
politics in terms of the number and variety of individuals and groups that

get into the act. It is different in that stare-local tax politics are at the
heart of the new politics of school finance It indifferent in that-conflict
among interested groups and government agencies is much higher than it
used to be, with no-reduction in sight. It is different because courts have
moved to establish constitutional standards for the vague concepts of,
equity that have always held a key _rhetorical r
in the education finance literati re. It is different because belie rai ed experts use complicated computers to propose new finance sy terms
erno and legislators and
The President and the Congress and
mayors and minorities and courts and the media and even Howard Jarvis all have a role to.play in education fina ice these days. The quiet days
of education finance have slipped into the ht
oaks, suitable for an
earlier era of American politics, but inadequate as the cans to develop,
implement, and monitor modern education _finance olicy. New institutional arrangements in the education finance comm pity have not yet
settled into a new equilibrium. More change is yet to me. The informed

and tough-minded leadership of state education facials is needed to
lead the way to a future that cannot be avoided and that will.be very different from the politics of education finance prior the events of the
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Chapter VI
Political Issues in Competency Testing
bv

Henry NI: Brickell
Director. Policy Studies in Education

welt, the election Is o% cr. We lost. Citizens 35. profession 15.
And our 15 ballots are now being reviewed. We still may lose
some of them. Ina!! be alt of them, The 15 SEatei that do not ho.i.e rr,inimum competency testing may get it vetby legislation or by regu'ration.
Commis.sion s. blue ribbon panels legislative committees are at work in
MO5E of the 15deciding what to do, Those 15 may follow the 35, TN:V
often do, One of the t got an accountability lass this spring. four years
late It may get a minim in competency testing law in 19.32. four years
late.

Anyhow. 65 r,) of the studentschat is how mans he in the 35 states
are already required to have minimum competencies for promo:ion from
grade to grade or graduation from high school or both.
He did we lose so fast? Three years ago se did not even know an
election would he called: today it is all over, with the polls'closed in 35

Ntayhe ,..e. should demand a recount there. Or get them to reopen the
polls. we could claim the opposition moved too fast: We were not ready.
Ntaybe you believe the opposition misled the public: oversimplified the

issues: offered instant laws. a quick fix, andbest of alla cheap solution.
Ntayhe you believe our side had enough voters but we simply did not

:

get the word out, just did not get our crowd to the polls before they
.
dosed.
Maybe you believe it IS not too late in the remainini 15 states. They
can profit from the mistakes the 35 leaders made. -Le clers- indeed!
What kinds of leaders apt naive enough to think that inn imurn competency tests can improve learning? Why get there first with the worst;
better to be among the 15.

..

Maybe you believe if we tell our side of the story to the publicshow
them how complicated the issues are show them the great danger and the
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Fedgral School Go% ernance Is an Open ti)stem;

But. first. A ha; Out educational 1-...0%ernance at the federal letel It

is whoily open to the public. Well. that i,erstates it a bit. There is the
Eduction and the National Institute v Ed.ucation
the Fund for the lmprosernent of Post Secondary Education and the
National Center for Educational St2ZiStiCii but all four .are nested deep
trv-isic HEW. which is i'lcited deep inside the general administration of
the Presidency, Thus ise have no independent esecutie branch for eduwe t c no federal hoard of education. \se 1-13c. no Incalion, And
dependent leittslatite branch. And ,since u have
seNrate: federal
courts for education, sse have no independent judicial branch. In ..hothe
profession controls at best onchalf of one.third of the federal LO
erning. structure The rest is under public control.
Then hat has prevented public concern about minimum competency
testing from being translated into _federal action' Well, they have been

SUESIN EDUCATION
nibbling at the edges. here +vas Admiral Ricko e s- statement 0 Con
uses last winter; there was .Seci:ary' Califano's testing con.erenee this
spring; there was Represconitke MOW'', bill in t111S session. But nmie

or those went anyNhac. And they will not Not it ttic states themselves
act rapidly.
simptest \plat
education tierce
not get ss liat the!. s nt from

isity is that the federal level in
the l

sort. People go there when they canalities or the states. The people who

ao are the _MMOrItICS. i Itat figures: it they weft the minority, they could

ce; what they scanted
t.ici that local school d

action or more likely given the

_lets are relatively closed to public pressures
by Laing state action. The landmark events in federal legislation took
place schen ,the professiOnally-governeci localities and the senii-professionallv-governed states did not give a vocal minority of the public. what:
it %.santed.

do not understand .w hy the federal government has a better ear for;
minorities than the localities and the states, but it may be the crowning
achievement of our federated system of-government. that it doesthat
minoritieshaC'e maximum influence at the highest levels, of government.
Is it the Corititution? is it that 'the President and the Congress and the
Supreme Court finally escape their majority constituencies and learn to
administer and legislate and judge for all the people, including the minorities?
I

Niirciarity -Triumphs.
Landmark
Wliateser the cause', landmark federal laws are landmark minority
triumphs. Take these examples:

*' Smith-Hughes in 19174when the vocational educators and the employers who supported them finally persuaded. Congress to take vocational training out of the shops and factories and put it into the schoolhousesfter Wine to convince the -general educators- who made up
the majority In the localities and the states.
Brown s 5. Topeka in I o' *--v. hen the blacks finally persuaded the federal courts that they should go to school with the whites, a point they
had failed to make with the majority in many states and most localities.
'The Civil Rights Act in 196-1when the minorities finally convinced
. the President that it would take more than Brown vs. Topeka to get the
majojity in many states and localities to follow the Constitution.-

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act in 1965when the chsads antaged finally made it clear that compliance laws were not going to
,be enough Tit would take a billion dollars (two billion dollars iiRdayi
that the majority in the localities would not supply:
The Educatio'n for All Handicapped in 1977when the parents of the
ham.. apped finally persuaded Congress that the individual differences
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among their children were so great that each one required a tailor
canonal plan, something the local majorities had not supplied.

u-

The Youth Employment Demonstration Projects Act in 1977 ben
somebody convinced Congress that in_the sixty years since 1917 the .oca-.

tional educators had gone from a minority to a majority and were now,
neglecting hard-to-educate minority students. Cong.ress agreed that . 0rational education is too important to leave to the vocational educators
and -gave. another billion dollars to the Department of Labor to do the

jobbringing the ( omprehensi e Employment and -Willing

sat

(CETA) program up' to more than S8 billion. Minorities do well at the
"Federal treasury.

The point is that -we do not have federal action in minitmmi competency testing because it is not a minorit6 issue. The states, hate acted so

quickly that no minority has made the trip to Washington. Whoever
wanted it, got it at the state capital.

But Why So Fast?

Legislators do not do everything in a hurry; why this? Incidentally, I

am shrugging off initiative by state boards of education as nothing
more than antiCipating legislative action and moving so as not to get
pushed. That may be unfair; maybe some state boards, maybe some stale
superintendents would have ad pled minimum competency to without
any legislative pressure whateve But I doubt it
.

Why so fast? Public readiness one reason; legillative
sensitivity is
,

the other.
The public was pdst ready_, And it had more than enough reasons:

Declining test scoresthe College Board Scholastic Aptitude Test,,.
verbal as well as ?hathematics, scores were dropping, along with scores
on many nationally standardized achievement tests, including the National Assessment of Educational Progress, designed specifically as a
continuous measure of the nation's intellectual health.
Complaints from employers that, their college-educated, secretaries
cannot write and that their high school - educated production Workers
cannot read; nobody, they say, can do arithmetic.
.
Steady growth in the ranks of the unemployed, many of them lacking
the basic skills needed to learn enough to get a job.
Students, finally realizing that they were in the 1970s rather than in
the 1960s and demanding higher rather than lower standards in part a
majority student backlaSh in. the 1970s against a minority student revolt
,

in the 1960s.

Lawsuits by unhappy high-school graduates who claimed they could
not read the words on their diplomas.

,
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Collegesreaching ever deeper into the ability barrel to find more students? recruiting students they would have rejected ten years age and
complaining about the sludge at the bottom.
Accumulating proof that compensatory education has not done, OW
all ho
narrowed tile gap between the disadvantaged and the ad
vantagcd.

A growing sense that the profession nova cares more about paychecks
than students.
A creeping suspi ion that teachers are not as good as they used to he.

The early results of the-Minimum competeney tests, which confirmed'
the-worst-public fens. Many tests were easy (say 8th grade level, to be
generous) and passing scores were low (say 60% correct) but failure rates
were high-20%,-40%-, even 60g'a for some groups of students.

School spending up 50% in the past ten years (and that is after discounting for inflation). -Paying more but getting less makes anOtifdy,
retitle s-even angry.
Legislators were quite sensitive. And they had excellent reasons:,

Education laws affect everybody: 40% of the p_ ep& are engages in
.
education and the other 60% help pay for it.
oney for education makesp most of the state budget.
Legislators are younger and better educated than in prior years; And
they ate every bit as competitive and ambitious. Society changes rapidly:
social-issues come and go quickly: legislators must stay alert; spot issues
catty. take visiVe positions. and push their ideas fast if they want credit,

Legislators who want to move from the state capital to Washington
need to win statewide iecognition..A minimum competency testing bill
.ipn make a legislator famous outside his dr her own-district.

Colkges petition legislators for money to finance remedial cou
the bask skills. Legislators think they paid for that once alicady.,Teachers are.kleetillg motej-iegislators. Result legislators kilow more
bout teaching and care more about it Aicording to one teacher:

thurt one jd-th of ,rip students did nor know how to read
these' stddents were high school seniors .
asked some senior.
faculty Inendliers whant I should do. They, explained that if a student
to class and was not disruptive, he or she was to receive a pass-;
rude.
srfni along with hat systeni, but alliwys felt we

were doing, tremeAdous disservice to those youngsters."
That teacher is
rCiary:K. Hart. He got himself elected to the 'California legislatdre and wrote the law which set up minimum competency
testing in that state.

was an easy step from accountability to minimum competency tests.

accountability laws had nor worked. They only barked: minimum
competency tests would bite.

8 Many states pay for compensatory education program's. paralleling
ESEA Title I. Nfaybe minimum competency testing would make compen
satoiy education work.
nsitive legisIature Se( up
In short. a ready public combined with
the conditions for a storm of activity in the state capitals. The eloutOliad

been gathering for a long time The lightning struck first in Oregon.
flashed acros3 the nation. and the elouds broke everywhere.

How Can

Be Stopp.ed or Slowed or Changed?

Suppo ybu w ateci to build a political coalition to stop minimum
gr-clency resiinR in,yotir slate. Or to roll it back. Or ib slow it down in
order to buy, time. car, to shift the concern from high-school
earlY remediation or from testing to teaching. Where, could.yoli turn
6-fornelP?

to

Last -week I telephoned some of the- key national associations and
asked their latest position on minimum competency testing. some had an
ofitcial view; manfof those that did not were working on one...

I will tell ou where they stand. Youdecide how many totes their,.
members in your state could deliver in your stale II:gist-attire or Iso many
minds they could change on your state: board.
Their positions range froin flat opposition to qualified support.
egative.

There are thre e organitations how members you can colmt on to
perencY testingto opne-nalional tests., at least.
oppose minimum
Here's what they fay.

coppose` national

Naqonat Fducat ion AssiNialion
-2-State.rnanclated ktandards:for education should set no more than
broad. general`curricular.guiddin6
and should not be based on mu,
dent achievement.

The use of eqUivalincy tests. in lieu of academic preparation and
school attendance, for inciting requirements for graduation with age
as the sole criterionlor eligibility should be strongly resisted-.
2,Standardized tests which areased to test.performance levels as delitalon for high- school graduation should be eliminated,

Association for Supervision and t urriculnm Development
We strongly oppose national testing. National competency testing is a
bogus solution.

f
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National Congress of Parents and Teachers
We oppose federally mandated standards of student performance and
we oppose federally prescribed and imposed measurements.

liniornrn tied.
There_ are six organizations, which are undecided but are thinking it
over and may soon take a position. You could wait and hope they will
turn against minimum competency testing, nr you might try to persuade
them.
American Association of School Administrators
AASA recognizes the limitations of currently used intelligence
achievement types of standardized testing procedures. AASA th
fore urges its members to
1.Point out the strengths and weaknessei of standardized tests to their
'constituency and what can prevent their misuse;
.".Oisseminate the results of investigations of the Scholastic Aptitude
-Teitond the American College Tests;
3.Eliminate simplistic comparisonS3 of schools on the basis of test resuljs within and among school districts and states;
4.Work* for 114 dey0opment of viable individually-based. alternatives
such as criterion referenced tests.
American Federation of Teachers
on
AFT has no official
currently developing one

i
competency testing but is

American Personnel and Guidatice Association
'APGA has no official position orkMlnitnurn competency testing.
- National Council on Measurement in Ed'uzation
NCME has no official position on minimum competency, sting_
National Sch'ool Boards Association
NSBA has no official position on minimum competency tesfing but
is cdrrently developing its viewpoint.

National Council for Citizens in Education
NCCE has no official position on minimum competency testing but'
is developing an information booklet for parents dealing with the topic.

alified Positive.
There are four orga lzations whose members actually favor minimum
competency testing-44th reservations. You could wait and hope their
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reservations would overcome their endorsement, or you might try to
change their minds.
-0 National Association of Secondary, School Principals .
Measuring student competency requires two different approaches:
1

Use competency tests to measure
functional literacy in reading, writing and speaking
ability to compute, including decimals and percentages
U.S. history and government knowledge

2. Use units or credits to measure

successful completion of units or courses equal to a regular
course load extending to the first semester of the senior year

sufficient, attendance in programs to gain fully the educational
and social, benefits of group situations

National Association of Elementary School Principals

NAESP supports the assessment of children to determine their attainment of minimal standards at the local, school district level, but opposes state and national mandated competency based testing.
Council for Basic Education

Clear standards of achievement should be used-to measure each student's progress and to govern promotion to each next level of the educational system.
CBE favors competency testing as the most productive thing schools
are doing today but not national competency testing.
Some states are doing a good job; others are moving too fast, requiring too many competencies, mandating "survival kills" rather
than limiting themselves to basic skills.

One pattern 1 found in making this survey is that most -associations
cannot write plain English. A newspaper reporter could find few clear
sentences telling the public what we t_ hink. Another pattern is that most
professional organizations have not developed a position on minimum
competency testing, even though it is underway in 35 states. The professional associations are late. They are tilted against minimum competency
testing and we see that that has not been enough to stop the movement.
Another pattern is that no citizens' organizationone totally indepen-

dent of educationhas taken enegative .position. Clearly, minimum
competency testing is a citizens' movement which the profession has not
been-able to stop and has scarcely been able to slow down.
It would be difficult to fgrm a successful political coalition powerful
enough to affect minimum cdmpetency testing in the upcoming state legislative sessions.
-

_
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Now, I said suppose you wanted to stop it or slow it or cnange it maybe you do not Let us look at your official position.
1Council of Chief State School Officers
Competencies mastered by students are as important as the accumulation of credits, diplomas, or degrees. While these traditionat mea-

.; sures of achievement represent one indicator of competence, they
should not be considered conclusive or all inclusive.

The identification and definition of appropriate competencies and

the methodologies leading --to them are difficult. The 'Council urges
state education agencies to accelerate their progress toward:
I. Defining relevant competencies;
2. Improving methods to obtain and measure competencies
3. Granting appropriate educational equivalency credits.
Well, now Perhaps you are not against it Perhalps you stand halt-7
way between the paniestranslating, mediating, You have to understand both the citizens and the profession. We have been talking about
the profession. Let us have another look at the citizens.

Understanding Public Preferences
Recently, I visited a place where a group of high school teachers had
made two minimum competency tests for the end of tenth grade: one in
English the other in mathematics. Any student who failed would get remediation, possibly two years of it, and possibly no diploma good reason for the teachers to make the tests fairly easy and good reason for the
students to try fairly hard..
I saw the tests and would say they were about fifth gradelong diVi-

.Sion, spell "separate", things like thatwith a passing score of 600/o.
Not -very hard. About 25% of the tenth graders flunked. the English;
'about 50%' flunked the matt?,.
Retaihing 3 .rgo of the Students:
I talked Witlfthe teachers a nd,prancipals afterwir

"SupPose remediation does licit-Work," I said "Students have not
learned: if in five years and may not in two mores 1'ficn what °.I ow`

,

many diplomas can you withhold at:commencementas many as
I0%?"

1 "Of course not! Parents would .not: stand for it. The:Board, the ad:
ministration, and 'the faculty would cave in under the pressure,"
they said.

"Then how many diplomas can you refuse? How about 5%,
said.

"Make that 3%, they said.
"All right, 3%. Then 97% have to pass the minimum competency
tests. What can you teachers and principals guarantee-7not wish
that 97% of all graduates can do?" I said
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"Guarantee? Really guarantee for 97070?' Well, first grade work;
maybe second gradeif you mean a guaranteed minimum," they

,

said.

"Won't that be embar
work?"
"Not as embarrassing

sihg to the school?" I said. "Second grade

withholding 10% of the diplomas," they

said.
I knew they were right. Well, I knew

until last Friday.

Retaining 10070 of the Students.

That is the day I was talking to a county superintendent one -third of
a county, actually. He told me what he had done in June. Held back 10%
of his studerAts K-12, mostly because they could not pass the state's minimum compdtency tests.
"How many did you hold back last year?"
"2°70.:'

"You went from 2% to 10% in brie year.

"Yep."
"What did the parents say ?"
"Just a few corn/Marnednot what you :would expect."

Not what I would expect. He was right. I was wrong. So waS that
place I visited: When Chicago did it last year, I shrugged it offhold
back 2,000 kids at one grade in a line citydrop in the,bucket. But I
never expected 10% K-12 with minority failures 500% out of proportion.

"One more qtiestion. how many of those you flunked were minorities?"
"55%.
"The county mostly minority ?"
"Only 10070."

"The county is 10% minority and the kids you held back were over
50% minority?"

"Why did minority parents put up with that?"
"Figured it would force the schools to bring their kids up to stand=
ards," he said.

Think about that if you were planning to arouse minorities against
Minimum competency testing.
_

Should Anything Cott aStudent a Diploma?
Of course, they were not withholding high-school diplomas in that
county. Could they Should tliey? We asked that question in a town two
thousand miles from tfidie 'earlier "his spring. Asked 1,000 citizens and

tt.
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500 recent graduates and high-school students and all the teachers
whethevenythingand we gave them a list of 167 thingswas-important
enough to cost a student a high-school diploma. They scratched 154 off
the list and left 13 on it-13 things a combined majority of citizens and

gra-duates and students and teachers said a student must. door no
diploma. Here they are; in rank order:
Did they mean it They made us believe it during our in-depth inter
v ws. Take the high-school students. They said things like:
"It's not fair for' teachers,to send us on froM grade to grade when
we corm& do the work. They are not doing us any favors."
'It is embarrassing,to be a class you cannot keep up with because
you were not well prepared."
If I did not get my diploma because I did, not pass a competency
test, I would understandif they had given me plenty of warning.
A.

That is only fair"

"Maybe you should have a competency test to get out of elementary

and middle school, tooto catch problems there, Don't wait tie

high school when it's too late."
,,That was the students- talking. It could have been the citizens: they
.

-sMinded the same.
How Would Citizens Spend a .11,000 on schools? Just' to be sure, we
asked them to do it allover again by putting their money where their val

ues weie. play money, it was; we gave them $1,040 each to spend the
way they wanted the school to spend-i t. Then we put 14 things on the
counter and let them buy as much or as little as they Wanted.

If they had been blindfoldedor if they had not-had preferences--

they would have bought $70 worth of each one They did not The citizens spent $400 on basic "skills; $115 on career education; $25 on fine
; arts. Let me say that again. They spent 40% on basic skills, 10% on career education, and less than 6% on anything else.
We told the su i erintendent: when you give -the taxpayers the bill for
ter look like this table:
had
Schbols To Do It All? We like.to say, "The
e Public,Expect
verything." Wrong;
They want us to do
its the schools
.
-do'
the,others
themselves.
We found that out
gi;tthey WO
ng the citizens in our study to, sPlitWit4t:is.important for students
o. (g4 'from what is important foe-se/16644k teach. They made a clear
split. Moral education, for example; hit the top of the student learning
list and the bottom of the school teaching list,
There arc certain things the schools'-sitoRld depend n the citizetrc to
do. Heading that list are fancily livIng,'Morals, values) nd ethICS.
There are other things the citizens depend on the schools to do. Fle d.

.

.ing that list are teaching basic skills, citizenship, and thinking.first.
The schools can reasonably complain if the citizens fail to do
The citizens can reasonably complain if, the schools fail to do the second.
They are complaining.
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I never understood that when I was a local adtninistrator. I had no
priorities and was proud of it The band, the youth center, foreign languages,,sports, science, health, kindergartenI loved them all equally.
You are the most important, I told them all, just as I had been taught in
adthiniStration classes.
Oh, I kneW..a fraction of the public did not agree. We admi istrators
knew there were conservatives oat there iri the community, hard -shelled,

narrowlninded people who thought tht whole alphabet consisted of 3
r's. But we surrounded ourselves with the PTA and marched on
'In later years I found that same minority in other communities. Every
superintendent I met said "Nou would not believe some of the diehards
we have in this town. But we pave good schools in spite of thern.'!

Today-1).vonder whether that minority is not actually a majorityal
ast when it comes to minimuiYi competencies for promotion or graduaion. 1.
They do seem to have the votes.

Mother Little aciud

.1

And they iffay have another:idea besides minimum competency testing.

I saw another cloud on ifichoriiOn last week little cloud, no bigger
than this newspapeilclipping:
ALBANY, July 28LThe vice-chancellor of the State Board of Regents .recommended today that minimum competency standards be
developed for 'teachers to insure that they were doing a proper job
in the classroom
The suggestion-came a day after the Regents passed strict new test
standards,for high school graduation. "I t.would seem only fair that

if we've mandated tests for children, we should have them for
teachers as well," said the vice chancellor, Willard A. Genrich of
Buffalo.
As a first step toward testing teachers statewide, Mr. Genrich.stig-

gested, that teachers take the minimum competency test designed
for students. "If they can't pass it, they should not be allowed to
teach it," he mid.
"How about minimum competency tests for members of the
Board of Regents?" asked Edwin .1. R,obisch, the president of the
New York Educators Association.- His parent group, i he National
Educational Association, is:opposed to-competency testing for stndents as well as leachers.
he notion of giving teachers a test designed for students recalled
'recent-incident in Dallas in which 535 new classroom teachers took

competency examination designed to test the academic ability of
high school students.
More than half the teachers failed.

That's a New York newspaper spreading the had news from Texas.
They are already talking about it in your state. Just a little cloud, No
lightning. Yet.

hat a Ma] city of the People in One Community
Student for High- Scholl Graduation
Would Require
13 Objectives Chosen 1

BBSIC

167

Skills

puree, accurately (adds, su6tracts, multiplies; and divides)

Knows the fundamentals of mathematics
Writes correctly (grammar, punctuation, and capitalization)
Speaks correctly (proper grammar and good usage)

Spells correctly

Solves rua4hemiticat problems in practical situations
Reads to lefrn
Can follow directions, both written and verbal

Can organize and Kesent hlafhar ideas and Information effectively
In written form

ill nship and Political Understanding
Knows American history
Knows laws and regulations governing citizens' behavior

Can describe the structure, functions, and 'relationships of local,
state, and Federal governments
Career t ducat1

and Occupatinnal Co

Knows how toget a Job by seeking Job openings, writing a resume, MTV,
plating an application, and participating in a Job interviews

(r)

o Would Require Objective for Graduation

'

Graduates
N =i75

Teachers

Res_ idents

N = 107

N = 929

Average-not weighted for size population; one population m one vote.
number of people answering.

"N
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the People In One Corrununl
In 14 Goal Areas

ant 51,000
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-Chapter VII
Political Issues in Vocational/Career Education
by

Gene Hensley
Director, Career Education Project,
Education Commission of the States

There are few, if any_ , programs and adtivities that deserve the attention of the Council of Chief State School Officers and other education
-and political organizations more than those of vocational arid; career
education.
and state expenditures continue to multiply in both
areas. The number of programs and activities at the federal and state
levels in both vocational and career education have increased dramat,ically over the past several years, and new policies and legislation at
federal and state levels are now beirig considered that should ensure
the efficient implementation and maintenance of vocational and career
education. These programs extend far -beyond the traditional ddrnain
of educators. In fact, much of the leadership extending the,impact of
vocationaland-career education has come from the business, industry
and labor communities. Further successes of these programs will in
volve concessions, compromise and consensus-seeking activities on the
part of leaders both inside and outside education.
Broadly defined, political issues in education include all points of

debate, past and present, that are related to the conduct of government as distinguished from the day-to-day administration or implementation of education policies or programs. Education issues are
matters of concern to all who make education decisibns, ?including
chief state scho9l officers, state boards of education, state higher
education officers and-other leaders..
Howevei, day-to-day administrative matters relating to finance, governance and evaluation also take place within a political context. Even
the implementation of education programg'can have enormous political significance at federal, state and local levels. Carol -Weiss (1975)
accurately pointed -to the significance-or political -considerations -for
_many education endeavors, whether one is engaged in the processes of
education.
governance, evaluation or any number of other

education activities that are sometimes considered to
t© be primarily
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One need only time the theme of. Chi :con',Terence-or the assigned
topics to tealrie Jhat this group, viests education is a political enter-

prise or at least is an instoimentality of (ht Wilke processHowever_--mulc most educatory probably re4frze lhat them are pOlitiLJl
constraints and resistances associated with education -program
mentation and administration, many have failed -over ,the Years to a
cep( ihe 100 that must education progratir, are (10Cdcar,cut and is
water entities. but emerge as a result of decisions; made not only by
educators.but. others and .are affected by political support, opposition
or compfornise. The truth is That the majority ill ,programs are molded
by interaction -among poltrical and education ,decisionmaker$, collt:crive bargaming and con.lensu5.seeking, in which a vAriegy of vested
interests are inevt(ab4, served .In shod, most educauon- programs a:re
creatures or legislative and-bureancratie politics
Over the years.,-sve have tried to solve social -problems through ed
-u cation, We have'feared that institptiorir . such as LirrOly and coMmunay are adversely affeeted by various forces in our culture and do trot7

provide the, direction and resources, needed :6 ovelcorne, problems
created by such factors as poverty, critne: unc!nployment or the iiiiflJIiOfl of our cultine's youth, If for examp!c, chunRs in ,bu-sinessi.
industry or labor or overall technological changes leave youth withrhariY persons ssull
fey,er vsaysof acquiring ray skills Or firldink
look to the schools for needed arisv4irs,
Vs ithout queistion, such conditions have influeuced. the development

of vocational education programs, resting practices, the initiation of
spu.ciaJ 'programs iiind more recenily, efforts to link caret* with formai,
tr.
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education, firm; our long.standmi; romance:with schooling, aj:ars to
he on the ssinle., :mil in to .rent years therc..'nits been increased dissatis,
taetion::snh education -expressed tY,' ,Vapents, students, potinetans.

members:of the businessteducationikibor communities md even educators: Perhaps this expressed discontent with general education is
onc of the MOO i'cisoris why theN has been. such strong interest in
siNational cdUtilion program's and in the emergence of Oreer cduca.
Orin i a means of educational reform, Certainly, vocational educa.
non in the 1920's differs significantly ,1ront the programs minancd
more than 50 sears ago: Contemporary vocational educatton programs
4,wo.

and ';cek to include Stildt!MS. Wi) in the past vier(' fl0 um large num,
parf ot the tiTi;aliona!
handl,
capped, minorities and others):

The t''opti changes in vocational education, of course, have to do
voth gpals zifid objectives, While Inc major objecti.,-e jaziy still bc
prepare p-ersons for work in order to meet the needs of the economy,
cr
to expand
c
1960.,
U acti person's employment options: This objective is equally true in
the case of career education, Voctitional education is concerned more
than ever- before with developing flexible occupaticins. goals and opportunities so h m dl `students have available choices after they graduate or exit from school, whether at secondary or postsecondary levels.
Perhaps even more significant is the fact that both vocational educa-,

nonnd career' education purport to improve the development of basic academic skills. 'These changes in vocational education, confusion
about what is and what is not Career education and the similarities rind
doie:eriCes ber'-vcen the tcyo in-v.1: given triC to many ot the co;
vohliC:31 s uc in vwational and career education,

Definitional issues
since uy: term, career education, was first introduced and funded
under. the 1958 Vocational ifducanio; Amendments, there has been
,conftision regarding the differences and similarities between vbcational
education and career education, it is rzuticulatly important that these
differences ,and similarities be delineated, if we are to understand the
various polittCal iSSUCR, Kennett floYt (1978) ha :1 aOnt: an excellent job

in differentiating between the two, He writes:
First. while hhth vocational education and career education represent means- used to attain the goal of education as peeparation
for iork, they do so in quite different ways Vocational education represenp a body of Aubsiontive knowledge designed to pro-

vitk students with specific vocational skills necessdry for entry
into the rxcriporronor societx Career education's main thrust is
on providing,students with skills and attitudes necessary for
(*tinging with change in the occupational society including: (a)
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continue to be growing forces in American education and.have received strung support at federal, state and local levels and are viewed
as important means of education reform by organized labor, business
and industry and any number of individual "educators who are con-

cerned with improving educational practices in public and private
schools.

Issues Involving interrelationships of Programs
Since the Smith-Hughes At of 1917, vocational education has been

aadctiliC

the onl,

!lilt

thin the education system. The same political issues surround vocational education that surround other educational concerns re.g., federal involvement, finance, evaluation/assessment, r

Io the general publii. vocational education often appear-, to be
another federally funded program. Yet in most states the federal government contributes less than 2.0 percent of the total amount spent on
via'y
edni.ahon, Hui, at the ),IMC 11111c, klieldi
prescriptive about the slia2e all vocational education programs should
take in the futurenot o much about content but about what clientele voLational education should serve and whom vocational educan leaders should consult with in order to plan effective programs.
Some people at ihe state and local levels resist the federal evaluation
requirements, feeling that these requirements determine policies rather
than evaluating programs, Yet the move to account for federal dollars
spent will inzrease in the future, rather than decrease, and evaluation
has become a part of that accountability effort. State and local vocational c,.iticators are not opposed to evaluation as such, only to too
many requests for too many different kinds of things. Since vocational
education programs are supposed to be founded on local philosophies,
and objectives, vocational educational education teachers and
administrators often do not want- their programs standardized, or
or from one institution to another.
C.arnpirred within an tit silt
Despite federal legislatiutio the qUality and scope of vocaoonal ed-

ucation continues to vary from state to state and from school to
school, This variety is in ft:Spume to state.and local needs and in large
part, the extent and efficiency of the programs depends on the amount
iii corrunitment,o1 the state and local people to vocational education
and the iniage, rat us and profile that vocational education presents
therein.
I a!
rim.
, vocational education has lacked
In many t
it as cared education is more fully implementprestige, It
choose vocational education program:), since
ed, more
'newer training may seem more appropriate and &practical
Since t_

power pr

early 190

ration and federal manboth via
disadvantaged
been mandated to prepare
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for the labor force. It is widely felt that if people are to get out of the
poverty cycle to stay, they must be provided with some kind of train
ing, then placed in jobs. CETA has generally provided short-term or
on-the-job training situations, while vocational education training has
tended to be more in-depth and longer term. Many vocational education and manpower or CE'FA programs have naturally carved out
their own areas or territories, but recent legislation has mandated that
they work more closely together: Such mandates, to cooperate, are
initially threatening to both, although in the long run the benefits for
students, clients and administrators could he substantial.
if rt,r 'ational rducat ion and (TETA iiet:ept one another, they should
he able to work together towards the same endproviding this coun-

try with a well-trained, but not over-trained, flexible labor force.
High schools may need to work out standards and grant credit for
training received in CETA programs. Vocational schools may be able
to offer more actual training programs to CETA Clients. And together. vocational schools and CETA programs may want to work more
'closely with business and industry to train students and clients in actual business setting,. Business could provide modern equipment and
facilities, while the vocational education program provides instructors.

Costs could be underwritten by CETA and vocational education
money. This particular training scheme brings up the vital need for
collaboration among business, industry, education and government,
which we will address further later on.
if through cooperation between themselves and the business community, CETA and vocational education can get a more accurate appraisal of the job market now and in the near future, then they might
Le able to provide training that reflects realistic joh opportunities.
Many-students, clients and school and program administrators have
not known enough to recognize that much of the information they

were initially givenif they were given anyor information that they
may have stumbled upon, was inaccurate, out-of-date or incomplete.
The economics of unemployment and underemployme'nt could finally
force them to demand nothing less than the best occupational information that can be developed or assembled. Meanwhile, Congress' is
mandating state occupational information coordinating committees

and the formation and use of advisory committees in the hope of
improving the information base. for planning, services and training.

Realise vocational education must now work closely with CETA,
most issues that affect one now affM the other: Such things as welfare reform, "workfare projects- (work to get food stamp_ s), total
employment bills, job creation efforts like public service employment, anything else that affects employment in this country and the
need for a trained labor forceall have dir,:ct implications for vocalic:nal education.

There is debate within the vocational education community and
among career educators as to whether they should play an advocacy
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role with regard to many socio-political issues such as discriminatory
hiring practices and unsansfactOry and haiardous working conditions.
While deciding whether or not to take a leading role, Congress has
legislated that vocational education programs must respond to the
handicaps .1, women and minorities. Many vocational education programs have long been stereotyped as male and female. Simply eneouritging high school boys to come into the home economics programs or
girls to study agriculture, will not likely be successful. The attitudes
toward these programs are well ingrained by that age and work must
start at the primary I,- I- -where career education can help open some
of those doors. Stinkm dein:ind (his alrecl In (Trani of ICHIPZ% ;11 [he
local level. Even though many students are prepared, few are knowledgeable enough to make program choices. They may continue for
several years more to make choices that make vocational education
progrims appear both racist- and sexist. Consequently, significant
changes may he some tulle in coming.
fur changing econorty demands that more students have vucat imal
skill, career decision-making -.kills and a work attitude in cu-der- to
make a success! ul transition from school to work. What impact does
vocational education have on youth unemployment? Should it he delaying youth entry into the labor market by making their education
inure relevant and keeping them in school?. Cooperative work programs are expanding, allowing two or three students to share a job
and go to school part-time. Such things demand community, business
and labor cooperation so that labor is not threatened by "kids taking
jobs away from them," and business sees die important contributions
they are making to the community.
In addition to training youth, vocational education must also begin
to respond more lolly to the continuing and recurrent education and
training needs of adults. `technological changes and increasing older
popUlations demand innovative approaches to education and training
and increased job development activities. A new clientele for vocation
al education simply cannot be ignored, if vocational education, and
for that matter career education, is to continue to prosper and grow.
Finance is, of course, a political issue affecting vocational educanon and career education. There arc often long delays before federal
appropriations are made, thus making it difficult to plan ahead.
Sometimes there are mandates to do certain things and no approprialions to carry diem out. Things like tuition tax credits may encourage
more students to`attend proprietary rather than public vocational ed
tit:arum schools (e.g., proprietary schools arc sometimes able to offer
programs that are more quickly responsive to changes in our focal or
national ecodorny and that have more: modern equipnient and
trtclhods).

Vocational education is-sometimes viewed as a stepchild aif both
aucation and federal manpower development programs. As such, it
is affected by both types of political issues as weii as some peculiar to

POLITI('A I. ISSUES IN EI)lit:ATIC)N
vocational education. In one sense, when the economy is cooking, the

political issues affecting things like vocational education seem relatively simple. But when unemployment rises and a segment of society
becomes chronically unemployed, conflicts and complIxities appear.
There are many voters to satisfy, and it is understood that more pe.0pie in this country want everyone to work, though perhaps for differns. There are special interest groups who want training and
erit
jobs for their members so that they too can have a piece of the pie,
and there are many workers who do not want to support peoplc on
welfare: Hut at the same time, many of the same people want: to cut
gover 'Intent wending. I hu4, the political kt)tio Ilecl ?1114 itnne
V1/lute 111C issues have changed somewhat in vdcational education,

career education and CETA, there is today a strengthened commitment to both programs that is more than justtan outgrowth of the
past- Recent high rates of unemployment that led to the establishment of CETA have also Aiighlighted the need for expanded vocational

education and career education programs in Our schools. CETA to
some, 101 all 01 its strengths and virtues, creato an artificial employ=
ment4irticture in our economy that affects the conditions in the marketplace. Also because of its emphasis on placing persons in jobs,
its training programs do not, in the Opinions of watts. provide the indepth education so essential to the, individilaPs later adaptation, in the
job market, The essential issue here is whether vocational education
or career education in school settings is a better soiution to unemployment problems than CETA. A second issue is how the CETA pro-

gram, which is admittedly a means of rkaling with the immediate
short-term employment problems that face us today, can be linked
in productive ways with vocational education and career education
programs to provide more relevant education opportunities for young
adults.

Other questions come to mind that primarily involve the relationship
between vocational education and career education. The new Career
Education Incentive Act WE 99-207) should hasten the implementation
of career education programs in schools across the country. If vocational
educatorS link (heir programs to the ongoing career education efforts,
results could he it student population that is increasingly able to find employment and to adapt to changing conditions of the marketplace. Can
these goals be accomplished? Are resources available for reaching these
objectives? What are the implications for school finance--or governance
at the state level and for program implementation?

Continuity, between Elementary /See n Jury

and Postsecondary Education
education is all issue
ions levels
Program continuity a-tut:aims
anti
the
lay
public
for years. As till
that has perplexed both
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it has been raised by those concerned with teacher ethicalion;
the education of special populations (including the handicapped, gifted
and talented, and minorities) as well as those concerned with such basic issues as accreditation, credentialing, basic skills and continuity of
learning experience in. various areas of specialization, particularly as
related to the goals and objectives of medicine, law and other profesissue,

sional programs. In both vocational education and career education
there has been a tendency to view programs at elementary / secondary

levels as having little to do with the activities in higher education,
despite the fact that many of the most significant programs in vocational education have for years been conducted at postsecondary levels, particularly in community colleges and proprietary schools. Career
education esi)ecially has yet to influence postsecondary education in
major ways. There is a whole series of issues that involve faculty and
student awareness, basic differences between elementary secondary
education and postsecondary education in regard to program development, implementation and support, and the financing of programs,
other issues must now be addressed if these differences
Ihese
are to be reconciled, i rue, many of these issues are the same for other

progritrus in which strength and relationships between elementary/
secondary education and postsecondary are goals. But nowhere is it
more important than in vocational/career education to begin to resolve some of these differences,

Collaboraii n

Issue s

course, many other political issues common to
there are,
tional education and career education. Virtually everyone feels that
career education cannot' be hnplentented without increased participation' of business, industry and labor. Hundreds of articles, monographsand Papers have been published concerning business/industry/
education relations since 1970,=.and most of them support this idea.
Where states and loyal districts have sought the Support of business,
industry anti labor in implementing their programs, they have moved
far ahead of those th-at have not Collaboration of business, industry,
education and labor is equally important to the continued success of
vocational education. But who should take the lead in' planning for
strengthened cooperation? Education talks to education, business talks

to business; government talks to government, and the interaction of
these institutions on a systematic basiS is not widespread,

Persons who are aware of the political significance of bringing together those who have vested interest hreducation man bring about
an alliance !hal is beneficial for all, The key to solving problems associated with tiiis dilemma and overcoming the barriers to increased
cooperation, centers on the shifty of these groups to communicate-on
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topics where disagreements occur,

Iportan

r

effective coin

finilliCatiOnS include such things as:
.01 :teem plish.
I. All parties must know what collaborative e
2. Proposed levels and types of collaborative activities must be priori
Liza as to their significance for various discussions.
3. Objectives and promised outcomes must be mutually agreed upon.
Even more basic is whether or not the interests of education, boilness, industry and labor are in fact, compatible. Without question,

the interests of education and all other parties must be served. Invoked are negotiations, connftomtse and a recognition that vested
interest groups cannot achieve theft objectives without a dear understanding of alternatives that may strengthen' or decrease existing cooperatve efforts,
,Nk related point of debate has to do with whether institutionalized
educational offerings in yocatiOnaledueatioror career education can
be coordinated with various opportunities that now exist for ),Vork and
employment, Earlier, I mentioned that there now appears to be a crisis
itt education, dissatisfaction with formal education as it now,exists at
most levels and a failing confidence in education in general. One has
only to review the newspaper articles or watch the evening news on
television in order to get a feel for the.loss of prestige of education (or
at least educators) among the American public. Education should collaborate generally with vocationally and professionally-oriented leanting interests, whenever and wherever appropriate, but the various systems of education often tend to separate training programs from the
realities of earning a living and becoming a part of this nation's workforce, This issue, of course, involves questions of finance, public versus private education and the traditional role of Mt, university or community college.

At the 1976 annual meeting of the Education Commission of the
States, six specific problem areas were identified that bear directly on
the politics of vocational education and career education. These are
representative of the concerns of decision-Makers who are motivated

.

to identify problems and seek alternative solutions. At this meeting the
group_ s were composed of general educators, career education specialfists, representatives of vocational education, legislators, governors or
their representatives, and people in business and industry, whp represent various education/political organizations. Topics for discussion
included:

the school. SoCiety often expects the schools to do the
I. The tole
preparing
people for the world of work. Despite the
entire job
emphasis Of career education on the importance of wide community
involvement in education decision-making at both policy and implementation levels, there continues to he a major segment or society
that k insistent on charging schools with the major tasks of preparing
persons for work, and see no role for other institutions.

ci-tAp-ru

2. tt-eparatictt for work. There is little agreement
to wh.,, ,kills,
attitudes and experience best prepare persons for work and living.
Closely related to this problem is a persistent
no- for 'many to
communicate only Livith others who have similar responsibilities. There

are at least two additional considerations that relate to the disagreement as to what skills, attitudes and experience prepare persons, for
employment and for life in general. First, schools still have relatively,
ineffecry,c mechanisms for involving parents, business persons, employers and other coninity members in education decision making,
particularly at the state level. Second, thete is inadequate information
,prepared for use by the cunununuy to interpret the relationship of acquired skills, attitudes and experiences that lead to satisfaction and
productivity in %york- and

3. Educational emphasis. Schools tend to emphasize either career

learning or liberal arts rather than a blend or infusion of the
This dichotomy is significant for both vocational education and career
education. Despite continued insistence that career education is not a
separate program or curriculum, there are those who insist that liberal
arts, special education, vocational education and professional educa
tion are separate tracks that have little to do with each other, that all
aspects of schooling at all levels as an integrated part of career education is not et fully accepted. It is.certainly. more than an attitudinal
problem; it is both a philosophical and practical issue that constitutes
a potentiztl barrier for strengthening collaborative efforts among concerned parties.
4. Opportunities for developing Lis' skills and aaitudes. There may

be a number or opportunities for developing new skills or even attitudes, but there are various constraints and barriers to change. For
example, the lack of awareness of opporruttitles that may 'exist, or the
failure of schools and other institutions to foster continuity between
formal education and-pre-occupation endeavors as well as continuing
education remain a concern.
S. Finance.

Few would argue that our schools should do more to

combine educational experieni:es with work. It is clear that most edueittional institutions face a financial crisis and providing more money

may or may not he the answer. Some suggest that a more efficient
reallocation of economic resources. was at least be as imp_ ortant. For
many persons the question of more money is not the central issue. At/
least as impor tant may be the need to restructure education along the
lines of career education concepts.
\

6. Identification of problems. Our soviet}

tendency tau launch
efforts towards solving problems tit careers at 1 life prep tredness
before problems are carefully identified and defined-, and this ri.lblen

is certainly not limited to career education or vocational education. In
the past we have attempted to solve problems with inadequate infor-

`

!nation, poor
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Ind mega

'

rioN

attitudes. Probfein issues

mast he better .delineate

I here are a yarietv of althea more specific issues, all potentially politicai, that are unsettled and important for state and local level de

in making that have implications for both vocational education
and career education. -;otne.are more important for one progranrthan
her. Most 1-1-..0,e to do with collaboration and vary considerably

from state to state and trom region to region, depending on any number of economic, legal, geographic or demographic factors.
Participation by business, industry and labor in state and local caieo
education efforts is not always sought in the beginning, 1 his issue is veryscrions. It' these ,:onimunities are important members of the career edu-'
cation team and are part of the education/political process (as are all

other community groups), then they must participate in the formulation
policiaii and the development of laws.. It is unlikely- that business, inCIUSt Iv and labor communities will feel the same degree of vorninitment,
reach con-msu; with educators and fully participate with schools in pro!noting career education', if their support is not invited through all phases
of policy'-Eintkipg until programs arc ready to be implemented, Some careepeduearion advocates arc divided on this key problem.

Certification requirements and credentialing. This process is ata often
mentioned barrier to unmoved relations among business, industry, labor, education and government, and is not limited to career education or
vocational education, but is currently one with which all parties must
struggle (e.g., reciprocity` of certification is a major problem for states in
all areas of elementary and secondary education). Business tind,industry,
for example,-are often willing to participate actively in preservice and inservice education for teachers, but it is not unusual to find that specialists
in various areas (e.g., engineering, medicine, economics, personnel rela-

tions, etc.) are faced with enormous hurdles when they are: placed On
special tissignmeins with 'schools. Unfortunately, rigidly drawn standards
with limited flexibility for accommodating exceptions can inhibit many
creative efforts,
prospects. Various writers have sueeested that our
3. Care
votath are sometimes educated or trained for prospects that are mete
sometimes information available concerning employment pros'or graduates is not utilized, either inside or outside education.
students .re prepared for-occupations that no longer exsottii

the requirements specified in applications foremployment
hear little relationship to the demand; of the position or where the 4wand for personnel is so unevenly distributed across the country that
ist,

o

protections

relative to the need or demand lot wurkeis k alnio;it impossi-

ble to establish or to tiansmit to those who are most interested. When
one considers the horizontal mobility of this nation's population, it be-

L'

etAno difficult tL lit,ttate

<L1
a..or
ect impiications for 0,t.
S
:wed N:ttet
Lion concerning
t)ro Accts ilati, ialtw to !ink education with ,,,o;A.
if efforts to link ,-2tiLls:31.:011 wild work ale to
.

Cuanpeleocies perceived
required bti
businc:4s and industo) are soinetimes

c srs
Mid others in the educ-4tion community. Vhe idea that
ref' .due -it
represents a respowse to a
rof education retorin
reaching. '

plies that education reform is not- the onl tpe requir
and obiectp. es of various societal nista:Awl
iLiei
ouNineNs and miau,tri, :Ate ik.ithOLit
piOnl oriented. Education, 0;:,
the other hand, is unaccustomed tel thinking in these terms and tinds ditficulty :11 teLuins
to plOpO.sed _`nt,oilte: slid Objeette. t.tt ten
Ntlk at the notion that jobs should be limited to tiaining workers to fit a
mold orescribed,,b% a multiplicity of community tortes outside C411.1.A
AL,11.

1!"!: ..i..Cfrdn.dN

17,1,:,,,A1C,;S

the t ahic, ,.st

pectapons oi

-;ociety at large;all reflect view, that ztre sometimes incompatOle with
what educators feel they can promise to deliver=
Roth induNtrY and educ;.ition hae respoinzibilitie, to detil,_K- what they

percee to be essential. Education, on the other hand, nuyst make clear
what it can deliver,
5. Security. safety and lusurartee relate
npleted
an informal study in which I interviewed 52,iniber
ies
comp tinies with large education units, rhcv pointed
that sc curity
considerations required that restrictions be: placed on
oute,wressed the opinion that their.companies
have to del.

leachers a

r more elaborate security arratNeinents if students and
brt: ight into orations plants on a regular basis. Others

were particularly
icerned about safety-, as they should be. Without
question, work in many plants is dangerous, and safety eau be a serious
problem for children unfamiliar vith shop routines and pr.iett e's= Some
industries probably cannot reztlistic;Illy conduct large tours or must limit
Jsitations to seccmdary-school-age or older groups. hisurance problems

,;onstitute real barriers,'.
inuliF of communications between the schools and business and
industry. Persons in bruin.
industry frequently Inentiiln the impor%
6.

tance of continuing their relationship with the _schools, ChanOng rules
and responsibilities in both svqems, including the promotion and teassigmnent of personnel and the continuous reorganization'of administrative units int lu,:ace this relationship. Many field -work programs are truly

hit-or-misA aaivities or arc intermittently initiated. Very often. groups

outside the schools who have established communications with school
personnel find that lifter a year tlovo iney, simply have no one to talk
topeople have been reassigned, new positions have been developed.

FOL.
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ots or within the inlying these various esoups

Time 40: or money-. Time an easily be translated into money. Both
Are IMporEani considerations when one eNpects to involve people outside
elassroom. Funding for both career education and vocational educa:hat in). ob.cs ceoperation of business or industry cannot always be
ained b the schools. Businesses. on the other hand, are quick to indithat thc.% also do not always have resources available. It is certainly
isoo boards and participating in incducacioaal
Justr or chool-sponsored seminars, supervising interns, or even
i+.rs requires considerably more time than many businesses
conducti,
been able ECI allocate on a no-charge basis.
and industries
he gap bemeen the requirements of business. indust. or labor and
S.
the program objectives of the schools. Particularly in career education,
this gap has become an issue. First, many key decision-makers in educa-

ion, business and industry remain unconvinced that career education
and related linkages are important. In short, there is often resistance to
institutional change. Academicians who do not view career education as
a logiciat and desirable goal of education are not likely to be receptive to
efforts outside the academic community (0 establish cooperative
relationships that involve the.,larger community. Leaders in industry or
business., particularly those that are accustomed to training their own
employees, can be extremely resistant to what they perceive to bean invaion by educators. Quite often school priorities, methods of instruction
and even training equipment utilized by the schools do not necessarily
ct niplement the requirements of business or industry. The fact remains
that institutions outside of education are not always swilling to provide inaistrial internships or information seminars to keep school personnel
abreast of new techniques and skill requirements. Educators are also too
unwilling CO- leave classroom and administrative assignments to observe
production procedures and equipment innovations or to study expected
performance factors from the standpoint_of employers.
.

The Schism between Vocational
Career Education and the Liberal Arts
The back-to-basics rnovement, as well as other trends in contemporary
American education, ,suggests that the gap between advocates for basic
skills :ind advocates for vocational education and career education con.o widen, despite the-fact_ that both vocational education, and ca:
in the 1970's have as their coals the strengthening of basic
.;
reL.
skills. This- unfortunate schism can be rectified only jf all concerned parties clearly understand the objectives of vocational and career education.
The'eurrent emphasis on minimal competency testing, accountability and
other movements of American education can either enhance or retard the
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implementation of many outstanding career and vocational education
programs at state and local levels: It is imperative that we deal with these
concerns. Career education involves the full range of educational opportunities from preschool to graduate school as well as adult education. It
was never expected that career education or vocational education should
be separated from the mainstream of educational endeavors.
It is difficult to imagine that any of the political issues Pelating to vocational and career education would not be of interest to chief state school
reiterate:
officers..

I. Definitional issues. There is still_ widespread confusion about` the
terms vocational education and career education. Interest in both 'career
'education and vocational education continues to grow, and it is unlikely
that this momentum is going to decrease over the next several years.
Chief state school officers are in a key position to interpret the goals and
objectives of both vocational education and career education, and to delineate similarities and differences. Chiefs can be of great assistance in
clarifying these concepts, particularly those concerned with state policies, legislation and long-term objectives at state and local levels. In my
opinion, state departments of education-should take the lead in clarifying
these differences and similarities and in interpreting to the public what
the priorities should be in each state.
2. Issues involving interrelationships of programs. The relationship between the goals of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
and vocational and career education programs must be,clarified. CETA
is not going to-go away. Issues having to do with the relationship between
the objectives of CETA and;the objectives of vocational and career education need to be addressed' immediately CETA has strengths and vires, as well as a number of attributes- that are of concern to politicians,
students and business, industry and labor comTunities. It is important
that we immediately establish linkages or strengthen existing ones to
CETA prime sponsors and other groups concerned with youth and adult
employment, continuing education and lifelong learning.

3. Continuity between elementary/secondary education and postsecondary education. It is critical at the state level that postsecondary agencies,
community colleges, etc., be more fully involved in the planning processes for vocational and career education. Career education, for example,
has barely made a dent at the postsecondar- level. There are innumerable
problems of a political nature that must be ddressed. But this is an area
that requires the leadership of policy-malv-r in,both elementary/secon-'
dary and postsecondary education.

4. Collaboration. In both vocational education and career education,
collaboration among leaders in educatiOn and business, industry, labor
and government has occurred sporadically at local levels. There are thousands, of effective vocational and, career education programs that have
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in a poiieritil socio-political Aance re.
strirctuirc,. ,Within the context of the
01 4: I int ib 1)WsCti
Apner :can civit r 43no. mosentent the
atirlOrity self.assertion. Yet , t docs.not constitute a total itticctiiln ot 'he
structure at large. RjalCf. Zile intent is to force thc democratic
!ern to orFtrationalipe its e,ss n dal It diverees from traditional formal
whooling in its belief that hettiogeneity rather than homogeneity
bc the goal and that the curricula should reflect multiple linguistic and
cultural-realities. not strictly the power..holders reality.
Several dilemms are born our of the attempt to bring culturally anti
related egalitarian principles into l,chlvior-forminy institutions such as schools: Equality of treatment 4.,crsus equality of opportu
nity: the rights of groups versus the rights of individuals...Unity in.order
to maintain freedom versus freedom to maintain diversity. The seeminglv
unresolvable nature of thee issues has generated near warlike condirO'_,H20(ls F.adi +Liaillienge is

garding the larger ticrrincric

.

tions within the politics of bilingualibicultura/ education.-..rnove and
Strout (1978) clearly identified the major contradiction facing parents
and educators:

Diversity and pluralism It u i:OUOtet tO a central overriding purpose
of schooling in America, or any other complc x. national society for
usto iaI public schools ve biVil eStablishcd, iegudrat matter
lated, and financed s itt the ends' of forging a national' consciouscuts across ethnic,
riess, of developing a COliSerrttiS ori values
racial, social clas s. religious, and regional differet1CM
Despite this contradiction. the demcieratic proccy,:s does provide latitude for socio7political and educational experimentation. The progr,,ss
that his been Made in attempting to come to terns with Ow complexities
of bilingual education can be examined from a variety of perspectives:
the politics of language. legislative and court decisions, methodological
approaches to bilingual/bicultural education, and TeSeareil findings and
the implications lot s-ocsat
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111,110. V)20). kt 1th a NtIOng Jgrarlan Ii i. cach group could
111101 In I
i[ iii les el ot --e11-sot ficiency, and there-,,s
Si
natural
!Iwo'

stronwl% tied to language and culture_
AN urban centers ,.,.ret% the iciWency %%as lor ethnic vroulls to Rum ini
cultural
tnlingual
in...ir,Iction. run by local community members, Werr developed_ In an at-

tempt to moat:I students to the putthe schools. the Ohio leislature in
1840 :ipprosed the first German -English bilingual instruction. Its success
spread to other st ites. such as Maryland. Indiana. Missouri. Colorado,
Oregon, Kentucky and Louisiana. where public bilingual schools for
German. French and Spanish speakers continued until the late I8(0's. In
Aid]; ion. bilinc,ual schools continued in 0-1C prialt: !,C1:10i (Kji10011,
1978). During this period.' multiple ethnic. religious and racial gtoups
participated in the competition for power to make curricular and administrative decisions.

Movement toward monolinKual ittS/rtletion III public Cducation. Tomoventem began to alter
ward :he end of the 1800's a g,rowing n
the traditionally pluralistic tendencies of the society. As increasing numbers oi Jouthern and eastern European migrants arrived . already established northern and svestern Europeans wanted to retain control of

political structures and the schools. The fermentative nature of this
period I,. clearly illustrated by Tyack (1974):

Like religion. bilingualism and biculturalism aroused strong feelings

in public school politics. Here, nativists and immigrants clashed
head-on in urban school politics. To many immigrants it was vital to
assert the value of their suliureafter all they paid taxes and deserved a say in the curriculum.,
The growing movement of nationalism spurred by previously established'
:groups began 3 wave of xenophobic legislation to establish English-only
instruction M schools from 1890 to 1923 (Zirkel, 1977). During this same
period restrictive immigration acts, climaxing in a hysteria during World
war f rn vs r loyabies of the pew irnmitrlru.c, led Ie cr10! proRrnms

-Americanization in schools.
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the first federal monies tor bilingual education, under Title VII of

ESEA.- Title VII was renewed and expanded in 1974 and 197$ with funds
authorized until 1983. At present five federal programs include projects
designed to it-1Ni ;he needs of Limited English Speaking (L S) and Non.
English Speaking (NES) students. The five sow ces are:

The Bilingual Education Act. Title VII of the Elementary and Second:irriount
ry Education AC1 (ESEA). This progrom provides '
funds 'for bilingual education. Essentially, it proposes a transitional
model in which, ideally, the non-English language is to be droppe&once
English proliciincy is attained.
Migrant program; under Title I of ESEA. These,programs do not pro1

vide for full bilingual educotion but allow for the hiring of bilingual
The Federal Educationally Disadvantaged Progrzmi, also under 'Fide 1
Some bilingual services may be provided under this program,
Of ESE

since linguistic difficulties tall under the guidelines for disadvartittged
students,

The Emergency School Aid Act. This legislation is designed to facilie desegregation, but 40) of the funds may be used for bilingual educati. Was part of the desegregation process.

English as a Second Language, under Title f of ESEA. Ohviouslv this
is a transitional rather than a language maintenance program. I, tle,san
der and Nava. 1976)
All of these programs have different guidelines and imply Varying de
grecs of emphasis along a language transition/language maintenance
continuum. II is therefore difficult for distriets,intcrested in bilingual education .ito unravel all the possihditiesiand stipulations in order to finally

(tcitl.ir.I. !tic he-ct coure00 of funding for the needs of their LES and
NES students.
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17,,e! pro),natil Lim 1I create the illusion
It lc.s.nslation related to the needs of
vir.m English,
to retticm-

natoe 01 III
ber that (1%'e programs do not mean ared1m:4 wittniut tbcmonev to on-

..rlement them:),,, with ,iny leOlative paekrwe, fLindS app1opri,11t2d,
till it lilt' Ii it' spQnt Mat; pit Ii ..-a7,t1y disparate tip,I
I
i
ore., ih e lidinpial Lthication Aci, Title % II
largeS1 Sourec ot
.111
p()!IIIC;11 I;i0H)rr-, had 'Ii it say, lirr,yeyer, the appronri,itions
(oilliorL
q-.71 ..t) 5
,:onimittee bad whittled Ole 111.tire do,An it
nAlon was authortied hut only S45 milhon .was spent. Mot.: recently, III
19776
HO imilion was atiiiikw.f.cd hill the imal oppropoakon V.J. almost

S9S onlhon tt."Sof.,. Irs).
Tin., situation in he attributed to the I in which bilingual educa,
r.:1tI and
the only way to convince appropnatior',. committees to take bifiriltuat educ:ituin setiously I, to conviL,C. them (a) that It is not
merely a sec:lonal
. and Om that it IN not merely ye: another
part of the anti-poverty program, (Cordasco, IS/76)
Court decisions. in an unprecedented manner, pro-bilingual advocates
in recent years have used the court system to force the schools to come to

terms with the learning needs and interests of NI S and LLS students.
I he political controversy over bilingual education hrliiken on an entirely new direction since the U.S. Supreme Court eases of Lou v. 's'iclrots
(1974) and Serna 1.%

Pot-tales (Ii7) I III previott;lv mentioned tilt

.1'

programs, such as Title VII, are characterized by their optional nature as
well as by ,limited funds, but with these court cases the spectrum has
shifted tot.vard the strong possilaility of court ordered bilingual education. In fact. the Lau case has set a significant precedent fo; court juris-

diction in the implementation of svcial programs for limited or nonEngli.sh-speaking students. Basing a unanimous decision on the 196,1
Civil Rights Act, the Court concluded that equal treatment of English, speaking and non-English speaking students did not constitute equal edticaliop -! opportunity tint' therefore was in violation Of non-Englishsudents' civil rights (Cordasco, 11976).
For many' -educators and. parents Arcady_ sympathetic

speakir

to

the

philosophy of bilingual education the spirit of such court decisions aphrvzu's to be a sarong forte-in, their favor. Those not intellectually and
emotionally committed to the philosophy, however, perceive thtl
implications to he very blurred. A major source of this ambiguity rests in
the fact that Lau. for example, does not prescribe specific-curricular content or methodology to restore the civil rights of the students in question.
Thus a broad range of programs with diverse philosophical,underpinMugs. from "assimilation as quickly as possible" to "septiratism without
discrimination" (desegregation notwithstanding), could possibly, _satisfy
hi, spirit of Lau and other decisions_ /V a r6ult, these court. ettsf:
heightened public awareness of the issue, but they have also :significantly
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the temperature of debate,, t.r.er linguisti,:all:. and iulturAll.:, unified .-erstr, di,.crqtiLI approache, to -,;liooling ii, the U.S. Ldu,:ator, in=
i.OIVed in the debate are bV no mean, unammot, in their opintorp, 01 the

urgerwy and nature of the implementation of %pe.:ial proojarn, (In the
c,tte hand, consultank tor a Lau Center' ill (._ alitorma interpret :11c 1 ,m
a 1 bilingual edu,:ation mandate for 1! -?chook Yth .i cer; nil
I-

t-,..udeno. 1.% ho .;: mother ronRUe is not
:
,,.;i1,iiL-1 .1 ric_Lut,,t ii,i; u,ii,j; 1.;
.
arc
neeesaty, not .! mailer of choice, %Olen !here are

i

-,

,,,lit
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h,,h,.r2;k,= or hirp.-2d.Enelp,h-,pe-
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II. (McKander and Na. a, 1976)
the other hand, :k legal memorandum to sceondar) R-400
ipak
expresses much more doubt about the bin, pile nature of Stith LIcchlisits,
rhere is no linal 5111NIACI at this time to the question ot 0-let he
,.,.; ., %_:,,,,: di,,,,,._; ,,.
iieil :=HH1---;.-;,;.,,;:t,,, Oldt.-li
obligation 10 provide a `thin
program for these milder
(MASSE', 1976)
in ihe Lau d
Dcspitc ;he ambig
ion, the IF V. r 1-11,:c ,1 Civil
Rig,hts has taker, a strong pro-bilingual stand. In 1975, OCR produced a
. memo known as the "Lau remedies." tvhich specifies that school dis-

tricts must implement a bilingual program or lose federal funding if
found not in.compliance with their interpretation of Lau. Many school
Districts have since been cited for non-compliance and as a result have
had to adopt a Lau plan to continue receiving federal funding. A typical
l_itt plin ,AoUld IIIdudc as Lau stil,ii:MS nut ones NES and LES c'11.1 ref'
but also those who have achieved functional English skills but are s ill e.xpolencing underachievement in basic academic areas. Once the students
have been identified, the district mils: adopt goals which seek to provide
bilingual/bicultural instruction until.the learner is sufficiently proficient
in Lnglish,,(taken from Los, Angeles Unified School District :.au Plan.
Nta,i 30. I978).
State legislation. As recently as 1975, 12 states still had law

that public instruction could be given only in English. Fourteen other
states had no proisions whatsoever regarding language of instruction,
apparently allowing fot-the-implementation or non-implementation of
bilingual education according to local dispositions and funds. 1-Ioweser,

as a result of frderal appropriations for bilinual education and OCR
pressures, a significant amount of bilingrial legislation has been
generated recently at the state level. An increasing number of states-24

in 1975, twice'the 1971 numberexpressly or implicitly permit instruction in a language other than English. Ten of these 24 have actually stipulated conditions under which a school is required to offer bilingual instruction. These state ire Alaska, Illinois, Nfassachusetts, Michigan:
Lau Centers have been established nation%ide to assist ci:h
es a1t1a1ittti ot program, ,Ult...1MC rat Me 11CCON. Oi
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!he. hzt,itc finding of thiN report h that tit `7:+1;ik: Department of
Lducation has tailed to Insure that ( ;Itiornia', non- and htnoui1:nglo,)ieakuut student populanon reeco,e6, equal educattonal opportuntue. althutua Athhory committee, 197()
(,ahlorni,.! ;WmA 197fi amendment (the Ltacon-Mo.seone NM to
1972
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provide
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funding of bilingual programs and should improve the si.ope and itnality
of these prograni -. in

the neat luttile,

both federal and state, are not hem mplemented
well, The obstacles are deeply politied.---and therefore emotional. (in

one side are those who argue that everybody who lives in the Ll,S. should

speak English and only English or that it is unfair to use tax dollars to
support a separatist curriculum, or that federal and state mandates for
bilingual education with its concomitant bieultural appro.lch is a threat
to the nation's unity and stability, On Lhe other side are those who bekce experience has shown that unless ax:urriculum is in harmon
tfie linguistic and cultural eharaettsristics of the learner. it all too often
defeats the learner and therefore the democrat principles of our society
as well,

Translating these ultimately philosophical stances into human behavicr, one can find educators entrenched in hostile pro- and arbiliingual
Administrators zire either frantically .searching or bilingual
.

or for legal loopholes. Nlost important, though. is the growing

poetic division over the issue, raising the possibility of some retreat from
the bilingual advances already made. A 1977 amendment to Colorado's
bilingual law that would make the offering of bilingual iniT?uction vol .
untary rather than required encapsulates this pblarization. On tile
lationist side, an advocate of the amendment proclaimed that
One thing that ha:,, ma:ic :hi"3 zoUntry rclt ic t,r, be able to travel
from border to border and functiOn in one language. And forever let
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Models of .11ilingual Education
lack thercol -- tor hilingwil

provariv, ken arnorni.
lny.r, ;here is iittle undi:r..,t;endinit irt he inon,.

utJrru

ay,iimptiom and potential re,ult,,. The folliy.sim,!dic....tv,sion briefly (Win
model, and arillytes their 1oliti,;11 artr)hearc, the lour tr)a,,ii
cations.

1. Tr.insitional. NES and LES ,aucicrit, recero: bicultural in-,truction in
and 12 only until they arc suiliQiently fluent in 1.2 (English in the
to main,tream zhent.
that
larri! L! tran
to 1.2. Federal money appropriated for bilingual education has been di
rected into the transitional model, and consequently the majority ot
ifrigua. r- programs in the L.S. fall into this category. There are two basic
,u-guments al!ainst the transitional model: (1) it ultimately rejects the Ian,

and culture of NES and I 1:S students, gi inv. instructional ,,zuktity
the mother langtiage and o:litirc 0th until English is mastered. (2) ii is
essentially one more type cifcompensatory education, which in general

?has had little effect ir, enhancing "disadvantaged" learners test scores
(cf. Mit6tiell. 197Y), Critics point out that the irAnsition-al model as a
compensator!, pile irack-, minority language slu,
into separate,
stativ,
grouri. the outcome of \khich is maintenance of loV, et
(Hernandez-Chase', 1977, Kioiseth, 1972; Patilston, 1977),
2. Maintenance. The child rece-se in;tru,.;tion a; needed in both Li and
L2. the native language and culture being maintained as part of the- cur.
riculurn'through grade 12, Under this approach a child rriy,' remain in a

hival program long after English has been mastere, :-Ind consequent,
ly the maintenance model has raised controversy ov

,r! use of federal

monies for such programs (Epstein, 1977), At the local level maintenance
bilingual education is also a very sensitive issue, It is a matter of great pomcti on (nrigct CnIucr
rwr, "Bilingual 1 4
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I
for integrated education, and because of Is structure it does have the po-

tential to provide a truly cidturally pluralistic learning environment. Its
success may depend largely, however. on the ability of the teacher to
meet the eNtrerricly varied learning need of the student; and to create the
appropriate social climate. In addition. many English-speaking parents
may fear that their children will receive an inferior education when
schooled ..sith language minority learners on such an equal basis, The
model actually calls for a significant change in people's attitudes toward
language and culture requirinv the rare ability to is egtial status to
each language and culture found in the community.

4. Immersion. The emphasis is on the child's learning the second lan
guage as quickly as possible through constant exposure. For example,
upon entering school, the child would be taught in the second language
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POLITICAL ISSUES IN EDUCATION

nes of bilingual education is more a statement on the poor quality or t heresearch methodology than on the quality of bilingual education itself. It
little of the complexity of language learning Is unis maintained that

derstood by researchers; the wrong questions are being asked in the
wrong way-, and faulty data are emerging. Zappert and Cruz '177), in an
analysis of over 300 evaluation and research studies in bilingual education', found only twelve studies that fit their,criteria for. methodological
oundness. The need for Mier evaluation of programs is also mentioned
repeatedly in testimony to Congress on bilingual education. At the most
recent international conference on bilingual education (held in San Juan,
Puerto Rico. in Spring, C978), good research and evaluation was again

identified as the one overriding issue for the survival or bilingual
maga-in .
Considering now .some at the research that has already been done.
studies before the 1960's tended to suggest that bilingualism had a detrimental effect on inielle-ctual functioning. These studio wire later at
tacked for their lack of control for such crucial variables as SFS, age,
sex, educational background and language dominance. In 1962, the etassic Peal and Lambert study, conducted in Canada, controlled for alt the
aforementioned variables and found bilingualism instead to be associated with a greater variety and-strength of mental skills than was monolingualism. This research design has been adapted for use in a number of=
subsequent contexts. and the malts generally show that bilingualS
perform at least as well as monolinguals and frequently better (cf. Ramirez. 1977, for a review of these studies).
These findings should not be confused with evaluations *A bleb show
negative or negligible results in the achievement scores at students who
have-been enrolled in bilingual Schools for only one or two years. The
Canadian.studies on bilingualism consistently show that.a student must
be in a good bilineal program for a minimum of three to four years in
order to Show gains which exceed those of a comparable student bdng

schooled monolingually. A ramie_ of. longitudinal studio has indicated,
positive gains cognitively and affectively by children enrolled in bilingual
programs Over at" least four years (Ramos, .1967; lambert and Tucker,
1972; Mackey. and Beebe, 1r7: Spolsky, 1978). -7

,

v

Despite the optimiitie'oullook one gets from, these longitudinal stud.
its.; a recent report .released by the,American Instiques for Research,
(AIR) has undermined the credibility of bilingu41 education. An evalua
bilingual proLion of the impact of -ESEA Title VII Sp
than clarity on the worth
more
grams. t he Study has
of bilingual instruction. Among the keyilarlingsare:
n
stud nts, across
11. Relative to national norms, Title
grades, perforined at about.the 20thhercinfi c iii English reading-and atabout the 19h percentile in mathematics
Z. Not Title VII Hispanic students (wipe irrftcd.Title VII student's on
Ces:in lariguage domi.
English language arts. There- Were large d
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6

nance the non-Title VII group being more English-dominant than the
Title VII group.

-

3. Participation in a Title VI! project did not affect attitudes toward
school-related activities.

(Los Angeles City Schools, 1974..
Numerous scholars and organizations have questioned the methodol
cal soundness of the AIR study. For example.

An analysis of the AIR study conducted by the Intercultural Development Research Association IDRA) identifies major dic,crepancies
(TR the identification of the titrget population, the sefecigon of corn-

parable control groups, test instruinents used in the study, the
amount pf time between pre- and poskestirig; lack of consistency in

programs being studied, adequacy of instructional staff, and the
source of funds being used.:

(Epstein. 1977)

Bilingual research has not escaped being drawn into the bilingual political conflict. Those t keptical
.bilinguateclucation naturally lean on re
search findings that challenge,the viability of such programs. Probilingual groups on the other hand tend to be wry critical of research that
questions bilingual education. Gi,tlen this situation,. bilingual policies presently cannot be made on the basis of a few simple "facts."

Imp! cotion for Soda Ail on
As educators, we too often have to make key decisions in the Iacc of
ambiguity. We cannot wait rot all interested groups to come to terms

f;

with all their respective biases. Vet-. we MUM l' ten. Personally. I believe
that a good enrichment bilingual program is dagogically and socially
defensible.
-'.
Since the beginning of extensive public education in the U.S.; we have
perceived the..school to be the engine of advancement for socially and
economically marginal populations. The American public school has essentially been assigned the task-of attempting to operalionalize the egalitarian ethos. Recognizing [his, bilingual education was first born in the
mid-1800's as an effort to bring linguistic and cultural fairness to EiJ10- .
Nan immigrant groups as well as to some indigenauslanguages. In the
late 1960's. under a very different set of circumstances, the federal government chose to provide funds for bilingual education as a.Way to help
NE5'and LES students overcome their so-called "diiadvantaged" backgrounds. While- bilingual programs need to overcome the philosophical
veaknesSes inherent in most compensatorY-tYpe legislation. I-have rntlih
faith in the ability of good bilingual programs to, provide a curricular in-
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frastructure that will enhance all loners' cognitive and affective domains. It is only too obvious that contemporary monolingual prograrn
have failed to adequately educate most NES and LES students. Taking
the stand then that bilingual education is a Viable means for improving

the future of langna.ge minority students, as well as for enriching the lives
of American children in general, well-designed structural support will be

needed in order for quality programs to emerge. I recommend the

following for engendering such support:
As the federal government leans in the direction of rftaiing the responsibility of bilingual education on the states, policy-makers need to be able
to sort out the myriad Of factors which must go into bilingual planning.
A variety of types of information must be processed and evaluated: the
desires of various constituent groups; the research data available; the
various approaches to bilingual education and their implications; and the
human and rnattrial resources available.
In order trovide a platform for sound curricular development; there
is a need to promote linguistic and educational research on bilingual
learning and cognitive/affective development.
Since Much of the criticism aimed at bilingual education can be traced
io the dearth of adequately trained personnel, there is a need to form

channels for the training of solidly qualified bilingual

Because bilingual education is often perceived merely as a ;political
concession to minorities, educationalleaders aced to be in a position to
Civil
act on and to portray bilingual eduation as an outgrowth of the
civil
rthts
movement,
bilingual
educaRights Act of 1964. As part of the
tion can help mendnot produce more tears in the national fabric.
Given the nation's rapidly changing demographic texture toward more
heterogeneity, coupled with continuing legal mandates for integrated edlocally
ucation; educational leaders need to make commitments toward
bilingual
model.
This
model.
as
menadapted forms of the enrichment
potential
to
foster
social
and
ethnic
tioned ,'before. has significant
harmony.
These recommended actions-and commitments are consistent with our
desire to redress what has often turned oat to be the inequitable function
of education in the U.S. It is, after all, ourioal to provide for every child
te viith hfe
the type of education that will enable him or her to neg

politically.- economically, socially, culturally and linguistil< lyfrom a
point of strength.
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Chapter IX
Political Issues in Teacher Education
and Certificaiion
by

George B. Brain
Dean, College of Education
Washington State University

The growth and importance of state departments of education in
teacher education highlight the need for some empirically based perceptions of how and by whom political power is exercised in the licensure
and certification of educational personnel. We cannot afford to neglect
the investment of budget resources in the study of how policy decisions at
the state level may be influenced by those of us engaged in 'the educational processes of priparing teachers, administrathrs and other educational specialists.
Politics is a very important word to add to all educational policy decisions. The term "politics of teacher education ; is far-more descriptive
than the academic term "teacher education." Many of the best laidplans
of chief state school officers and teacher educators for creating a quality

system of teacheductition and certification haVe fohnderedvn the
shoals of inept political processes:
Many of us in the field of educational management have had little formal training in political strategies and processes. We have had to learn
our political lessons the hard way. Most of us were aught how' to make

school schedule, prepare a budget and the other technical aspects
schobl administration. And beeause our survival in the job has dictated
it,
we find that we can conchict public opinion Polls: analyze voterbenav.
oor, organize political campaigns,.operate collective bargaining sessions
and deal with the power structures and the.politics of.community and
profegiorialorganizations. But modern political techniques require far
higher levels of sophistication than most of us, ever dreamed, of needing
when we entered the field of public education. We now,know that even at
its highest, levels of.sophistication, politics remains an art when one attemptslo move people toward decisions.
Conceptual knowledge of the state power structure is essential for
teacher educators. Educational leaders in the field of teacher preparation
and cirtification need to answer many questions. What is the shape of

lie
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the state power structure? Is it pluralittica pluralism of elites, mcnazpolistic, or anothe form" What are the sources of plows in state decisions? What are the latent sources of political power which, with encour.

agement, could become active? Are the dynamics of power- best described as a process based on consensus, competition among elites, fragmented conflict or other appropriate descriptions?

The Power Structure
The fact is-that leacher educators do not really know-much about the
state power structure. This area is a Much neglected field of edticational
research. Nonetheless we do have enough data to suggest that indeed
identifiable state power structures do exisitthe shapes and dynamics of
these structures differ among the states,rand the political strategies appropriate to educational policy elecfsionmaking affecting teaeher.educaLion vary from state to state:
State decisionmaking process in the teacher education and certification
sector involves influence from national, state and local levels: Of considerable concern to all teacher educators is theway in which effective communication across state boundaries influences state educational policies

atftcting teacher education arfelieensure. Modern legislators are surrounded by professional support staff and legislative reference bureaus
that conduct effective interstate communication among their member-

_

ship. Consequently, we are facing apolitical future in- teacher education
in which the unique nature of state educational legislation will be the ex._
ample rather than the rule. If we allow national systems to have greater
influence on.state teacher education programs; we will be compelled to
ask Ourselves if state boards of education, chief sate school officers or
state legislators really count. Just as nationitl political efforts can haVe a
detrimental effect on state- Jewel-planning in the area of teacher .educa
don, so also can local educational 'groups have questionable impact on
state educational policy decisions. Perhaps we can eve serious attention
to seeking-Moredefinitive answers about what each level of politics can
bestrFontribute lo the development of a quality program of teacher education and certi,fication,. The myth of the(separation of eioliiics and edu.
cation is in the process of being torally obliterated in state after state as .
practitioners and legislators grapple)%lith the related problems whose ultirnate funding acrd support must co pete with a growing number of national, state and local agendies for budget resources which are becoMing
more and'more diffiCult to obtain:
In a time of trouble it is important ti) analyze what our problemi are
anci to see if there are some creative! rather ;than political ways to deal
with those issues;-,
We in teacher education have had something to contend with in-recent
times:that most of us did pot-expect. Even after it happened, we almost
refused to believe it. When the birth rate went down, we should have
started, counting very early to learn bow many students there would or
would not be some years later enrolling in the publie schools. Bit most of

'
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us waited until the declining enrollment, problem hit us squarely in the
face. We Were also confronted with an economic dist-aster of major proportions, a national recession. Most of us believed there would never be a

time when educational institutions would have to struggle with one
another over support funds.

Chuoging Public Attitude
We also have experienced over the past decade a very changing public

attitude toward teacher preparation programsand teachers. The overwhelming majority of recent books on education were written by critias
of schools as institutions. Fortunately, most people have not read those
books. But they have had quite an effect on the public's attitudes about
teachers because the 'authors were, and increasingly are, _being interviewed on nationally televised programs.
The majority of published works that have intrigued the public curiosity have been hostile and negative toward the quality of teachers' work.
Unfortunately these popular criticisms have been accepted by the media

and a large majority of our citizen's as providing accurate eviden of
what goes on in the nation's public schtiols.
There is
another aspect to the distrust which many people express
about 'teachers. It is that teacher training institutions have to show that
they are alive politically by constantly trying out something new and different in their preparation processes. We have learned perhaps a bit A130
late that weecannot sell something to the public as quality whicVis constantly mOvaridiand constantly changink,. Werin leacher edikatiqn ought
to be saying that there are certain things that are done in the preparation
process that are, right-and that we should riot Change themunless §ome
orie provei:. to' us that they do not work or that -they_ have something
better.
t1
I
Moreover' en"re
I ism 0of teacher education is fed by the rre of
o teachers
themselves who feel that their preservice education did not,prepare them
for some of the. great problems with which they Must contend. So there
tends to be considerable "bad-mouthing" of teacher educatibn by teachers; principals and superintendents.
eee is a similar problem in the relationship between teachers and the
colleges and universities that prepared them. Many people in the collegdrInd universities are constantly criticizing
teachers for-their lack,of competence.
so-called group of scholars
talks about the need to devise "teacher- proof" materials and curricula.
When that fight is over, the public believes there- nothing good about
public education and that it is an affront to taxpayers' to continue west- irig public money' on public education. Tfiis situation has led legislators
and congressional people to focus. their attention on preparation programs at colleges and-universities. Consequently they are now supporting
not only a Teacher Corps but also Teacher Centers and other professional arrangements by which teachers will be prepared thrdbgh some
sort of Craft approach with year-long internships.
.

1
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The people who ate proposing disMarttling teacher preparation programs to ar large-extent are not really friends of teachrs or of education.
Despite the politics involved in this power play, it would be disastrous to
succumb to this latest pressure. Teachers and chief state school officers
have to begin to realize that those who are now joining them in the criticism of thqolleges and universities are really saying, 'Look, you ought
't6 de-prole sisionalize the preparation and entry processes to teaching.
You ought to require less time and academic training."

The Need for Improvement
The professional and political obligation of chief state school officers
is to take a detached and objective.look at what teacherilndividually and
collectively are trying to Achieve through this political game. The same
obligation obtains for those of us in higher education who'are involved
with the preparation and professional, development programs. The need
for improved quality in public education is so great that all educational
agencies and professional organizations involved in the enterprise must
cooperate if-the quality goal is to be realized. If members of the educational community are able to build a strontcoalition, we will be able fo
come throlugh this period of political power struggle quite well But if we
do not and if we continue to fighteacnother, education is going to lose.
Colleges and universities involved with teacher preparation programs
need thoughtful friendi today more than at any time in my experience.
They are beset by problems theysannot solve and by insistent questions

they cannot answer to the sattsfaction of their detractors. They are

charged with costing more and teaching less, with the inabilitydo prepare
r the basic learning skills, and with
persons who can successfully rn
political
power struggle for control of
making children the pawns in th
educational funds-and policies.
make the colleges and uni. I have no quarrel with M OSE of the efforts to m
versities improve their ',pre-service and professidnal development pro,
grams. There is no overriding -consensus, 'howelier, on what reforms
should be adoptedrbut just that the colleges and the schools-should stop
their "languishing" and get,on with the business of improving thequality of their products., Constantly we are warned by our, critics inside the

Profession and out that our colleges of education wilt "accumulate a
margin of mediocrity that in time will become insuperable"Itless we become actively involved with teacher organizations and state departments

or education in shaping the proper reforms. In thissense, the time is right-,
for some significant advances in teacher education:
'We have just finished more than a decade of experience in relatively
largeicale research and development in the field Of teacher preparation.
We have, also had more than a decade of extended demonstrations and
testing of different models of teacher gaining. In no other period in our
educational history have so many talented persons turned their attention
to the improvement of teaching and teacher education. Never Wee there -,

..
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been so many new and tested teacher training materials% available for
widespread use. And from these jnyestigations we haPe learned much.

Lessons
The first lesson we have learned is that teacher preparation takes
imeespecially from the first day of actual practice until a newcomer
can step into a classroom With confidence and'competence. Our research
evidente suggests that the two-year post-baccalaureate Teacher Corps

model is superior to the one-year MAT program and also CO. the four-,
year undergraduate model that typically allows only a year or less from
the dme of student teaching observation to regular classroom assign-.ments.

The second lesson we have learned is that we canhot mass produce
highly competent professional teachers. The product must be custom
built. Five hundred student teachers per semester--methods slasses of
one hundred. and educational psychology sections of two hundred students just do not work. The positive consequences of small, individually
tailored gaining programs is unerfuivocal, On thesurface, small numbers
of persons in program activities appear to be exorbitantly costly and
therefore an impractical scheme. But this has not been so. Programs that
combine pre - service with professional development and programs utiliz
ing a cooperative arrangement for the introduction of beginners to practice are practical because the cost per participant both pre-service and inservice is not excessive.

A third lesson we have learnedwhich may be the most significant
relates to the importance of practice. For a long time student teaching
= has been alleged to be the best and some claim to be the only worthwhile
component of the teacher training program. But it requires frequent,
varied and criticized practice: observation, immediate feedback and
practice again to perfect performance in a variety of situations with different ages, socioeconomic levels and observations and critiques by a va-

riety of Observerssupervisors, peers, studentseach_ of whom can
comment from a different vantage point.
The fourth- lesson we have learned is that the state department of edu-'
cation, local education agencies and the university must all participate in
the training. No agencY can do that job alone. Each brings a unique and
essential contribution. When cnie part is missing, the whole is seriously
flawed.
The fifth we have learned is that in-service and pre-service have more
common than previously imagined and that they are probably better
accomplished together. Beginners, experienced teachers and college specialists, researchers and developirs all working tegether in a problem-.
solving mode' in a school' setting' provide an exciting environment for

leacher training. We all learn. improve our skills and understandings
when we collaborate in making a better learning environment in a regular
school community setting. As pre-service and in-Service blend into each
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other. a new and powerful conceptthe need for a continuing life-long
program of professional development begins to take shape. Further more, we have come to understand that we do not need model or laboratory schools fashioned after the teaching hospital idea. Thejearning of a
beginnidg teacher is far more realistic and lasting when it takes place in a
regular school community setting alpngside skilled, dedicated and experienced school and college teachers.
Another lesson we have learned is that tgaeher_training with the miss-

ing third partyparents and community membersfalls far short of the
_mark of excellence and responsiveness. The past decade has witnessed
contiderable experimentation with new forms of school-community collaboration. Training programs for experienced teachers and neophytes
alike become richer, more frequent and more effective when community

Members participate actively and become part of the decisionmaking
processes in school affairs. When schobls and communities work together, when their valueg and yriorities -are consonant, education becomes
more powerful..

Our seventh lesson is new insights into teachers' skills training. We

wave long been in general agreement that fully proffssional teachers who
will continue their development over a lifetime need to be well-grohnded
in hUmanistic studies and the behavioral sciences that underlie educational practice: in history, philosophy, psychology, sociology),..anthropology,
economics and political science. But how and when to ',relent these theoretical underpinnings s that they "take". with teachers in preparation
has been elusive. During the last few years in some demonstration andperimental projects, we have begun to learn how these skills can be better timed and better taught. Thus contemporary prOgrams are: including

more flexible arrangements; individual approaches, workshop and
problem-solving sessions. We have a long way to gobut we know the.

'
direction. and the first steps have been taken.
Our eighth lesson is new understanding of the requirements of teacher
competence. There has_never been doubt about the necessity for teachers

to have a sound liberal or general educationa broad, deep training in
the subject matter they are to.teach. We know that a college subjeit fri-

..quently hat gaps and inappropriate emphasis for the prospective teacher
of that subject. However, certification requirements and standards of ac;
creditation are beginning to correct,these.problems by requiring demonstrated competence in addition to completion of college courses. The
mistaken idea of a teaching major and minorthat is, full preparation tO;

teach in one subject and half preparation in anotheris beginning tis

give way to the proposition that a person must be fully prepared in,any
subject he or she is to teach and that qualification for the :license should
reflect this understanding.
Our ninth lesson is that ;he principle of individual differences appliesto teachers and to teacher training as well as-to children. This awareness
rulei out "anything goes." With each person doing his or her own thing
in hii or her own way: Teacher training needs high, well-conceived corn-

.
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mon standards of competence rigorously adhered to. But we also believe
there are many routes to the standard. All persons do riot begin at the
same. place, and cams of progress will vary. While all teachers shoisid
have at firsta minimum and later. a richer repertoire of teaching strategies and skills, their teaching styles will and should differ.
The final lesson which we knew all along but have seldom applied is
that excellent teacher training requires budget support. The program is
. no' cheap. Even though detailed cost accounting has not yet been fully
achieved, in teacher education, the facts are self-evident that teacher education has always been the least expensive of almost all programs which
colleges and-universities sponsor. Strong social and political forces work
to keep it al.& way. We now have demonstrated that high quality teacher
training is possible when resources are available. We need the help of the
chief state schoo(of !leers if this lesson is to be taken seriously.
What we are doing in teacher education falls far short of the` -mark of
what we know we should be dolh. The report card -is not good. We take

too little time we try to train too many people; we do not provide for
nearly:enOugli criticized practice; we separate in-service training too
much from pre-service education,. the universities and collegei live too
much in. worlds apart from the public seliools and their communities;
parents are only tangentially involved, the foundations of education ate
both neglected and for the most part, queSti.unably taught. A genuine lib
eral education is often lacking, and subject matter competence is more

the exeeption than the rule. Individually, differelicz are typically not
honored as all persons in the preparation program are lock-stepped
through their coursework, and, money is almost always in short supply.
We typically do not practice what we preach iteacher education,
The law of the physical universethe law of inertik-seerns still to be
in efrect in coneges and universities and partly explains why teacher edu-

cation has changed so slowly and so little. The burden of proof always
seems to fall on those who want change:- The defenders of the status quo

are not called upon, to justify present practice as being better than the
proposed-change.

_

Powerful political forces are at work to keep rigorous accreditation
Standards from being applied to teacher certification and preparationprograms: teacher education institutions want
keep up theitenrall
ments; school boardsrand administrators want a large pool of teachergto,
choose from and society - especially the lower classes-wants-easy access
to teaching as a route toward upward mobility A teacher shortage existed
for so long that laws,and certification standards were formulated to keep
the gates' of entrance to teaching wide Open. The deep-seated attitude

among college and university professors7-that little ono-p&agogical
training is required for teachinghas conspired with other forces tO-keep
pedagogical standards and requirements low and minimal. Chief state
school' officers hesitate to get involved in pre-service training because
they believe it is something that the colleges and universities should do:
Busy schoolteachers and administratorS readily conclude that they do not
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it. rtld ':":--(`Fi,:'flrP and-liberal artc'Aublect matter content organized,
and designed to develop the skills understandings atid..antrudes at the
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'lc point :bias runiored to become the school chancellor in New York,
has 3 favorite story to explain politics in education. Some years back, a
school in New York had introduced a new social studies test, When the
teacher first took up the book ,to um: it in class she read the first Ray.
which deait with the <ity's immigration history, To her horror. she It ind
that on the first page, in referenc e to the Irish, the book used th,z.

nd he urA
A o tthe pncpand showed hint the of fenditOas

word. The principal looked at it and shook his-head and said "'Fliere's
million and a halt Irish in the city, and they're alt highly organizeti, Send

the book back to the publisher and have it changed: The book came
bolt with the offending word taken out The teacher turned to the second page and saw- the Italians referred to as "Wops." She again rushed
to the principal. and the principal took a look at it anti he shook his head
and said, "There's a million Italians and they are highly organized. Send

the book back to the publisher and have it changed." When the book
came back the third time, the teacher read on to the next- page and tvas
horrified to find the word bastard used on that page. She went back to
the principal The princpal looked at it thought for a minute. and said.
rhc c millions of bastards but they're not organized, Use the book
In one of our earlier sef.sions. John Porter pointetrout that history of
the Ford Motor Company spanned a stretch of human history that leads
from the horse to space vchucks _ A scientist I know once told rue his
grandfather used to ride around in a horse .drawn carriage but was very
much afraid of the automobile, His father, he said drove a car without
any concern but wits afraid of flying. The scientist himself was crossing
the country monthly by jet without giving it a thought but admitted his
fear of space travel. Reflecting for a minute. he iaid his five.year-old son
Carriages.
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is nowhere more noticeable than in the quality of the top
le dersllili tit lnieracan public education. °Cher issues of this summer iii
solute i+orticl inset teat.`. .
eels That i a sign of real progress
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Ours is a time of transition. Perhaps the most important aspect of this
frarnation i ,l4at we have nrosed, as a country and in education, from a
unbroken growth to the beginning of a period of no
long period
growth and even decline. Domestically, at this particular time of this pe"Od of transition. we are plagued by inflation, which hurts the_ enterprise
in :Ahich you all -are most interested. Abroad, we are faced -y a relocation of power in the ssorld, The era that Henry Luce in one of his more
extravagant verbal outbursts in the forties labeled The American Century- has not lasted ouite that long. This assertion does not mean that
America is no lonEef a great power. Indeed, I am convinced that Amenis still the greatest power in the world. But it does mean that it no longas the monopoly that it held only a few C.:11'5,48o in determining how
the world is to be governed and what is to be done about the world's
problems. If you want proof of this fact you need only think of what has
been happening to that indicator of American prestige, the dollar, in the
past few months., At home., there is; as yon know, -a-new cZinervatism.
:it'd, less-than a decadeago. it. the impact
So soon after we
of the Nos Left, w ire now equally concerned with the effects of the
Right.

A Decade of Changv
r. You need
The difference between the sixties and the seventies is
attitudes
of
students,
or
young peci
only look at the Whavior, goals, and
less
than
a
decade,
Add
to that the
pie, to see how much has awned in
revolt of the taxpayers that you have heard and talked so much about.
Alter a period of national guilt and d aricf cid of national ,doncedent-the guilt probably deserved a longer period of atonement than it was ac-

.
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cordedthere is a new reluctance to pay for other people's children
Mcer what you might has,' labeled a jeffersonian per iod, tse have
It:riled to a mood that in I f) was expre\sed in an editorial in the Norio/To/ Gazettt . a newspaper then printed in Philadelphia and no Ionizer in
existence, whit.- called it "es ii" 01_1 pnblic funds be expended for the

free education of "other people's" children. Much of that spirit

is

If
Afn!7ri-n
i,-pay,n's revolt, it seems to me that it isreally a middle-ektss revolt against
what the middle class thinks are the -privileged" poor. There is again the
-is!)±r:

demand to do the same for all childrennot to provide more for some
withoot the realization that if you ate di ing the sane for all you are doing less for those'who need more, We necd to face this issue in this period

of transition.
To give you a very current example of that new trend. a Ineal district in
13rooklyn turned down leilefal funds ior youth jobs on the grounds that
those funds would have gone, not to their own children, but to the childrep who are bussed into the district because they were the poorer children.. And so the local people said they would rather refuse this money
than give it to others. This example is probably the most extreme and the
most appalling example of the transition to a new single-minded concern

for one's own children , but it is a symptom that clearly must be taken
into account in dealing with the new poli;ics of education.
In the same light, collective bargaining takes on a new and different
shape when the total pie is no longer t.:,_rowin g. or is even _shrinking. When

you bargain collectively under those circumstances, when you cannot dis-

tribute new and additional pieces of a bigger pie, the bargaining !Wig
take something away from some in the context of schools, it takes away
from children.
We errfcl, I think. in shaping teachers' organizations, the teachers'
unions, in the image of industrial models rather than with a view to sets ing a very different a professional. purpose. For some time NEA tried to
create a different kind of teacher organization but it interpreted that difference as a way of making teachers an adjunct to the administratorsto
the managenient. Then. NEA ran scared and competed with the industrial-type union on its own terms. Now all teacher organizations follow
the assembly line pattern but it is not particularly suitable to the goals or
good education.
To make things worse, the business community is trying to shape the
schools to the business model, with the bottom line the ultimate arbiter
just as industrial collective bargaining is the ultimate arbiter in the-tencher-union approach. Neither of these models is suited to the improvement
of education.

In this period of transition, the political pendulum swings infinitely
faster than it used to in the past, and this relative speed makes all the difference. In the past.,the swing from traditional. conservative pedagostical approaches to progressive education and back again happened with

sufficient lapse of time to give it, in fact the effect of periodic adjust-
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maiiti that probably in the long trend of history did more good than
harm. 1-Licitly's extremely rapid swings of thcrpendulum do the opposite.
term stability, they foster instabilInstead of adjusting for greater 10
1-to w,Lleseribed, when he was
its, they kad to the situation Ili
to planting. tree's ;and
S-- Commissioner of Education.

pulling them up by the rem et ry 9x months to see how they are growaye to
politic; tit education ought to
1 ltc crux
make lev% be better tali er than isorsefThat is difficult under any eircut
it

is -parti...ularly difficult in a country that h is a y.ays

considered more the only way to make things better.- The fact is. however, that the old patterns and habits simply will not work. We must
more of our history, both of the country and of edii-:ation, but not
become its prisoner.

rJke, .a, an example, bilingual ..:ducat ion. l i.c ;acts o: tusto.y are
quite clear; they cannot be 'rev, ritte71 or revised. Those fads show _clearly

that the founding fathers viewed the United States as a country with a
unified history, with uni:iecl traditions, and with a Common language.
For proof you need only to read Benjamin Franklin and his virtual phobia of foreign-language enclaves. The history of nation-building is clear
in any view of the American past. The concept of the melting pot was
very much a part of the American tradition, and it was accepted virtually
by,- all The reason why the melting pot is in disrepute today, and rightly
o, is not because the concept was not a good one but because it was used.

dishonestly. Some people were excluded from the unified country. The
melting pot's main failure was that it did not include all persons from all
groups at all times,
Moreover, in this process of creating a nation and creating a common
language, grave pedigogicat errors were made. The history of imposing
English on newcomers to the American scene is filled with horrible examples of the forcible stamping out, not only of other languages but other
cultural traditions. This course of action was clearly wrong.

Our books-Growing Up in America, documents the insensitivity with
which that ,process went f=orward. As a cmedy of that cruel process to-ward.a, very 'desirabli end, bilirwal education has introduced a pedagqgia answer to make it -rrO4rsibh: to adhere to the common language but
make the progress toward it humane and educationally sound. But mas-

tery of the majority languagethe national tongueremains an cssential element in making it possible for all children to c'-tre in the economic
and social benefits of the nation. We can use the schools today, as we
have used them in the past. as a Means of helping_ peoplato advance, to
share in the fruits of the economy.

A Political Force
.

,

diseussion is. Lan fife sciluolz
fhe question that underlies much
be a political force rather than a political pukhing bag, which they so of-
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Now levant to state clearly and firmly I am not proposing to go
back io the philosophy of George Counts who. as you renlember, asked
whether i,chools-dared to build .1 new social order. They not only dare
not, but they cannot. Aaybody who has tried in the past has found out
why this is impassible, not only here but in any other country. But eVen
though the schools cannot be a revolutionary force. within the existing
.
can do
rnoTe !him Ow::
in
once. the politics of this era and particularly the politics that affect them,
in the latest of the Serrano cases, the one in New York (Levittown and
N.Y. City). the judge ruled that the present system of school finance in
New York State violates some children's rights, that the system needs to
he corrected within an undefined period of tune and that school authoritie., and political powers must come up with a plan that will protect the
rights of those children who live in poorer districts.
I cannot think of a more permissive judicial order. I'he only on-permissive message in that order is do something." The immediate political reaction to the order has been to appeal it They areappealing the order to do something, until eventually some judge will say, if you won't
do it i will." I suggest that within the existing social order the schools
and their political allies can and must do.more to influence politics that

in turn influence American education, rather than waiting until somebocr!y else forces them to do it.

There is dissatisfaction abroad concerning what the schools arc doing.
Many of these dissatisfactions are real, and they are expressed not only
by revisionist critics of the American schools, but by people of all shades
of political commitment. There is dissatisfaction with the quality and the
effectiveness of our educational system and dissatisfaction over the relationship between the amount of money that is spent and the return on
that expenditure. The "back to.basics" movement is real. It springs &mita variety of motivations. Some support it only because they think a reauction to the basics is cheaper; but others believe that an emphasis on
the basics is educationally more productive. The conclusion differs little
from my observations about educational politics and the courts; it is up
to the schools to educate, to take the lead and to define the basics.
But the Three R's are not all that is basic! What about an understanding of what is bit. ic to Artier cans? Is that not part Of basic education?

What about an understanding of what the public education system
means in tcrms,of American history? I have always found it astounding
that the enterprise with the largest built-in clientele has so consistently
failed in teaching its own graduates anything abotit these connections,
the interrelationships between what we think is special about this country
and the concept of public education. How many children are taught in

their history lessons about Jefferson's involvement with the future of
public education? Dewey is studied only if you were going into a very
special branch of education. Only abroad is Dewey considered a philoso-

pher of a particular way of life. We can win the skirmish over literacy
and in my business I certainly would not down-play the importance of
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readine and writingbut ...ye can will that skirmish and still lose the
battle to. cernain free.

What is basic r I reedoi-- Is that not part of basic education--the
Constitution, the laws; the Bill of Rights'? Sometime tomorrow morning
for ktiowiiw
a reporter going to jail for appealing to the Constitution,
hat :he firs! anicndnicrit should ruarantec him. I feel strongly allow the
issue, and particularly sir only about the reportei , because i info.] inn!
and I rained him. I shudder to think that some of the things,L:alight him
min, be leading him to jail. Hut where did the people, and where did-that
judge who wants to imprison him indefinitely until he is ready to violate
his duty, learn their basies? that is part of basic education, and it is part
Of basic educatio,nal politics.
ihsi

hs'
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time our :,0ciely from becoming stfatified? We are ail for competency.
F \cent for one senator. I know of no one in the country who has ever ad.
vocated inomii ,:cucc or Mediocrity as a qualification for high office,
But v. ill the new passion for testine lead us into a new era of achievement? We are in a transition 16 a more conservative view of society, to a
new era of pre-sorting. which is.the beginning of a stratified society. Teri
years ago I had the privilege of set sing or the College Entrance lisarnination Board's Commission on Tests and we talked then about sonic of the
things that are nos being discussed in the move toward competency testing. A few tolleagucs of mine on the Commission, kd by John Hersey,
tried to create a sense of what we call symmetry in tests, a symmetry that
makes the institutions as responsible as the people who arc taking the
test. As testing becomes a much more important part Of our education
cliscussion, that ought- to bc kept in mind. Are the tests really telling us
only what vie .ought to know about the pupil? What are they telling us
about what we do toteach them? What are we requiring of our students?
That is politics too.
The politics of education made us run away from all requirements. A
long investigation in the last two years of what made college SAT scores
decline has come up with all kindi:of guesses and estimates But I'd like
to submit something else 25 evidence. -A few months ago one of our reporters discovered that somewhere in New York there is a huge computer
that- can spew our if yon push the right button, the courses that are taken
by every one of the city's high-school students, and it can compare them
over a peritic.: of sortie 15 to 20 years. That computer showed that in the
-last ten years the number of students who are taking the so-called hard
subjectsmathematics, English, writing ...sciencehas declined sharply.
Is it really so difficult to understand why test scores decline if students do

not take courses that teach what the tests test? Do you really have to look
for all kinds of reasons in the family or television if we find we are not re-.
quiring students, because of the pressures of politics, to take the courses
they need to deal with the problems of the world they face?
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Teaching and The Teach
The tradition I
And what about teaching and
like .t -.cr.
education has always been to loo
nged v
yet. Onc cruvane, and apparently that role has not
cial aspect of the politics of education is to find the best possible people
to do the tenehing. to make sonic of th, hanges in teacher education than
implement what is to be done. all Or:
years will he imidequately trained. It g.
change the training system then.
List get the best possible teachers. train them in the
not away from the classroom, and let them fie partners in the process that
I depends on what they do and how much they believe in it. As
hat they ,Jic doing, there is nu.
lung as the teachers do not beliei.c
thing that you can do to improve the process of education. Experiments
tend to work because they are worked by people who believe in them.
The minute they arc imposed on teachers Who do not believe in them, the
gains quickly disappear. Since we have a surplus of teachers, teachertraining ..titutions should now be able to pick the cream of the crop. In
fact, the opposite is true.
Bill Wilson, who was at Amherst and considered the dean of admissions offieseduring ni period of the forties when there was a great shortage of college students, talking About admission to the ivy Leagoe at that
time, said the criteria shere that "if the body is warm and the check is
good, you're in The shortage of students in our overstaffed institutions, will soon affect teacher - training. unless something is 'done to make
less be better, and allow only the best to enter.

As a reporter l used to go from community to community and fi
that the great problem was where to build the new school and how to fit
everybody into.jhe school in double and triple classroom sessions. Less
than ten years later findihe only public discussion in most communities
is which school to close. There ought to be better ways to deal with our
excess schools than to close them. When a company has a plant that is no
longer needed in the production process, or if it can find cheaper labor
somewhere else, it getes rid of the plant. I do not believe that that is the
way to deal with excess real estate in education. One of the challenges no
the politicians in education is to make new connections with odic, parts
of our society, to use the excess facilities jointly. We arc currently I..
about an expansion of health services. particularly for children; 4.
talking about the problems of the elderly. Excess schools can be m
facilities in which to combine education and activities for the retired a
the elderly, and health services for both the elderly and children. This al.
ternative is only one possible way of dealing with a transition problem in
a way that duffs hitit 10i10A
line.

paii4:( it kol- the
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I he most important aspect 01 ail successful politics, howoer, leadNot public-opinion-poll watchingnot mere submission to pressures 01 th e mornertt,oressures which in a transition period- arc parric.
ularly confusingbut leadei ship. 'There k a difference between admin.
ktration and leader4up.
_Administration keeps things going, and that is iinpimtant. We need tJ
administrahorkWk'fl
administrator, and the leader. 1 tie leader doe-,
tor, eten
not merely keep things roing; the leader must frequently do what is much
pressures. or at least bend them to a eaure that Ls
more au
siable but both rt_thtic:oix ,it'd socially coml. In
mL l
the Ni st. the leadership that alt

education has very frequently come

from non-education fOrces, The Land Grant Act was supported mainly
by land speculators. Educators became beneficiaries almost by default.
i ne cif LII 01 Rights was opposed by ;Almost cery inaior unp.etsity president as a threat to the quality of educati,in, and it was imposed on the
schools and the colleges by politicians who wanted to avoid a repetition
01 post ,,,-orld 1,1,ar I breadlines. Education has gained enormously from

it, but was not the leader. The National Defense Education Act was
brought to us by Russian scientists rather than by Amorican educators. It

was the fear of Sputnik that allowed us for the first time to use federal
funds in a sensthk -way to improve American education. But the initiative
did not come from the' politicians of education'.

Now. I would be unfair to single out education as die only culprit in
the trend toward self-protection rather than leadership. That kind of retreat Front the issues is rampant in all American life today inclvdin:..:
porate life, where self-protection also frequently- becomes more important to people iji top positions than striking out in new directions and
supporting new ideas. In fact a recent book showed that this retreat
American military, parftorn IcadeNhip had also become rampant in
ticularly in Vietnam, where the officers '.corps was more interested in its
own ptomotion than in the building of a cohesive force with its men.
Some fifteen years ago, John Gardper warned against what he perceived to be an anti-leadero virus. and we are suffering some of the
consequences in American politics. in and out of education. today. Now.,
sOu are truly a remarkable body of people. I stPrpect that you could do
more than you are doing by joining rogether I fully realize the regional.
differences and the special pressure t: that are on each one of you. But on

.

iorne of the larger issues that concern all of you all of Us, and all the
children in the count: y as a whole, you could do more by working together to become a political force in this period of transition. . to
chart the course of change. In the historical past, this job was done
largely by the Elliots and the Conantsspokesmen from the great urnveriitics.,If you look around the country you will find a great void in our
university leadership. Nobody is about to assume this role. So, remember

Dewey and Horace Mann, and become politicians in their trziiition as
public-school educators.

"
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lm convinced of !hat.
The American people still belie
-yet show :hem that Ic
You must help theist find a Way
affirmation of the American
better, The politics of education cast
future lf you believe, as I do, that education remains America's last invisible !- ontier, then the only acceptable political teSponse is to keep that
frontier ..).pen ' 11 of your politics ought to be aimed at keeping the enterheir children a-nd zil those throughout
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in Curriculum ReYovin
F.V

John 1. Goodlad
Dean, Graduate School-of Education, UCLA
Director of Research,,

Institute for the Development of Educational Accivitie,
The purpose of curriculum planning and deqelopment is to provide
present and future students with quality learning experiences. Quality
usually is defined according to criteria pertaining to responsible citizenship, on one hand, and individ1-1, rersonal development, on the other.
The balance between educating for the welfare ,df the society and that oi .
the individual depends heavily on prevailing ideologies in the su:7-ountiing social system.
The term, "curriculum reform,- usually- implies change that goes beyond mere refinement of what exists to include replacement of present

content, curricular organization or evaluation and, frequently, teaching
methods. There are decisions to he made, then, about what is to he
learned, Making.th'ese.decisions involves people interests and power
,
the stuff of politics.
.

Our task' has been to identify some of the socio-political issues
encountered in making curriculum decisions. They arise both within the
formal system of schooling and ftom-the interaction of this system with
its cultural context. These issues become increasingly acute with iriten51:-1-

cation of reform efforts in any direction.

The Scope of The Curriculum Field
Curriculum practice embraces three kinds of phenomena: substantive,
technical-professional and political-social. The substantive addresses
ends and means of educational programs: goals, subject matter, materials and the like. The lechnical-professional pertains to the specialized
knowledge and expertise applied to planning, installing and Maintaining
includes all those human processes thrnuch'
curricula
which-some interests prevail over others and result in this topic or subject

rather than that appearing in curricula.' While it is possible to separate
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these three different kinds of phenomena one from another for conceptual and analytical purposes, all three are ire:qtricably interwoven, in
practice.

Curriculum decision-making goes on in four distiact domains, each
with its own problems and actors. The decikions made produce curricula
for each domain., Although these curricula interrelate and influence each

other, they have a certain independent or autonomous identity, too.
There is, then, no siengle definition of curriculum. There are formal curricula established by state and local school boards, operational curricula
proceeding in classes, personal curricula experienced by students, etc.
Each warrants a separate definition. Each has substantive, technical-professional. and political-social diinensions. Each Presents its unique set of
political issues.
The four-domains or arenas where all this 'curriculuin activity occurs
are the societal, and institutional, the instructional and the perional or
experientiaLL At the societal level, state legislators, pass laws- regarding
the teaching of the dangers of drug abuse', the inclusion of Physical edu;
cation, or requirements specifyins the time to be spent on given subjects.
Also at the societal level, local boards decree that reading will be taught
to achieve specific behavioral objectives or that certain; textbooks are or
are not acceptable. And Congress . enacts laws pertaining to
"mainstreaming" the handicapped and evaluating sctiootrogratiis supported by 'federal funds. The influence of federal, state and local divisions of the societal domain are clearly visible in almost any school one
chooses to visit.

When school staffs decide together to use television broadcasts as a
school, -wide medium for interesting students in current events, -they are

involved in curriculum planning at the institutional level. Societal decisions.are empty unless and until the results tind their way into schools
and classrooms. The institutional domain is where it all comes tog_ ether
in the Curriculum available to students at any given time

The instrudional domain includei the topics teachers present in the
clasiroom,. how they -Present them and the feelings and attitudes they
convey in the process. It is a domain once left very much to.the teacher
but is now one that almost everybody seeks to influence.

The,.most negle5ted-domain is the personalthat is what students exrience and how they feel about it We give lip service to the idea of
building curricula around the interests and expressed needs of children
and youth but then go about our business of deciding what is best for
them without reference to what they might haver say regarding their educational experiences and desires. But this oversight Is likely to change
during the concluding fifteen years of this century when "the rights of
children" increasingly will become a rallying call for educational reform.
There is a fifth domain o$curriculurn development arid reform which)
have referred to elsewhere as the ideolOgical or idealistic.' IA its pare
form, it is the domain of ideas. Whin considered at all, polities is some,
thing to be studied not encountered. The ideological differs, then, frorn
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the other four domains in being removed and, indeed, protected from the
socio- political marketplace, where ideas always are tempered by the interplay of power and compromise..
When you and I conjurer* visions of what an ideal high school cunicWIWI might be, we engage in a form of Weological curriculum planning.
The curriculum reform projects of the 1960's were conducted largely outside of the other four domains of curriculum development and were pre-

dominantly ideaistia in character.But they were not apolitical. Indeed,
continuing curriculum activity supported by the National Science Foundation recently-Attracted Cotigressional attention because of its implications for federal (societal) intervention in the curricula of local schools.
There is a direct link between noteworthy curriculum activity in the domain of id4s, the products of such work, and what goes into school curricula. When ideological curriculum activity remains purely apolitical, it
also remains purely impotent.
My interests he are the most critical issues in curriculum reform. Because these are so complex and so varied in character. I shall concentrate

on unravelling some-of this complexity rather that on making specific
recommendations for policy and practice. But, first, some further elaboration of the significance and character of the political dimension is appropriate.

The Political Dimension
The. political dimension of curriculum development and reform,
though pertinent throughout the history of education, has received little
overt scholarly attention. Even today, most university classes in curriculum are more likely to,treat issues of behavioral objectives versus nonbehavioral objectives or no objectives than topics of federal, state and toCal prerogatives. But the latter is more likely to present issues in policy
and practice. Indeed, interest in the traditional curricular topics of scope,
sequence, integration of subjects and the like has languished throughout
the decade.

Interest in the political has been vividly demonstrated in recent attempts of the National institute of Education to determine its role, if
any, in curriculum development. Its Curriculum Development Task
Force interviewed ley individuals in over sixty professional and lay organizations likely to have strong views about precollegiate educational
programs. They were asked to identify major issues, problems and con-

cents in curriculum development. Of the six overriding themes that
emerged. only one (the sixth in frequency and degree of concern) was
substantive in character. TheTirst five were almost exclusively political
and involved the role and power of varioui agencies (including those of
the respondents) and whose values and interests would prevail.' 1p effect,
the issue for almost everyone interviewed was "Who is to have a piece of

the action at all levels of curriculum decision-making?" And the implied
answer from each group was: '.*We are."
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Very few of those most concerned about who should mike curriculum
decisions are interested ill rationality to the point of conceding that degree of involvement should vary with the decision to be madeEssentially, the pri.spc.- questions are: "Who should make what curriculum decisions'?" aid "";hould I play a greater role in those kinds of decisions
rather than the ?" Because the idea of possible exclusion from some decisions is abhorrent-to almost an the participants, they opt to iguote the
question. In effect, they opt for chaos.
The fear that one might have to give up something (maybe something
one would not want to participate in anyway) is what upsets the needed
balance among substantive, professional-technical and political
sions in curriculum planning. The political dominates when the professional or substantive should prevail. The preference for confusion and

inertia rather than change initiated by others is a major cause of the
built-in bureaucratic rigidity on which reform after reform has foursdered.

In the matter of determining the school curricula for children and
youth, everybody should have a piece of the action. But the proper question is "What pieces for whom?" Even if one could divorce the process

of answering this question from vested interests and the politics
surrounding than, the question is not easily answered. In the first place,
we are not dealing with a hierarchical system open only at the top or societal level of decision-making. While each domain is to a degree responsible to the otheri, each also is open to its community or cukural milieu
und, therefore, to political intervention.

Figure I shows each domain floating free of each of the others as
re an entity unto itself. But this relationship is not the way

though

I. The domains of curriculum decision-making.

ins ttet!
domain

I

instnictiona
domain
Societal
domain
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Figup 2. The domains of curriculum and the dominant
interactions between domains in the public
educational system.

instructional
domain

things are. Each domain is part of a systemin this case, the public educational system. Each domain interacts with the others. But since most of
the interacting is between pairs of domains rather than multidimensional, Figure 2 pictures both the dominant pattern of interaction and certain
generally assumed but not well'articutated lines of authority and responsibility. Whether or not acceptable to all involved, there is a"hierarchical
character to the system. State and local boards lay down-certainrequirements which must be interpreted and, within limits, followed by school
personnel. These are not always acceptable to school staffs and so there
are transactions between the board. and teachers. Until relatively recently, these transactions progressed from principals to the superintendent to
the board. But, with increasing frequency, organized groups bf teachers
Interact directly with their boards. And so, the areas depicting two -way

interactions in Figure 2 (transactions and interpretations) present a
"neater" picture than'prevails in practice.
Figure 2 is too neat, however, in another respect. Each domain is relatively open to and interacts with virtually all elements of its cultural context. Figure 3 depicts part of this relationship: there arc transactions and
interpretations in staggering variety. The open character of each domain
and the relative vulnerability of pieces of the system are invitations to
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Figure 3.
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special interest groups and political activity.. And, of course, disagreements between directives-froth a school's community, for example, and
those from other sources of authority and responsibility in the system
create tension and conflict.
not all political,
The interactions between a domain and its milieu
however. teachers are free and, indeed, encouraged by the rhetoric of
their profession to interact with sources of stimtdatkon, ideas and new
pedagogical practices. But this laudatory direction is fraught with elements of potential conflict, too. What teachers learn through keeping up
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(Revised from the original on the basis of eiperience and critical feedback.) See
John I. Good lad. with Maurice N. Richter. Jr., The Development of a Conceptual System for Dealing with Problems of Curriculum and Instruction, USOE
Cooperative Research Program, project N_c. 454. University of California, Los
Angeles, 1966.
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to date frequently conflicts with the views of administrators, school
board members and state legislators. There is a built in conflict between
rules designed to regulate the instructional proceis and the concept of
teaching as a profession.

*The professional interests of teachers and administrators influence,
curriculum development inside the system, frequently blocking reform as
well as aiding it But these interests represent a force to be reckoned with
outside the formal system as well University professors serve as consult..
ants to pOlicy-makers, and educators frequently serve on school boards.
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And, of course, organized professional associations openly lobby in
Washington, and state capitols for and against decisions designed to in
fluence all four curriculum domains.
In various ways and through an endless variety of channels, the inter.
ests, values, needs and wants of the sanctioning body 'or schoolingthe
polity7-find their way into school programs. Curricula are molded by an
array of, forces expressing themselves through votes, individual and

group power and compromise. These forces include the needs of the
economy, traditional elements in the common culture, the interests of
subcultures. client. perceived wants and needs, knowledge production

and dissemination, scholarly communities, and the professibnal concerns'
of teache -s, and,administrators.* Figure 4 is an effort to conceptualize the
whole the domains of decision making within the system, interactions
between them, interactions between domains and their communities, and

the surrounding social order from which come the expectations for _schooling and the degrees; of freedom within which the system must op
er5te.
AI becomes clear in studying Figure 4 that educational systems are a far
.cry from manufacturing systems and factories in their functioning; In the
latter, there are feedback systems designed to correct inadeqUate information and faulty functioning, but the general flow of movement and
communication is from top to bottom. The former arc open at all levels
and between levels; there often is 'as much, or more, floir of movement
between any domain and its context as there is, between domains. The
factory model is the dominant one still used in seeking to reform and
evaluate curricula. But it is inadequate and misleading. We would be bettertadvised to examine Models derived from political economy or ecology

or a combination of the two in seeking to understand and improve

..

schools.
It is'relatively easy at this point toidentify the major kinds of political
issues and problems embodied in a system which is, on one hand; open to

and interactive with its larger socio-political context and, on the other,
essentially. bureaucratic and interdependent. From these, I shall select
just a few illustrative issues and treat them from the-perspective ofthe'

goal of curriculum develorlment and reform stated at the outsetthe
provision of quality learning experiences for students.

IlluStrifive Polltiial Issues
Four different categories can illustrate problems of curriculum reform
that are primarily political in origin and ammeter.
I. The politics of academe (internal to the institutional domain of the
system). The problem chosen is what I call "the Bermuda Triangle" of

Curriculum reformchanging the curriculum of a secondary school. I
might as readily have chosen a professional school or a fouryear ciAldge.
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2. The politics of

uctional reform through legislative fiat (internal
to the system and cutting across domains). The problem chosen is that of
improving the teaching of reading. 1 might as readily have chosen the
problem of improving the teaching of teachers.
1. The politics of corruminity control and the school's responsiveness to
its community (interactive between the institution and its milieu). 1 deal
here with the general issue rather than a specific one
4. The politics,of client-perceived wants and needs in the context of children's access to educational_opportunity (interactive between the system
and its clients).

the

ondary School Cuiriculum

The late Beardslee Rumt once said that university faculties are incapable of reforming undergradulate curricula-. The same could be said for the
faculties of secondary schools. The late Senator William Benton, when
he was .vice - president of .the University of Chicago, once said that ire
often thought of his days in-Congress, "where they play politics acvording to rules." Academic politics makes of the eecondary-schoolcurriculum a Berrmida Triangle of curriculum reform.
Some of the most exciting ideas-for cunicultun reform have addressed
the secondary school-----from the core curriculum to the School-within-a-

school concept. But even during the rhetorical hey-day of both, it was
difficult to find examples in practice. Both called for collaborative planning and teaching on the part of faculty members, something they find
Very difficult to do.
Ironically, most faculty members are acutely aware of schoolwide cur:

ricular problems that remain chronic year after year, even though discussed and studied at length by committees. In most instances, the difficulty is an inherently political condition the organizational structure. A
structure Simultaneously and exclusively serving administrative, policy-

making and curricular ends is impotent for curricular refonnand,
usually, almost everything except maintaining the status quo. And the
departmental organiiation of the secondary school (or the four-year college) is precisely this multPfunctional, impotent Structure.
While: there may be-no good organizational structure for a secondary
school or a college, some are better than others, and the better ones interrupt-the linear flow of authority with a -system of checks and balances.
Such arrangements clutter the organizational chart and trouble administrators who see things in orderly, straight lines and cannot stand fluidity. But structure that breaks the flow of authority with responsible, representative policy formulation has some possibility of facilitating curriculum change.
Most secondary schools are organized bydepartments administered by
department heads. This situation is not necessarily bad. The trouble oc-
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Figure 4. A Coneeptualization for guiding
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(From John L Coodlad and Associales, curriculum Inquiry: The
Study of curriculum Practice. New York; McGraw-Hill, 1979, Chap. 14.
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curs when department heads, usually with the principal and vice-princi.
, sit as the administrative group, the policy:makini body and the cur.
riculum council of the school. Needless to say, the department head's
major sense of responsibility is to a constituency, the departmental faculty he or she represents. This constituency, in turn, is deeply commtted
by tradition and academic preparation. to the subject of the depaxtment.

mental considerations feted to overshadow the welfare of

students and the school as a whole. And since reform almost invariably
calls for integrating fields of knowledge, opening up new educational opportunities not neatly falling into departments, or dealing with schoolwide ills, the changes needed rarely occur.
Secondary schools do not often make ()old and exciting curricular
changes until matters of school-wide policy, including curricular policy,
are separated from the structure described. This situation necessitates the
creation of an educational policies council to which faculty members are
elected at large. Of course, there will be politicking in these elections:
!halls what most elections are all about. But leadership can do a great.
deal to set a toile of service to thelinstitution rather than to a single department.
Such bodies should include students, also elected at large. Faculty
members and students present a variety of points of view but shoUld not
be regarded as representing a given constituency. The student member of
the Board of Regents of the University of California recently expressed
herself very clearly on this issue, stating that she did not "represent" the
students and that she would not vote on matters pertaining exclusively to
students, so as to avoid any possible implication of conflict of interest.
Returning to the,-matter of departmental structure, it is functionally
defensible for department heads to serve as members of the principal's
admirdstrsttive" council. And, it is defensible for them to have both,
administrative and curricular authority and responsibility within the confines of their own departments. But it is not defensible for them to constitute the school's -policy-making body by virtue of the administrative
positions to which they have been appointed or elected. If a school prin.
cipai sees his or her role as one of creating a democratic workplace in
-wide curricula are revised and problems solved, he or she
which sch
would be Mil advised to create a hroacj-based policy council while simultaneously reinforcing the intra.department role of departmentheads ands
downplaying their school-wide roles. Such an approach is more likely tor
produce results than is a direct attack oriddepartmental structure-and au.
thority.
Let me add, however, that,' as Samson observed, any plan of fundamental educational reform ultimately must deal with the culture of the
school.' A significant part of the culture of a secondary school isa structure that would seem to be almost diabolically conceived to preserve the
.

status quo.
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OMIRMiMIVme-

Improving the Tisch Ins of ceding
Sir Alex Clegg% addressing the annual conference of the International
Reading Association, exorcised some astonishment over the perennially
large audiences at reading conferences in the United States: He thought
that it was past time for us to have solved the problems, given the attention we have lavished on them. A major part of our difficulty is that we
have taken reading out of the instructional domain where it belongs and
placed it in the societal one where the Peter Principle runs rampant. And
in so doing, we have turned a substantive, professional-technical matter
into a largely political one

The solutions to dozens of substantive problems in education have
been obfuscated by turning them into political issues. The knowledge
base for our profession is relatively weak; few "for sure" answers are
available. And so, much of what should be left to teachers, and specialists who Might advise them, is "put up for grabs," to be resolved by administrative flat or legislative decree.

For an tjght-year period in the,"60's, bills an how reading was to be
taught h&Fred in .the wings of California's tate legislatute, largely expressihg the philosophy of the then-chief superhitendent..He chose to
make the issue of improved reading instruction a political one Most
teachers and reading specialists, nonetheless, continued to see the issues
involved as, substantive ones. _Many argued for alternative legislation to
what was being proposed. What they should have argued for Is that reading instruction is not something on which one votes. The merits of one or
another method of teaehing reading simply are not Matters for legislative
actionla point of _view with, which many legislators would disagree.
Such a topic does not everibelong in the societal domain. It is an instruedorm! matter, to be enlightened by inquiry in the ideological domain,-and
settled by teachers for and with-specific children.

We can argue ad infinitum that teachers do not know how to teach
reading or, that if they know, they do not work at it hard enough or, that
teaching reading is too important to be left to teachers. But to act on,the
basis of such rhetoric, even if it contains an element of truth, is to turn
the problein over to administrators, legislators, or parents, while simultaneously reducing teachers' sense of responsibility to It It is difficult for
are to see this Procedure as a preferred solutionor for that matter, any
solution over any perickl of time. On the surface, it is an enticing solution, appearing to be infinitely easier than the alternativea long-term,
Well-supportea effort to assist teachtrs to employ not the best method,
when there is none, -but a variety. of techniques, geared to the nature of
both the reading process and reamers:
A large part of present-day educationakmalaise stems from legislative
intervention in the specifics of classrdominstnIction. Irodicaliy, during a
period when teacher accountability has
a watchword, much or the

authority teachers require if they are to be held responsible and
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accountable has been written instead into state education codes. Hill

-

found dozens of examples of instructional mandates and restraints in the
California code: He then prepared a test-of what the code specified and
administered it to legislators, school board members, superintendents
and teachers in the state. Only the superintendents scored passing marks;
both legislators and teachers flunked at a very.low level.' In actuality,
then, much of this legislative dabbling in teaching affects nothing and
teachers, in ignorance ci( instructional requirements, are more free than
they think.
Nonetheless, the aura of control over classrooms being exercised in remote places is real in its effects. One surprising concomitant is the inclustore- of curricular matters on colleciive bargaining agendas. Power is
mustered to fight poiieri-what should be treated as purely substantivebecorTICS almost purely political. Teachers who demand that specific currica
ular patterns, did instructional procedures be written into collective bargaining agreements are as guilty of restricting the freedoms of their indi .
vidual colleagues as we legislators who write rules pertaining to classroom instruction. If the unhappy day ever arrives when most of the what
and how of teaching and learning is written into state education codes
and bargaining egret-Mews, we should give up any pretebsions and protestations about teaching being a profession. And the reading problem
will still be a problem.

1-Community Interaction
Many'politicaktuues surrounding curriculum reform arise out of the
interactions between schools and communities. The most important issue
is not whether the community should hive a voice in the program of its

schools tut, rather, the definition of community. For several decades,
the concept orcommunity has become increasingly parochial; my-neigh=
borhood and my community often are synonymous:' Translated into education, such a concept implies citizen interest in schooling extending
only to "my ichool.".'
There are many positive aspects in this trend. Every school of noted
accomplishments has enjoyed strong community identification and sup.
port. goodschoob and parental goodwill go together.
The point is that interest in education beginning and ending with the
neighborhood school is parochial and implies all the built-in dangers of
parochialism. Carried to extreme, it means that local school councils or

other bodies select' the school Principal, approve the appointment of
teachers, determine what b And is not taught and impote restraints on
teaching practices. The process runs the gamut from. endless, non-

productive bickering to little tolerance for countervailing views.
Schooling serves not only to preserve certain traditions but also to create new possibilities and-close the fap between exmctations and present
realities. This principle suggests the desirability of some productive ten-
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sion between professional-techni,-..alconsiderations and conventional wisdarn in which funded knowledge increasingly prevails over local myths
and customs iii making decisions. To the degree that local views are abnormally parochial, and control over the school is great, this desired tension rarely exists. Forward-looking reform of the curriculum is virtually
impossible. The chances of children and youth being broadly educated

for a dynamic role in the nation. let alone in an interdependent world,
become slim.
The best educational offense to offset the continuing dangers of exces-

sive parochialism-is vigorous debate over educational goals and broad
based curricular planning taking place in the societal domain. Whereas
legislative and board intervention in instruction can be harmful, state
specification of broad educational goals for schools is necessary. Indeed,
this control is the constitutional prerogative and responsibility of the
states. People tend to seek out and gather together in small communities
`those they perceive tio be of their "own kind." The courts have had to
remedy some of the resulting inequalities in-educational opportunity.
Even some states have been too parochial in such matters, necessitating
that their laws be overridden through decisions of the Supreme Court of
the United States. Dialogue about the aims of education and the goals of
schooling needs to be nationwide and continuing.
When they take serioasly the task of setting ale socio-political goals
for education and schooling, consulting broadly in the process, state legislatures usually come up with a comprehensive list, even when setting
ihemselves the task of defining basic idUcatiori. Most, perhaps all
endorse the foar sets of goals that have evolved in this country from the

seventeenth to the twentieth century academic (the three R's and
beyond), voCa p 1, 'social and cjvic, and personal. Continuing, vig rous articulation of these is at once .the best offense and the best defe se
for offsetting the rigor mortis of excessive community parochialism.
Just as there must be countervailing elements in the school-community

relationship 'in order-to offset parochialism, theie must similarly be
countervailing elements from domain to domain within the educational
system to assure curricular reform. But the curricular organization of
state departments of education tends to support and sustain, rather than
countervail, the curricular paralysis of secondary schools. They, too, are
organized into departments and Specialized fiefdoms, each of which fosten activity in its own curriculum but rarely across fields or in new ones.
A creative chief state school officer seeking reform of any segment of the
system, such as the junior or senior high school, frequently must work
around, not with, the departments of his or her own office. 1have no
ivordl of wisdom to offer with respect to circumventing these reefs of internal structure. Each chief state School officer must have-them all well
.
charted to remain effective..
One of the mast important contributions to curriculum reforin any
state superintendent might Make today is to get his or her curriculum di,
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To the degree th31 Statei Set very 511C;;IfiC balaVIOtal OUICOMICTT for stuJaw, ei.eit if only for inintinuto cot ap,etericiei.. to be attaloW, edui.atiori
is defined for the student and real choice is restricted, These require
mcnts restrain innovation and reduce variability. Whatever the rhetoric
of differences claimed by competing educational programs,. Further., political, Moral and legal respornibility for al,,ctirtrig, :he oripoi-tunity to
achieve these standards moves toward the legislature. the state board of
education and the chief state school officer,

To the extent that states set broad goals and general guidelines for
achieving Mem, moral re,sponsibility for etrocaltorial chotcr. and attait .
meat tends to move toward the individual. Decisions rest with parent and
student,. the state -dens in to asio,Lre equality of access and equity in treat-

ment but does not become suroogate for the child.. The state's role hec-(mtes. one of raising avirationi, providing Mott alive models for the attainment Cu these.- aspirritions and encouraging quality perform...me on
the part of accredited institutions: The message is that individuals have
both. the legal and political right to education and the moral responsibility to exercise it.
The answer, then, to the question of who chooses a student's antic .
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dents," The young will require a great deal of- guidance, but
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rearpirw opportunities experienced by stir.
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ular and instructional requirements for the schools where its members
reach, the less creative and innovative teachers are likely r,

There Lc

an inverse relationship between the quantity or specific collective bar.
:7.,ttricrilar matter; and the clegref: to which teach.
aifliU Jgcccmcms
ing approaches professional status.

4. The more exclusively parochial the determination of curricular ends
irid means at the local schookommunity level the less likely that the
schi.x-st's program will provide adequately for individual student fulfill .
rneneand participation in a global society:
5. There is built in philosophical incompatibility between speciric, detailed requirements for graduation and curricular alternatives and refoul", [his situation is not the ca;ie, however, when requirements for
graduation are sharply' distinguished from requirements for certification
or licensing. If what we want in our society is more educational reform
and ,at the same time; considerable 'assurance that persons will possess
the minimum competencies for given tasks or jobs* we should move from

precise, behavioral specification of graduation requirements to precise
definition of licensing requirements.
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